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Abstract.COAepiaMe. Streszczenie

Th« paper is an attempt to outline a systematic algebraic 
approach to discrete processes and systems. The emphasis is 
laid on reflecting concurrency in processes and systems. The 
approach ia based on the mathematical theory of non-sequentia1 
processes and systems, as developed by Petri and his followers. 
Its novelty is that the offered description tools are algebraic.

I uredpanecKMj onaoaaa® »eipeTHSi 
npoueccoi ■ cacrea

f lp e ju o ra e » a a  p a o o ra  npeacraB iHO T ceCSoB n o n u r iy  coaaaa iH  
e iO T e a a riR e c K o ro  a ire O p a n e c K o ro  n o j i o j a  k  j ic k p o t h h *  n p o - 
ueocaa ■ c a c re  n a n . Haaoaeaae KOHueaTpapyeTca Ha n ap a ju e aa sae  
■ npoqecoax i  c a c te a a x . Uoaxoa 0CH0BaH aa aaTeaara^ecK O fl 
teopaa  H enocaexoB are jtM n ix  nponeccoB ■ c a c re a  coaaaHHoB OaTpaa. 
H o b o c t łb  n o jx o ja  aaaaeTCfl n pa a ea e a ie  a ir e C p a a q e c n x  c p e s c tB  
o n c a a ia .

Próba algebraicznego opisu procesów i systemów dyskretnych

Praca stanowi próbę sformułowania systematycznego algebraicz
nego podejścia do procesów i systemów dyskretnych. Położono nacisk



na ujęcie współbieżności w procesach i systemach. Podejście jest 
oparte na matematycznej teorii procesów niesekwencyjnych i sys
temów zapoczątkowanej przez Petri'ego. Nowością jest zastosowanie 
algebraicznych środków opisu.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an attempt to outline a systematic alge
braic approach to concurrent and distributed processes and 
systems.

Ve exploit to large extent the mathematical theory of 
non-sequential processes and systems as developed by Petri 
and his followers* .

The novelty of our approach is that the description tools 
we offer are algebraic. Ve believe that such tools make the 
whole theory at least more compact and transparent. There is 
also a hope that the algebraization may help to solve some 
concrete problems.

The central concept of the whole paper is that of a 
process. Our definition of a process is similar in spirit 
to that of Petri but simpler.

Intuitively, by a process we mean an autonomous activity 
which has a unique initial state, a unique final state, a num
ber of intermediate states, and leads in s unique way from the

4

initial state to the final one. The activity is to be autono
mous in the sense that once started it does not depend on what 
is going on in the environment.

A process can be executed many times. An execution can 
start only by creating the initial state. Such an execution 
has its own history. That the way of achieving the final state 
from the initial one is unique means that the process states 
are arranged in the same manner in all the histories of the
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process. Thus any of the histories represents the process 
uniquely.

The states of a process need not be arranged into a 
linear string. Usually they consist of certain components 
(elementary situations) nhioh can occur independently and 
only the occurrences of the components in the process are 
ordered by the fact that one oocurrence is a consequence of 
snother. Then the ordering of the occurrences (the causal 
relation of the process) is partial« To each occurrence there 
corresponds a label, namely the elementary situation which 
occurs. To every maximal set of causally unconnected occur
rences (a cut) there corresponds a state of the process that 
consists of the occurring situations. Bach component has at 
most one occurrence in suoh a state (out)« This occurrence 
may belong to other states (cuts)« That the process is auto« 
nomous is equivalent to the property that its maximal causal 
chaîna have no gaps, i.e. are represented in all cuts.

Thus the histories of processes may be described by 
labelled partially ordered sets of a sort. The processes 
themselves may be described .by isomorphism classes of such 
labelled partially ordered sets with respect to the isomor
phisms preserving the orderings and the labellings.

We conaider merely discrete processes, i.e. those which 
consist of certain elementary steps. Nevertheless, many of 
the concepts end results doss not require the discreteness. 
Also processes without Initial or, finite states (unbounded 
processes) can be considered.



We introducá two (partial) operations of composing pro
cesses: in parallel (nhen the components are independent) and 
sequentially (when one component ie a continuation of another). 
With the aid of these operations we are able to characterize 
setB of processes in a nay similar to characterizing formal 
languages in terme of concatenation. This sllows us to study 
systems.

The systems are described by specifying their behaviours. 
The behaviour of a system is understood as the set of processes 
the system is able to realize. ’.Ye characterize such a set by 
means of the operations of composing processes.

We are Interested in those systems whose processes are 
discrete (discrete systems). Then the behaviour of a system 
consists of such processes only which can be obtained by com
posing certsin atomic (indivisible) processes. Due to this 
fact, the behaviour is entirely determined by the atomic pro
cesses and by the structure of independence. This leads to a 
specification similar to a condition-event system as introdu
ced by Petri. Such a specification is taken as the basis of 
our definition of discrete systems. We are able to formulate 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of processes to 
be the behaviour of a discrete system and show how to recover 
a system from its behaviour.

The behsviours of systems, when endowed with suitably 
restricted operations of composing processes (and some derived 
operations), become (partial) algebras, called behaviour al
gebras. The behaviour algebras belong to a larger class of

-  9 -
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algebras, called partially monoidal categories (categories 
with an additional structure of partial monoid). The struc
ture of partially monoidal categories can also be introduced 
in some seta of sctiona of transforming data. The behaviour 
algebras of discrete systems are generated by atomic proces
ses (are discrete) and appear to be free in the class of par
tially monoidal categories. This allows us to use discrete 
syatema aa control achemes of distributed computations, and 
to give interpretations to such schemes by effectively assign
ing actiona of transforming data to control flows. The same
algebraic machinery can also be applied to evaluate processes

)
of a discrete system and to generalize the system concept in 
various directions. For instance, we are able to cover place- 
-transition Petri nets, coloured Petri nets etc. On the other 
hand, we obtain an axiomatic characterization of the discrete 
behaviour algebras.

The algebraic approach we are developing may serve to 
describe processes of transforming structures by applying 
"graph grammar like" productions. We come to a concept similar 
to that of a derivation tree of context-free grammars. With 
such a concept we are able to_ analyse compound structure trans- 
fornations in a systematic manner. In particular, we come to 
Church-Roaser properties for compound structure transforma
tions.

The paper is a synthesis of results described in earlier 
publications [23,24j, [38], and (40-46]. However, soma parte 
of those publications (except of [25], [45], and [46]) are 
wrong. It is author*8 hope th8t in this paper at least the 
most serious errore has been avoided.
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2. HISTORIES

We start with formalizing the concept of a history. Our 
purpose in this section is to describe the histories of dis
crete processes. In the description ne shall use some notions 
connected with orderings.

Given a partially ordered set (X,^), by a chai a (resp.: 
antichain) we mean a set of mutually comparable (resp.: incom
parable) elements of X. We say that a chain ZfcX is bounded 
if there are z,y eZ such that x ^ z ^ y  for all z€Z. If 
all bounded chains Z £ X  are finite then the ordering is
said to be discrete. Given a subset Y£X, we define:

«
Y":-{xeXs i ¿ y  for some ygï] and Y+:*{x£X: y 4 *

for some yeï}.

The concept and examples

Let L be a fixed set (of elementara' situations).

Definition 1. A (discrete) history over L (history) is a 
triple H * (X,<,1), where (X, é) is a partially ordered 
set such that:

(H1) the ordering of (X,^) is discrete,

(H2) Y ^ Z  0 for every maximal antichain Y £ X  and every
maximal chain Z Ç X  (see Fig. 1)t

and lsX— *L is a mapping (a labelling) such that:
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(H3 / 1 (x) = 1 (y) implies i £ y  or y ^ x  for all x,y€X.

If all chains Z £ X  are bounded then H is eaid to be bound
ed. Otherwise, we aay that H is unbounded. If I is finite
then H is said to be finite.

Pig. 1

. ..rh a history H is interpreted as follows.

The elements of L (cslled also labels) represent ele- 
:..e;.*ary situations. The elements of I represent particular 
o:j-rrences of elementary situations. The occurrences of a 
particular situation s are represented by the elements with 
the label s. T'o assumption is made on the presence of a time 
s^le. The ordering ^  represents the causal relation between 
r.rt.rulsr occurrences of elementary 6ituatione. Namely, an 
:.:_rrenre x of s • l(x) is regarded to be a consequence 
:i 311 occurrences y such that y i  x and y^x. Maximal 
ur-tichaine represent the cross-sections throughout the history
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that could possibly be observed at particular moments. Maximal 
chains represent what we may call signal lines throughout the 
history (of. Carnap [4], Chapter G: ASa of physics). A comple
teness of the causal relation is assumed such that all occur
rence» of a particular elementary situation are causally con
nected (H3) and all signal lines are represented in all cross- 
-Bections by occurrences of some situations (H2). This comple
teness reflects the fact that the corresponding process is 
autonomous. Property (H2) is Petri’s causal density (K-denaity) 
adopted to our histories (cf. Petri [33]).

9

Example 1. An object A in a state u (an occurrence x of 
(A,u)) waits for 8 message m. Another object B in a state
8 (an occurrence y of (B,s)) sends the message m and
goes to a state t (which leads to an occurrence r of e

and an occurrence p of (B,t)). The object A receives m
(the occurrence r of m) and, being in the state u (the 
occurrence x of (A,u)), goes to a state v (which leads 
to an occurrence q of (A,v)).

This history of the process of sending n by B and 
reoeiving m by A, denoted H, is shown in Pig. 2.
The occurrences are represented by circlea. The symbols at 
the circleB are the labels (elementary situations) of the 
corresponding elements (occurrences of elementary situations). 
The directed area describe the ordering (the causal relation). 
The arc resulting from the transitivity is omitted.
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(*.▼)

Pig. 2

Example 2. Pour balls are moving along a circle clockwise and 
counter-clockwise as shown in Pig. 3*

Pig. 3

Because of collisions the directions of the motions of the 
balle change. For instance, ball 1 moving clockwise will 
start moving counter-clockwise after the collision with ball 2 
moving counter-clockwise, whereas ball 2 will start moving 
clockwise.
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Let us consider the process consisting of two independent 
collisions 1-2 and 3-4 followed by two independent collisions
2-3 and 4-1. We can distinguish the following elementary situa
tions:

1 (resp.s 2,3,4): ball 1 (reap.: 2,3,4) is moving clockwise,

1 (reap.: 2,3,4): ball 1 (resp.: 2,3,4) is moving counter- 
-clockvrise.

Let x,y,z,t be the initial occurrences of 1,2,3,4, 
reap.. The occurrences x and y lead together (via a col
lision 1-2) to occurrences u,v of 1,2, resp.. Independent
ly, the occurrences z and t lead together (via a colliaion
3-4) to occurrencea p,q of 3,4, reap.. Hext, v and p lead 
(via a collision 2-3) to occurrences r,s of 2,3, resp., and, 
independently, u,q lead (via a colliaion 4-1) to occurrences 
m,n of 1,4, resp.. This gives the bounded history H in 
Pig. 4. The part of thia history which consists of the col
lision 1-2 only, denoted I, is shown in Fig. 5*

7 3 T 1
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Observe that if we had taken into account the fact that 
each ball can only be moving clockwise or counter-clockwise 
then we could describe the same histories considering only 
the occurrences x,u,z,q,stm of the corresponding "clockwise" 
situations and the causal dependencies between these occurren
ces. The corresponding restrictions of H and I are shown 
in Pig. 6 and 7. Take notice that H* in Pig. 6 is however not
causally dense so that it is not a history in our sense. This '
is because of the lack of the forgotten occurrences u and p 
of 1 and 3. resp. The occurrences u and p, which are 
necessary to have the socond occurrences of 1 and 3, are re
presented in H* only by the arcs ( x , m )  and ( z , b ) ,  resp..

Pig. 6

5xa~ple 3» There is a resource and two objects A and B, 
each using the resource in a phase of its activity. The re
source cannot be used by the two objects at the same time. 
The following situations are possible:
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1: the reeource ie available,
2 (resp.: 5): A {reep.s B) needs the resource,
3 (resp.: 6)s A (resp.s B) uses the resource,
4 (resp.: 7): A (resp.s B) does not use the resource and

need not it.

The objects are capable of performing tho following actions:

a (reap.: d): A (resp.: B) takes the resource,
b (resp.: e): A (resp.: B) releases the resource,
c (resp.: f): A (reap.: B) passes a phase in which^the resource

is not needed.

Suppose that at the beginning we have certain occurrences 
x,y,z of 2,1,5, resp.. Then one of the objects can take the 
resource and it is unspecified which of them will do that. 
Taking the resource by A (action a) leads to an occurrence 
t of 3« The occurrence t leads (via b) to occurrences u,v 
of 4,1, reap.. The occurrence u leads (vis c) to an occur
rence p of 2. All these actions are performed at the pre
sence of the occurrence z of 5. Suppose that the reeource, 
when released by A (the occurrence v of 1), is taken by B. 
Then z and v lead (via d) to an occurrence w of 6, w 
leads (vis e) to occurrences q,r of 1,7, resp., and r leads 
(via f) to an occurrence s of 5« Thus we obtain the bounded 
history J in Fig. 8.
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Pig. 8

Repeating such a process infinitely long we obtain the 
unbounded history J* in Pig. 9. Instead of the occurrences 
:!i.v i:>"ivt,'iPt(5irt8 "e have the corresponding occurrences 

Z ̂ > u^ , v^ ,p^, q^, r^ , s^ with ri+i “ P^»
2; - s 3dc i € {•*. |*2|"1*0,+1|+2,***J .
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Pig.9
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It follona from the definition that every element of a 
bounded hiatory hae a loner bound which ia minimal and an 
upper bound which is maximal. Thus the aet of minimal elementa 
and the aet of maximal elementa are maximal antichaina.

The ordering of a hiatory C8n be trivial, i.e. it pan 
reduce to the identity relation. Then the labelling ia a one- 
-to-one correapondence ao that the labels identify the labelled 
elementa. Such a hi8tory ie aaid to be ahort. Por instanoe, 
the restrictions of a hiatory to the maximal antiohaina are 
ahort hiatoriea.

The ahort hiatoriea will aerve to repreaent concrete 
occurrencee of atatee of proceaaea. In particular, one-element 
hietories will repreaent occurrences of elementary aituationa.

The hiatoriea which are not 8hort are aaid to be proper.

Observe that the structure obtained by reveraing the or
dering of a hiatory H is aleo a hiatory. We denote it by H*
and call the reverse of H.

y.orohiar.s of histories

part of a proceas may be an autonomoua activity which 
is executable at an occurrence of a state and changes only its 
own piece of the occurrence. Put in another way, such a part 
t..ay be a procesa occurring in the given one. This can be 
expressed in terms of histories and described formally by 
introducing a sort of morphiama of histories. Such morphisma 
«ill be called occurrences. We shall aee that the occurrences
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of elementary situations in histories of processes may be 
regarded as certain occurrences of one-element histories re
presenting the situations in the corresponding histories of 
processes*

Definition 2. An occurrence fj H— VH* of a history 
H ■ (X,^,l) in a history H* ■ (x',4 ',1 ') is an injection 
f t  X — such that:

(01) x ^ y  iff f (x)^'f (y),
(02) 1 (x) - l'(f(x)) for all x£l,
(03) f (x) <¿'2 ' ^ '  t (y) implies z"m f(z) for some zeX,
(04) there exists an antichain I'ii* such that for every

maximal antichain Y C I  the sets f(Y) and Y* are 
disjoint and f(Y)UY* is a maximal antichair. (Pig. 10).

If f: X  yX* is a bijection (in such a case (01) implies
(03) and (04)) then f : X — >X is an occurrence, f: H — *H 
is called an isomorphism. and v»e aay that H and K * are 
isomorphic.

Pig. 10



,  ! 
Properties (01) and (02) mean that the orderings and

the labellings of H and of the image of H in H* are
essentially the same. (03) and (04) express the faot that
the in8ge of H in H* oan be completed to a segment of H*
by, adding an antichain.

Sxar.ple 4. The inclusion of the history I in Pig. 5 in the
history H in Pig. 4 is an occurrence, For Y* in (04) we
can take the antichain {a,t}. The inclusions of histories!
J in Pig. 11, and K in Pig. 12, in the history H in Fig. 4
are occurrences with l '  being the empty set.

-  22  -

Pig. 11

Fig. 12



Observe that the inclusions of one-element histories in 
a history are occurrences. Also the inclusions of the restric 
tions of a history to arbitrary antichains are occurrences of 
such restrictions in the whole history.

It is clear that if ft H — *1 and g: I  >J are oc
currences then the composite fg is also an occurrence 
fg! H  M .

We have alpo the following property of occurrences.

t
Proposition 1. If H is s bounded history then the only
occurrence f: H-- *H is the identity mapping.

Proof. Let H * (X, ¿,1) with a set XQC X  of minimal
elements and a set X^cl of maximal elements. Suppose that
Z * ^x0,x1,... ,xQ} is a maximal chsin such that ...
... ¿xQ. Then xq € X 0 and x ^ X ^ .  Due to (03), f(Z) is 
a maximal chain connecting f(*0 ) and f(xn). Due to (02¡, 
l(f(xjL)) - K x ^ .  Hence, due to (H3), xQ ^f(*0 )»
and each x¿ is comparable with the corresponding 
Since Z is a maximal chain and xQ^f(xo), it must be
x 1^f(xl). Similarly, x2 áf(x2) xn ^f(xn ). Again, since
Z is a maximal chain and f(xQ)^xn, it must te f(xQ_1) 

^ x n_1- Similarly, f (*n_2)^ xn-2’' * * *xo ̂ xo* Rence =
m for all i. Since Z was an arbitrary maximal actichai 
we conclude that f is the identity mapping.
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The splitting structure of e history

A history has an internal structure which is determined 
by the partitions of the whole history into causally indepen
dent components.

Definition 3. Let H = (X, ̂ ,1) be a history. Every (ordered)
pair s = (U,V) of disjoint subsets of X such that U u T  = X
and u is incomparable with v for every u € D  and v e V  
is called a splitting of H. Such a splitting s determines 
two histories:

left (H.a) := (u,¿|u,llu) and right (H,s) :« (V, <c|V,l|V).

The set of splittings of H with the ordering:

(U,V) C  (U',V') iff 0 c  u' 

ie called the splitting structure of H.

'jx a~ y le 5. The history J in Pig. 11 has the splittings: 

s.,= (0 ,{x,y,z,t,utv,p,q} ), s2*({x,y,u,v}, {z,t,p,q}), 

s3=({s,t,p,q},{x,y,u,v}), s4«({x,yfz,t,u,v,p,q},0 ), 

and they are ordered as follows:

9-! £ *>2 ^  s4 • 8 1 C  83 £  a4*

The splitting s2 is shown in Pig. 13*
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Pig. 13

The order of 0 and V in a splitting a « (U,V) of 
a history H is only conventional and is not determined by 
the history H. This is reflected by the fact that we have 
a "complementary" splitting s'- (V,0) such that:

left(H.s') - right(H.e) and right(H.e') » left(H.e)»

The splittings of abort histories are simply decompo
sitions of such histories into disjoint parts»

Bie inclusions of JLeft(H,s) snd right(H,s) in H are 
occurrences» Due to (H3)f left(H,s) and right(H»s) have no 
common label»

The splitting structures of histories enjoy +he follow
ing property.
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reposition 2. The splitting structure of a history H =
* (X,€tl) ie e Boolean algebra with the least element (0,X) 
and the greatest element (X,0).

v . , .

Froof. The complement of a splitting s « (U,V) can be de
fined as s*= (V,D). Given two splittings s * (U,V) and t * • 
= (U*,V*)t it suffices to define (see Fig. 14)s

cn t  (unu'.v U(uov'l) and su t  s= (U U(Vnü') ,VO V #).

a

D T

0'
Dnü' T nü'

V'
ürtY' y r»T'

Pig. 14

'.7e have even e much stronger property.

Proposition 3. The splitting structure of a history is a 
complete Boolean algebra.

Proof. This property is due to the fact that the splittings 
divide every history H into a family indepen^
dent indivisible (atomic) components. Any other component 
consists of a subfamily of atomic components.
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Each atomic component * ( X ^ , ^ , ^ )  of a history 
H « (X,4,l) has only the trivial splittings (#,X,. ) and 
(1^,0)« The inclusion of such a component in H is an oc
currence. The seta of labels occurring in distinct atomic 
componenta are disjoint.

The cut atructure of a hiatory

Another internal structure of a hiatory of a process 
ia determined by the maximal antichaina of the history. This

t

internal atructure is much deeper than that determined by 
the aplitting8'

Definition 4. The restriction of a history H *> (X,4,l) to 
a maximal antichain Y QX ia called a cut of H. Such a cut 
c determines two histories:

head(H,c) t- (l", ¿|Y"fl|l” ) and tall(H.c) .—  (Y+, <|Y+,l|Y+).

The set of cuts of H with the ordering:

c s  d iff c is a cut of head(H.d)

ia called the cot atructure of H. If the aet of minimal (resp.: 
maximal) elementa of X is a maximal antichain (which is true 
for bounded histories) then the corresponding cut ia called 
the origin (reap.: the end) of H and ia denoted by origin(H) 
(reap.t by end(H)).

Example 6. The out atructure of the hiatory H in Pig. 4 
consists of the cuta shown in Pig. 15« These cuts correspond 
to the following maximal antichaina:
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{x,y,z,t}, {x,y,p,q}, {u,v,z,t}, {u,v,p,qj,
\

{p,v,m,n}, {q,u,r,e], fm,n,r,e}.

They are ordered as followss

{x.y.s.t} c  {x,y,p,q} e  {u,v,p,q}t

{x.y.z.tj E fu,v,z,tj G{u,v,p,qj,

{u,v,p,q] c  {p,v,m,n] E  {m,n,r,e},

{u,v,p,qj C  {q,u,r,s} c{m.n.r.oj.

The origin correaponda to {x,y,z,tj. The ond oorreapoada 
to {m,nfr,sj.

Pig. 15

Observe that the inclusions of head(H,c) and tail(H.c) 
in H are occurrences. The common part of head(H.c) and 
tail(H.c) is exactly the cut c.
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The moat important property of the cut atructures of 
histories is the following.

Proposition 4» The cut structure of a history H ia a dis
tributive lattice such that every set of elementa which has 
an upper (resp.: a lower) bound haa also the least upper 
(resp.: the greatest lower) bound. If the history H is 
bounded then the cut structure of H is a complete distribu
tive lattice with the least element origin(H) and the great
est element end(H).

«

Proof. Let H ■ (X,^,l), and let I be a set of cuts of H, 
each out i€ I  corresponding to a maximal antichain Y ^ iX ,  

Suppose that I is finite or there exists a cut c such 
that i C  o for all iel. In the second case let c cor
responds to a maximal antichain Y £X.

Due to (H2), for every maximal chain Z & X  and every 
i€ I  there exists a unique pfZjiJCZOY^. If I is finite 
then there exist a unique q(Z)€ Z and a unique r(Z)£I 
such that p(Z,i)^q(Z) for all i€I and q f z )  = p(Z,r(Z)). 
If I is arbitrary but i c e  for all i£I then, due to 
(H1), also there exist a unique q(Z)€ZOY~ and a unique 
r(Z) such that p(Z,i)^q(Z) for all i€I and q(Z) - 
■ p(Z,r(Z))•

We define U  Yĵ  as the set of all q(Z) (see Pig. 16) 
and prove that this set is a maximal antichain.



Pig. 16

First we prove 'that U  Y^ is an antiohain. Suppose the
contrary. Then there are x ,y in UY^ such that x ji y and 
x^y, and we have the situation shown in Pig. 17*

Pig. 17
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Hamely, x and y, being different and comparable, belong to 
two different maximal antichains Y^ and Y r e a p . .  On the
other hand, x ia of the form q(Z) for a maximal antichain
Z containing x and y. Hence, by (H2) and by the defini
tion of q(Z), there exists z t Z A Y ^  such that z^q(Z).
Thus z ¿x ¿y for x + y and ZjyeY^, which ia impoaaible.

In order to prove that U  Y^ is a maximal antichain let 
us consider an arbitrary x£X. Let Z £X be a maximal chain 
containing x. Then x is oomparable with q(Z)€Z and 
q(Z)€ UY^. Thus the antichain UY^ is maximal.

Bow we define U  I as the cut of H corresponding to
the maximal sntichaln U  and prove that U I  is the least
upper bound of I.

Let i € I and x £Y^. There exists a maximal chain
Z £ X  which oontains x. We have x^q(Z)e UY^. Thus i c U l
for all 16 1.

Let d be a out of H such that i c d  for all i€I.
Suppose that d corresponds to a maximal antichain U 6 X  and 
x €0. There exists a maximal chain ZSX which contains x. Ve 
have p(Z,i)^x for all 1 6 1  and thua q(Z)^x. Hence 
U l C d .

Thus we hsve proved thst every set I of cuts which is 
finite or such that l£o for a out o and for all 1 6 1 
has the least upper bound U I  (as ususl, a u b  will denote 
U{a,b}).



By the symmetry of (H1), (H2) and (H3), every set I of
cute which is finite or such that c£i for a cut c and
for ell i £ I has also the greatest lover bound, denoted by 
HI (or by a n b  if I * (a,bj).

The distributivety is a consequence of (H2 ) and of the
t

feet that every maximal chain has the structure of a distri
butive lattice (compare the construction of a u b  and a rib).

The second part of the proposition is a direct consequence
of the first part.

’J3ing cuts we can decompose s history into segments which 
are again histories. The role of Proposition 4 is that differ
ent decompositions have a common refinement (see Pig. 18).

Pig. 18

full power of decomposability can be reached by 
both cuts and splittings. Por Instance, applying 
sen decompose a history into possibly fine segments

The 
applying 
cuts one
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(there may be even infinitely many of such segments}. Then 
segments can be decomposed into smaller pieces by appropr.ate 
splittings (see Pig. 19).

A

Pig. 19

Decomposing histories into indecomposable parts

How fine can be decompositions of discrete histories is 
characterized by the following result.

Proposition 5. Given a (discrete) history H, such a history 
determines (uniquely) a family of histories and a
subset XQ of elements of H such that:

(1) each H^ has at least two elements, every element is 
minimal or maximal, and every minimal element is compa
rable with every maximal element and vice-versa,

(2) each is contained in H and the corresponding in
clusion is an occurrence of H^ in H,
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(3) every element of H belongs to at least one of or 
to J0,

(4) every element of H which is not in XQ belongs to at
most two of H^j if it belongs to Hj and (H  ̂ t  H^)
then it is a maximal element of one of the histories and 
a minimal element of the other,

(5) every element of X0 is incomparable with any other
element of H (is an isolsted element of H).

Proof« Let H * (X,^,l). We define Xq£ X  as the subset 
of all isolated elements of H. Due to (H1), the ordering of 
H is the reflexive end transitive closure of an acyclic bi
nary relation (of the relation "to be an immediate successor" 
or "to be an immediate predecessor")« Given xgX, by Suc(x) 
(reep.: Pred(x)) we denote the set of sll immediate successors 
(resp.s predecessors) of x. The elements of Suc(x) (and those 
of Pred(x)) are mutually inCbmparsble.

Suppose that xQ € X-XQ and Suc(xQ) + 0. We take s cut 
cQ of H containing Suc(xQ). The corresponding msximal
antichain consists of two disjoint parts Suc(x ) and r (see<• o
Pig. 20).

Pig. 20
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Next, we consider cuta sc containing xQ and r. Then 
o c c 0 for every euch a cut c. Indeed, every element x of
c must belong to r or be comparable with an element of
Suc(xQ) because otherwise c0 would not be a cut. On the 
other hsnd, it cannot be y < x  for some y c c Q such that 
y i  x because it would imply xo ^x.

Let c.j be the least upper bound of all cuts c con
taining xQ and r. Then c^ also contains x Q and r 
(cf. the construction in the proof of Proposition 4). Thue c1 
consists of two disjoint parts r and g such that xQ c s.

Ve shall prove that there exists no cut c such that
c j c o c o 0, c1 ^ c, and c i  cQ. Suppose that such a cut c
exists. Then it cannot contain r and x„ because otherwiseo
it would be cc.o„ and hence c * c . Thus, It must be x„^ y— o o '  o~

for some y in o( which implies y£Suc(xo ). Since c/cq,
there must be *£Suc(x0) which does not belong to c (see
Pig. 21). But then we have s maximal chain containing xQ and
s, and thia chain does not contain any element of c, which 
is impossible by (H2).

Pig. 21



What we have proved implies that there are no elements 
between those of s and Suc(x0). On the other hand, every 
element of s is comparable with every element of Suc(xQ) 
and vice-versa* Indeed, otherwise there would be x € s  and 
y€Suc(xQ), and taking a cut d containing these elements 
we would have c * (c1U d ) n c (| such that c.jec£c0, o^c, 
and co/c, which is impossible.

Defining H(x0) as the restriction of H to the set 
consisting of s and of Suc(xQ), we obtain a history satis
fying (1) and (2).

Similarly, in the case of xQ 6 X-XQ with Pred(xQ) + 0 
we could define a history h'{x0) satisfying (1) and (2).

Hence, if we define j as the family of all histo
ries H(x) and H #(x) corresponding to x e X  such that
ijlj implies then this family satisfies (3).

In order to show (4) it suffices to prove that two dis
tinct H^ and H^ oannot have a common minimal element or 
a common maximal element. To this end suppose that x is a 
common minimal~element of H^ and Hj. Then, by (1), all 
elements of end(H^) and end(Hj) must be in end(H(x)). On the 
other hand, Suc(x) is exactly the set of elements of end(H(x)). 
Now, from the construction of H(x) and from (H2) it follows 
that all y having a successor in Suc(x) must be in 
origin(H(x)). Thus all elements of origin(H^) and origin(Hj) 
must be in origin(H(x)). Hence H^*Hj. Similarly, we can prove
tnat if x is a common maximal element of H^ and Hj then

w
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Proposition 5 shows how discrete histories are related 
to so called causal Petri nets (cf. Petri [33], Best £2j, 
Nielsen, Vinekel and Plotkin [30]).

Given a (disorete) non-empty history H * (X,^,l), «e 
find and X0, as in Proposition 5» Then we define:

xFi iff x is a minimal element of ,

iFx iff x is a maximal element of H^.

This gives an acyolio binary relation:
#

f g X ~ I  U I » I .

The reflexive and transitive closure F* of this relation
is a partial ordering in the set X»-»i. it follows from 
Proposition 5 that xFi for at most one l e i  and iFx for
at most one i€ I. On the other hand, it is easy to show that
A O B  i  0 for every maximal chain A of (XUI,F*) and every
maximal antichain B of (XUI,F*). Hence OT(H) :* (X,I,F) 
is (up to the subset XQ of isolated elements) a oausel not 
in the sense of Petri C33]»

Thus for every history H we have the causal Petri net 
CN(H) * (X,I,F) and a labelling 1:X— > L such that 
l(x) 4 l(y) for incomparable x,y€X.

Conversely, given a causal Petri net H « (X,I,F) and 
a labelling 1:X— >L such that l(x) »Í l(y) for incomparable 
x,y€X, by restricting the ordering F* to X we obtain a 
disorete history H - (X,¿,1) such that CN(H) = U.



/.xample 7« Por the history H in Example 2 (see Pig. 4) we 
obtain the family of four histories , Hg, H^, (shown in 
Pig. 22). The corresponding causal net CN(H) and labelling 
are as in Pig. 23*
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J  ?

Pig. 22

The causal Petri nets have been invented as mathematical 
models of (non-oequential) processes. In practice we are often 
interested in prooeases running in a system. Then, knowing the
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causal net of a process, we would like to identify the system. 
The first question we have to answer is the question whether 
the set of elementary situations is finite. In our formulation 
this problem is equivalent to finding a labelling - with s 
finite set of labels - satisfying (H3)t for a given partially 
ordered set (1,^) satisfying (H1) and (H2).
It is not very difficult to see thst this is the well known 
problem of colouring graphs.

Indeed, let us consider the symmetrical relation co of 
incomparability (x £o y iff neither x.<y nor y<x). The 
set X with auoh a relation (which, in fact, is a restriction 
of concurrency relation of Petri [ 3 3 t 34, 35]) la a graph. In 
the language of this graph, (H3) is equivalent to finding a 
labelling with a finite set of labels such that every two ad
jacent elements obtain different labels, which is exactly the 
problem of colouring the graph (X,co) with a finite number of 
colours (cf. Wilson [39]).

It can be shown that (X,co) sdmits a colouring with a 
finite number of oolours iff the ranks of all vertioes sre 
finite and have a common upper bound which is finite (the 
rank of a vertice Is the number of adjacent vertices} the 
proof of theorem on colouring finite grapha can easily be ex
tended on infinite grsphs by transfinite induction). Thus we 
obtain a solution to our problem.

The problem how to recover a system from its processes 
will be discussed in section 7.
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3. PROCESSES

After having ths concept of a history introduced «e are 
able to formalize the concept of a process. We have in mind 
mainly discrete prooeases.

The concept

Let L be a fixed set (of elementary situations).

i-'efinition 1. A (discrete) process over L (prooess) is an 
isomorphism class of (discrete) histories over L. The process 
whose histories are isomorphic with a given hiatory H is 
denoted by [h] . If H is bounded (resp.: unbounded) then 
the procesa [h] is said to be bounded (resp.: unbounded).
If H is finite then [h ] is said to be finite.

A procesa P determines what elementary situations occur 
and what are the causal connections between the occurrences.
The elements H £ P  are the .histories of executions of P.
To every execution there corresponds a partioular history 
with particular occurrences of elementary situations.

Example 1. The process of sending a message a by an object 
B and receiving m by an objeot A in Example 1 of section 2 
is the class of those histories which are isomorphic with the 
history H in Pig. 2 of section 2. This process can be regard
ed aa the "history with unnamed elements" in Fig. 1 (see Pig. 2 
in section 2).
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Pig. 1
X

Example 2. The process In Example 2 of section 2 , that consists 
of the four collisions (1-2, 3-4, 2-3, 4-1) of the balls moving 
along a circle, is shoen in Fig. 2. The part of this process 
that corresponds to the collision 1-2 la shown in Fig. 3 (com
pare Fig. 4 and 5 in section 2).

M
Fig. 2

[ I ]

Fig. 3



Example 3« The bounded process of sharing a resource by two 
objects A and B in Example 3 of section 2 is shown in 
Pig. 4 {compare Pig. 8 in section 2).
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Pig. 4

If H is a short history then the corresponding process 
[H] is essentially the set of elementary situations occurring 
in H, i.e. the set of lsbels of the elements of H. Such a 
process is said to be short or is called a state. If H is a 
one-element history then [h J can be identified with the 
(unique) elementary situation occurring in H, i.e. with the 
label of the (unique) .element of H. Such a process is called 
a one-element prooess.

The Bhort processes will serve to represent the states 
of processes. The one-element processes will serve to represent 
elementary situations (state components).



The processes which are not short are said to be jiroi

To the reverse H* of a history H there corresponds 
thd reverse £h]* i- [h*J of the procesa [hJ.

Mcrphisaa of processes

That a proceas can occur in another aa an autonomous port 
can be described by introducing morphiaoa of processes which 
correspond to the occurrences of histories. Such morphisraa, 
called also occurrences, will be defined as equivalence classes 
of occurrences of historiea with respect to a suitable equiva
lence.

Definition 2. Given histories H, I, J, K and occurrences
f:H *1, g«J— »-K, we say that'such occur, «-nees are equivalent
iff there are isomorphisms hsH >J, itl *K such that
fi * hg (see Fig. 5)« An occurrence U:P »Q, of a procesa P
in a process Q is an equivalence claaa of occurrences of H 6 1 
in I £ Q. If ftH— >1 is one of these occurrences then the 
occurrence UtP— >Q will also be written as [f] t Qi]--



Exanple 4. There is a unique occurrence of the proceas [i] 
in Pig. 3 in the procese [ b J  in Pig. 2. This occurrence cor
responde to the inclusion of the history I in Pig. 5 of sec
tion 2 in the history H in Pig. 4 of section 2 (see Example 2 
in section 2). The one-element process with the label 1 has 
two occurrences in the process [hJ. They correspond to the 
elements x and m of the history H.

The inclusions of one-element histories in a history H 
determine the occurrences of elementary situations (labels) 
in the process [h ]. The inolusions of cuts determine the 
occurrences of the corresponding states (sets of labels). 
Whether origln(H) and end(H) exist and the states (sets of 
labels) corresponding to origin(H) and end(H) depend on the 
process [h J only.

Given processes P,Q,R, and occurrences U:P *Q,
V:Q ►R, we can define the oomposite UV:P >R. It suffices
to choose histories H6P, I € Q» J £ Q, Ke R, some occurrences
f:H— >1, g»J *K such that f € U  and g gV, an isomorphism
ejl ►J, and take UV :■ [fegj. Since [feg] depends on
P,Q,R,U,V only (see Pig. 6); this definition is correct.
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h' * 1 '-------*j'------
* '  • '  8 '

Pig. 6
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Having the composition of occurrences of processed defined 
we can say that a process P occurring in a process Q occurs 
also in every process R such that Q occurs in R. Thus we 
can define a part of a given process R as a process Q which 
occurs in R.

As a simple oonsequence of Proposition 1 of section 2 we 
obtain the following property.

Proposition 1. If P is a bounded process then the only oc
currence U:P »P is the equivalence class of the Identity
occurrence of a history H of P in H.

The following example shows that in the case of unbounded 
processes the situation is different.

Example 5. Consider the process in Pig. 7. This process, which 
is the infinite repetition of the process in Pig. 4 (Example 3), 
is identical with a proper part of it.
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Pig. 7

Definition 3« The (short) processes c corresponding to cuts 
c of a history H of a process P are called etatea of P?
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If the state [origin(H)] exists then it is called the initial 
state or the domain of P'and is denoted by dom(P). Similarly,
[end( S ) ] is called the final state or the codomain df P 
and is denoted by ood(P).

The domain of a process P can be identified with the 
set of those elementary situations which are the labels of 
the minimal elenents of every history H£P. Similarly, the 
codomain can be identified with the set of those elementary 
situations which are the labels of the maximal elements. For 
instance, dom([h ]) » * cod([H]j for the process [H]
in Fig. 2.

It is dear that all bounded processes have domains and 
oodomains and that the processes having both domains and co- 
domains are bounded.

Observe that dom([head(H.o)1 ) ■ dom(fH~l) . cod ([head (H.c )1 ) = 
“ 0 ]  ■ dom(^tail(H.c)j ). and ood(ĵ tail(H.c)l ) =• cod([Hl) for 
every history H and every cut c of H.
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4. OPERATIONS OH PROCESSES

Processes may be atomic (indivisible) or may consist of 
some other processes (components)« We shall consider two 
nays of composing processes: in'parallel (the components are 
independent and can be executed concurrently) and sequential
ly (one component is a continuation of another). The corre.3-%
ponding (partial) operations on processes will be oalled the 
parallel composition and the sequential one.

The parallel composition of processes «ill be introduced 
by considering the splitting structures of histories. The 
sequential one will be Introduced by considering the cut ; 
structures.

The trouble nith the compositions is that they are partial 
operations, nevertheless, by restricting ourselves to specific 
sets of processes, which will be sufficient for describing 
the behaviours of systems, ne shall come to simple criteria 
of composability. Such specific sets will be considered in 
section 6.

Observe that we have already defined two unary operations 
on processes, nsmely the operstions dom and cod of tslcing 
the domains and codomains, respectively.
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There is also s nullary operation, namely the constant 
0 [(0,0,0)] .
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The parallel composition

It is clear that two processes P and Q are identical 
if [left(H,s)J 3 £left(I,t)] and ^rirht (H.s)] = fright (I ,t)] 
for some histories H£P, I £ Q  and their splittings, s,t, 
reap.#

Thus the following definition makes sense.

Definition 1« Given two processes P and Q, there may be 
at most one process 3 such that left(J.b ) £ P and 
rlght(J.s) £ Q for a history J of R and a splitting s 
of J. Such a process R is called the result of the paral
lel composition of P and Q and is denoted by P+Q. The 
occurrences corresponding to the inclusions of left(j.s) and 
right(J.a) in J are called the canonical occurrences of P 
and Q in P+Q, resp.. *

The parallel composite P+Q of P and Q may be inter
preted aB the process of executing concurrently tv»o processes 
P and Q. Observe that P+Q exists only if P and Q are
independent in the sense that their sets of elementary situa
tions (labels) are disjoint (see the comments on splittings 
in section 2).

Example 1. The process having the history J in Pig. 11 of
section 2 is the result of the parallel composition in Pig. 1
(compare Example 4 in section 2). Similarly, the process having 
the history K in Pig. 12 of section 2 is the result of the 
parallel composition in Pig. 2.
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Pig. 1

A
4 /

Pig. 2

The domain of the parallel composition can be characte
rized with the aid of the following concept of independence.

Definition 2. Two processes P and Q are said to be inde
pendent iff the set of elementary situations (labels) occur
ring in P and the set of elementary situations (labels) oc
curring in Q are disjoint.

We have the following criterion of parallel composability.

Proposition 1. Given two processes P and Q, the parallel 
composite P+Q exists iff P and Q are independent.

Proof. That P and Q are independent, i.e. the set of 
labels occurring in P and the set of labels occurring in Q
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are disjoint, is trivial. Conversely, if P and Q are in
dependent, then we have histories H = (X^ ̂ ^ 1 ^  € P  and 

I = (X2, e Q Buch that = 0, O < 2 =
l ^ l g  = 0, and 11 (X1 ) o lgfXg) = 0« Then J. := (X^Xg,

¿•j U ̂ 2 fl1 LJ 12̂  iB 8 hi0tory, left(j.s) £ P, and ri£ht(J,s>€ Q 
for s = (X^Xg).

Intuitively, P+Q is obtained by making a whole consist
ing of two•independent parts P and Q.

Observe that the set of elementary,situations (labels) 
occurring in P+Q is the union of the disjoint sets of ele
mentary situations (labels) occurring in P and Q, reap..
In particular, if P and Q are short processes (states), 
i.e. sets of elementary situations (labels), then P+Q is 
simply the set theoretic union of two disjoint sets P and Q and 
the independence of P and Q is the set theoretic disjoint
ness. Hsving this in mind we can reformulate Proposition 1 in 
the following manner.

Proposition 2. Given two processes P and Q, the parallel
composite P+Q exists iff every state s of P and every
state t of Q are independent (disjoint).

Proof. The existence of the parallel oomposities s+t for 
all states s of P and all states t of Q means that 
the set of labels occurring in P and the set of labels oc
curring in Q are disjoint.

The psrallel composition has the following properties.
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Proposition 3. The parallel composition is associative 
(P+(Q+R) = (P+Q)+R whenever either side is defined), commuta
tive. (P+Q = Q+P whenever either side ia defined), and has a 
neutral element 0 such that 0+P = P+0 for every process P
(0 - |(0»0»0)]). If P+P is defined then P-0. If p+Q and
P+R are defined and P+Q * P+R then Q=R.

Proof. As an example we show the last property. The others
are trivial or can be shown in a similar manner.

Let us consider H£P+Q. H can be decomposed into a family 
(Hi)i6i of independent atomic components (see the proof of Pro
position 3 in section 2)« The sets of labels occurring in P 
and Q, reap., determine uniquely the atomic components of H 
occurring in any J 6 P and KeQ. Thus we have a unique split
ting s of H such that left(H.s) 6 P and right(H.a)£ Q. 
Considering P and R we obtain left(H.s) g P and right(H.s)€ R 
for the same splitting s.

Proposition 4. If P+Q and R+S are defined and P+Q » R+S
then there are (unique) T,U,V,ff such that P = T+U, Q = V+W,
R = T+V, S « U+W.

Proof. If suffices to take H€P+Q, to consider splittings a
and t aB in Pig. 3, and to apply Proposition 2 of section 2.
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Proposition 5» If P+Q, dom(P). dom(Q) are defined then 
dora(P)+Q, dom(P+Q). dom(P)+dom^Q) are defined and dont P+Q) =
■ dom(P)+dom(Q). If P+Q, cod(P). cod(Q) are defined then 
cod(P)+Q. cod(P+Q). cod(P)+cod(Q) are defined and cod(p+w) =
« cod(P)+cod(Q)»

Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 3 implies that the following relation is a 
partial ordering:

P ̂  Q iff Q * P+R for some R.

The reflexivity and transitivity are evident. In order to show 
that:

P ^ Q  a ad Q ^ P  implies P = Q

we consider P = Q+S and Q = P+R. Then P = P+(R+S) and 
thus R+S « 0. Hence R + (R+S) is defined, i.e. R+R is 
defined, and thus R = 0.

1

P J Q

T
i
I
I V 
1

I
0 ! *

j

Pig. 3
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For every two processes P and Q we have the greatest 
lower bound P A Q  with respect to the above ordering. This 
greatest lower bound can be determined by considering H 6 P 
and IGQ.

PirBt we decompose H and I into families (Hx)-xex 
and independent atomic components, reap, (aee
the proof of Proposition 3 in aection 2). Then we find the 
subfamily ^ o 06 which ai’e isomorphic with
some Iy. It ia clear that the part J ■ of H which consists 
of the components x 6 Z, is a history and that ia
the greatest lower bound of P and Q.

This construction extends to infinite families of proces
ses so that we' have the greatest lower bound of any family 
(Pjiigl processes. We shall denote it by or
by A  P,. 

iei 1
Considering the construction of the greatest lower bounds 

we can also deduce that (PAQ) + (PAR) is defined whenever 
Q+R is defined and that (PAQ) + (PAR) « PA(Q+R) in such 
a case.

The parallel composition can easily be extended to an 
infinitary operation.

Having a family" (F^)iej (mutually) independent pro

cesses we can find « (Xif 4 ^ , 1 ^  e Pĵ  such that X ^ X ^  = 0 
and lj (XjJ r\ 1_. (x̂ .) = (fl for i|ij. Then we can takes

H :■ ( U  X , L_J 1,)
iei 1 iei 1 iei
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and define the result of the parallel composition of 
as the process [h ]. Such s parallel composite will be denoted

by or by ^  pi*

It is not very difficult to see that the infinitary paral
lel composition has properties similar to those described in 

. Propositions 1-5.

The sequential composition

The sequential composition of processes can be defined 
due to the following fact.

Proposition 6 . If P and Q sre two processes such that
£head(H,c)J * jjiead( H c  *)j and ^tail(H.c)l = ^tail(H' . c ')! 
for some histories H€P, h ’é Q  and their cuts c , c ' ,  reep., 
then P * Q.

Proof. Let H = (X,¿,1), H ' = (X'’, ^*,1#), o, and c 
satisfy the assumptions of the proposition. Suppose that c 
and o '  correspond to maximal antichains Ï Ç X  and 
reap.. Then there are isomorphisms f:head(H.c)— » head(H' , c ' )  

snd k: tail (H.c )— >• tall (H*.c *) such that f(x) = g(x) for 
all X É Ï * r \ y + » Y (this is a consequence of the fact that 
l*(f(x)) = l'igfx)) for x € Y  and that the elements of Y*
are mutually incomparable). Thus we have a bisection 
h:X— ►x' satisfying:

for i,yf f  : xiy, iff h(x) ̂ 'hiy), l(x) = l'(h(x)),
for x,y € Y+ : x ^ y  iff h(x) ¿'h(y), l(x) = l'(h(x)).
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Since the bisection h”1: l '— *-X enjoys a similar property, 
it remains to prove that for all x € Y “ , y € Y + the formula 
x £  y implies h(x) h(y). To this end we can take a 
maximal chain Z C X which contains x and y. Due to (H2),
vie have z c Y  such that x ^ z ^ y .  Due to the properties of
f and g we have h(x) ̂  h(z) and h(z) 4 ' h(y), which
implies h(x) h(y). Thus [h ] * ij^J* i*e* P » Q»

How we can define the sequential composition.

Definition 3» Given two processes P and Q, there may be
at most one process such that head(J.c)g P and tail(J.c)€ Q 
for a history J of R and a cut c of J. Such a process 
R is called the result of the sequential composition of P 
and Q and is denoted by P*Q. The occurrences corresponding 
to the inclusions of head(J.c) and tail(J.c) in J are called 
the canonical occurrences of P and Q in P*Q, resp.

The sequential composite P»Q of P and Q may be
interpreted as the process of executing the processes P and 
Q one after another. Notice that the final state cod(P) of 
the first process must be de'fined and it must coincide with 
the initial state dom(Q) of the second.

Example 2. The process (XI ia Fig* 2 of section 3 is the 
result of the sequential composition of the processes corres
ponding to head(H.c) and tail(H.c) in Pig. 15 of section 2 
(Example 6 in section 2). The processes [head( H . c a n d  
[jta il (H.c are also the results of the parallel compositions
in Pig. 1 and 2, resp..
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Pig. 4

There is no simple characterization of the domain of 
the sequential composition.

It is olear that the existence of the sequential compo
site P*Q of two processes P and Q implies the existence 
of cod(P) and dom(Q) and the equality cod(P) = dom(Q).

Unfortunately, the converse, which would clearly charac
terize the domain of the sequential composition, is untrue.
To see this let us consider two processes P and Q with
cod(P) = dom(Q). Then there must be histories H = (X^, ¿^1^)6 I

and I » (Xg, ^ 2 *^2  ̂e ̂  such that Xo :» X ^ X g  is both the 
set of maximal elements of X 1 and the set of minimal elements 
of X2, and X^ JXQ = 12|XQ• Because of (H2) the only way 
of defining P»Q is to taks P»Q = £j], where J = (X,^ ,1),
1 * l^Ulg* and ¿  is the weakest ordering satisfying:

x y or x ¿ 2 y implies x^y.

The trouble la that for some P and Q such J does not

fulfil (H3).



Example 3. Consider the processes P and Q in Pig. 5.
The only candidate for P»Q such that (H2) is fulfilled 
for H € P*Q is R in Pig. 5« However R is not a process 
because (H3) íb not fulfilled for H £ R  (there are incomparable 
occurrences of 1 and incomparable occurrences of 3 ).

2 4 Î
!9

0
1 3 

R

Pig. 5

There is a way of overcoming the difficulty with the 
non-existence of P«Q for P and Q satisfying cod(P) ■
= dot(Q). This way is to consider only those sets of proces
ses where cod(P) = dom(Q) implies the existence of P*Q.
Sets possessing such a property will be studied in seotion 6.
In section 7 "e shall see that the sets of processes represent
ing the behaviours of systems are of this type.

The sequential composition considered as a partial opera
tion in the whole set of processes over L has the following 
properties.
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Proposition 7 . The sequential composition is associative 
(P*{Q»R) ■ (P*Q)«R whenever either aide is defined) and the 
existenoe of P»Q implies the existence of cod(P) = doa(Q).

Proof* The existence of P*(Q»R) implies the existence of
a history HeP*(Q*R) such that head(H.o) 6 P.
head(tall(H.o).d) 6 Q. and tail(tail(H.o).d ) 6 R for a cut c
of H and a cut d of tall(H.c). How d ia a cut of H
and c cd. Thus there exiat P*Q a [head(H.d)] and
(P»Q)*R ■ [h ] * P•(Q*R). Similarly, the existence of (P»Q)*R
implies the eifcstenoe of P*(Q«R) and the required equality.
That the exiatence of P»Q implies the existence of cod(P) = 
a dom(Q) is straightforward.

Proposition 8 . If P»Q is defined then dom(P»Q) = dom(P) 
whenever either side is defined and cod(P«Q) = cod(Q) whenever 
either side is defined. If dom(P) is defined then dom(P)»P 
is defined and the existence of dom(P)«Q implies dom(P)«Q ■= Q 
for all Q. If cod(P) is defined then P»cod(P) is defined 
and the exiatence of Q«cod(P) impliea Q»cod(P) = Q for all Q. 
If P*Q and P-R are defined and P»Q ■ P*R for a bounded 
proceaa P or Q»P and R«P are defined and Q*P ■ R«P for 
a bounded prooeas P then Q ■ R.

Proof. The only non-trivia 1 part of the propoaition is that 
the existence of P»Q ■ P»R or Q*P = R*P for a bounded process 
P implies Q » R. Suppose that P is bounded. Let P>Q » P»R 
be defined, HfP'Q, head(H.o) 6 P and tail(H.c) € Q for a cut 
c of H, and head(H.d) fe P and tail(H.d)g R for a cut d
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of H. Since head(H.c)£ P and head(H.d) e  P. there exists 
an isomorphism between head(H.c) and head(H.d). Since P
is bounded, by Proposition 1 of section 2, this isomorphism is 
the identity. Hence c » d. Since tail(H.c) 6 Q and 
tail(H.d)g R. we obtain Q ■ R. Similarly, the existence 
of Q*P ■ R-P for bounded P implies Q ■ R.

The sequential composition can be extended to an infini- 
tary operation. This can be done in the following manner.

Given a family processes, where I is
d set with a linear ordering, we say that such a family is 
a consistent chain of prooesses iff P ^  - P^'P^j for all 
i,j,k€I such that i ^ k ^ j .  Por instance, if
P^Pj.Pg, P^Pg.p^,... are defined then ( j i with the
naturally ordered set I * {o,1 ,2 ,...J, = Pi+1#... BP
for i<Cj, and = dom(Pi+1), ia a consistent chain of
processes.

nIt may happen that for a consistent chain of processes 
(?ij)i there exsits a process P such that
head(tail(H.c^).c^ = tail(head(H.c^).o^)f P^. for a history 
H 6 P and a family (ci)iej of cuts of H such that i ̂  j 
implies c X o .  and every cut d of H is between some 
cifcj. Then we say that P is the result of the sequential 
composition of jtj and «rites

P “ °r P “ J^i Pi3
The infinitary sequential composition has properties 

similar to those described in Proposition 7.
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5. DECOMPOSITIONS OP PROCESSES
«

The operations we have introduced can be used as a tool 
to decompose processes into smaller pieces and thus to exhibit 
the internal structure8 of processes.

Pirst, the operations of composing processes are related 
each to the other such that we can compare two different decom
positions of a process.

»
Second, we have some relationships between the operations 

and the occurrences of processes. This allows us to describe 
the occurrences in slgebrsic terms.

Third, we have some atomic (indecomposable) processes and 
all finite processes can be decomposed into such atomic proces
ses.

✓
In order to formulate aome of our res.ults we need auxiliary 

notions.

Given a list I X  of symbola of (possibly partial) opera
tions in a aet X, ae usual, by an -i2.-expression we shall 
mean every well formed expression containing operation 8ymbols 
from _Q_ and symbols of elements of X. By a simple -ex
pression we shall mean such an a  -expression in which each 
element symbol occurs only once. That the element aymbola oc
curring in a simple £ 2 . -expression E are x^,...,x_. will be 
pointed out by writting E as E(x1 ,...,xffl). When saying 
that an element x is represented by a simple -expression

«
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E(x.|,...,xm ), where x.j,...,xm are some given elements, we 
shall mean that x.,...,xm denote some given elements which 
need not he different (that some of these elements are iden
tical will be described separately by suitable equations).

uslati-onships between the operations

Now we shall show how the compositions are related one 
with the other and explain how they reflect the internal 
structure of a process.

Propoeitlon 1. Given prooesses P,Q,R,S, if P*Q, R*S, P+R,
P+S, Q+R, Q+S are defined then (P»Q) + (R*S) and (P+R).(Q+S) 
are also defined and (P.Q)+(R*S) = (P+R)*(Q+S). ' .

Proof. Since P+R, P+S, Q+R, Q+S are defined, the set of 
labels occurring in P*Q and the set of labels occurring 
in R*S are disjoint. Thus P*Q and R*S are independent,
which implies the existence of (P*Q) + (R*S).

For every He (P*Q) + (R*S) there are; a splitting s
o:' H such that J,eft(H.s) £ P«Q and right(H.s) £ R»S. a cut
c of left(H.s) such that head(left(H.s),c)6  P and
~.ail (left (H.s) ,c) € Q. and a cut d of right (H.s) such that
aeac (ri^ht (H.s) .d) € R and tall(right(H,s) .d) € S (see Pig. 1). 
Taking the cut e of H consisting of c and d we can 
aecoœpose s into a splitting t of head(H.e) and a split- t
ting u of tail(H.e) such that left(head(H.e).t) £ P and 
ri>;ht (head(H.e). t) £ R and left(tail(H.e) ,u) € Q and

«
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right(tail(H.e).u) 6  S. Thus (P+R)-(Q+S) exists and ia 
identical with (P-Q) + (R*S).

Pig. 1

Proposition 2. Given prooesses P,Q,R,S, if (P*Q) + (R*S) 
is defined then P+R, P+S, Q+R, Q+S, (P+R)*(Q+S) are also 
defined and (P«Q) + (R*S) - (P+R)*(Q+S).

Proof. It suffices to apply Proposition 1 of section 4, and 
Proposition 1 of this section.

Due to Proposition 2 we obtain the following property.

Proposition 3. If a process P can be represented by a simple 
(+,•)-expression E(P1 ,...,Pm ), where P.|,...,Pm are some 
bounded processes, then it can also be represented in the 
following "sequential" forms

P * (P1 1 +...+P1n +Pt )• ... •(Pm 1 +»»»+Pmn +?i )
1 1  m m
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te a permutation of and

P-l! ?-,n »•••»pBlii,***Pmn are of the form ¿2HÎpj£;) or
1 m

Proof. We can represent E(P.j,... ,Pm ) aa a finite binary 
tree with exactly one of P^,...,?^ at each terminal node 
and with one of the aymbols "+" and n.n at each non-terninal 
node. Due to Propositions 7 and 8 of section 4, and Proposi
tion 2 of this section, in this tree we can perform replace
ments as in Fig. 2. This allows as to "move down" the symbols 
"+" and to "move up" the symbols in the tree. After a
finite number of such "moves" we obtain the required repre
sentation.

Example 1. Consider the process in Pig. 2 of section 3« 
This process can be represented as T = (P+Q)*(R+S) with

Applying Propositions 7 and 8 of section 4, and Proposition 2 
of this section, we obtain:

Fig. 2

P,Q,R,S as in Fig. 3 (see examples 1 and 2 in section 4).



P+Q » dom(P)»P+Q.cod(Q) a (dom(P)+Q)«(P+cod(Q)),
P+Q - P«cod(P)+dom(Q)« Q ■ (P+dom(Q))•(cod(P)+Q),
H+S - dom(R)«R+S.cod(S) ■ (dom(R)+S)•(R+cod(S)),
R+S * R»cod(R)+dom(S)»S * (R+dom(S))•(cod(R)+S).

Thus «8 can represent T in one of the four sequential 
forms:

T ■ (dom(P)+Q) »(ood(Q)+P)» (dom(R)+S)» (cod(S)+R).
T * (dom(P)+Q)«(ood(Q)+P) » (dom(S)+R)« (cod(R)+S).
T ■ (dom(Q)+P) » (cod (P)+Q) » (dom(R) +S) • (cod(S)+R) .
T ■ (dom(Q)+P)»(cod(P)+Q)» (dom(S)+R)» (cod(R)+S).

P Q R S

Pig. 3

Proposition 4. Given processes P,Q,R,S, if P«Q and R+S 
are defined and P»Q = R+S then there exist (unique) T,U,V,W 
such that P - T+U, Q » V+W, R « T*V, S « U*W (see Pig. 4).
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R ! S

Q V

D

Pig. 4

Proof. By argumentation similar to that in the proof of 
Proposition 1.

Proposition 5. Given prooeooeo P,Q,R,S, if P-Q aad R-S 
are defined and P‘Q = R-S then there exist (not necessarily 
unique) T,U,V,W such that (see Pig. 5):

P - T'(dom(U)+V), Q = (U+cod(V))*W, 

R = T • (U-fdom(V)). S - (cod(U)+V)*W.

Pig. 5
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Proof. Taking H £ P«Q and applying Proposition 4 of section £ 
to the suiteble cute c and d of H we can find TtU,V,V/
ae required (if o c d  or d £C then we can take 0 for U
or V).

The representations of e process by simple (+,*)-expres- 
sions are related each to the other in the following manner.

Proposition 6 . If a process P is represented by two simple 
(+,•J-expressions E(P1 ,...tPm ) and P(Q1 ,...,Qn ), where

f

P.|,..,Pm and Q,|,...tQQ are some bounded processes, then 
there exist bounded processes R-j,...,^ and (+,•)-expres
sions E1 ,...,Em ,P1 ,...,Pn representing P1 ,...,Pffl,Q1 ,...,Qq, 
reap., in terms of some of R^,..*^^ such that each R^ from 
among R 1 t...,Rk which is a proper process has exactly one 
occurrence in E(E.J,...,Em ) and exactly one occurrence in 
f(?1»«..»?n ).

Proof. According to Proposition 3, we can find a chain of 
out8 of H€P:

o„Cc, £... Cc o — i m

and chains of splittings of := tail (head (H.o^) ,0  ̂ -j):

8io^ 8ii £••• £ fliPi

suoh that each of the processes P^,...,Pm corresponds to 
one of the hiotories i- right(l e f t ) *8  ̂ J-1 *̂
Similarly, we can find a chain of cuts of H:

do ^ dlc  ••• — dn
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i

Bnd chains of splittings of 1^ :- tail(head(H.d^(d^ ^):

tioe t iie , , , e t iqi

such that each of the processes corresponds to
one of the histories 1 ^  right(left(^.t^j).t^ j_i)*

We can oonstruot a chain of cuts of H: 

e0 E«i £••• &«!

such that between there is no e which is differ
ent from and 9^ and can be obtained by talcing the
greatest lower bounds and the least upper bounds of cuts from
among °0» C 1  cm ,do,d1 ,...,dn (see Pig• 6 )•
There are also splittings of := tall(head(H.e^),e^ ^)t

uloe u i1 £ , **e u iri

such that each :* left(rlghttJ^.u^jI.u^ j- 1  ̂ oon~
tained in one of and in one of 1^.. In particular,
each proper history is contained in exactly one of
and in exactly one of

It is clear from the construction that each of the 
processes •,Pm,Q^,»•.,Q can be obtained by composing
some of the processes • Thus we obtain the required
processes and ( + , • )-expressions
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Example 2. Consider the simple (+,*J-expressions P«Q and 
R*S in Proposition 5 and suppose that these expressions 
represent a bounded prooess R. Then we have processes 
T,U,V,W,U0 - dom(U), 01 - cod(U), VQ - dom(V), V1 3 cod(Y) 
such that:

p.Q . T*{U0+V)* (U+V1 )*W,

R-S - T*(U+Vo)»(U1+V)*W,

and each of TtU,V,W occurs exactly once in each of these 
expressions (even if T,U,V,W are not proper).

The compositions and morphiema

The compositions allow us to characterize the morphisma 
(occurrences) of bounded processes.
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Proposition 7» The existence of an occurrence i:S— >R of 
a bounded procesa S in a process R is equivalent to the 
existence of processes 0,V,W such that V is short and 
R . U«(S+Y)-ff (see Pig. 7).

Pig. 7

Proof. That E:S— ► R exists if R = D*(S+V)*W is trivial.
Let E:S— >R be an occurrence of a bounded process S in 
R. Then there ares H * (X,^,l)eS, h '« (x ', 4',l')€R,
and an antichain I’ci' suoh that: H is the restriction
of H* to X, x,y €X and x ^ ' z ^ ' y  implie8 zeX,
Y'nx « {J, and YUY* is a maximal antichain of (X*, 
for every maximal antichairi Y of (X,4). Let I be the 
restriction of H* to Y', let c be the cut of H* con
sisting of origin(H) and I, and let d be the cut of Et' 
consisting of end(H) and I. It suffioes to take the processes 
U = [head(H',c)] , V - [i], and W - [tail(H'.d)] .
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Example 3. Consider the processes P and T in Example 1 
(P corresponds to [ij in Pig. 3 of section 3 and T corres
ponds to [h ] in Pig. 2 of section 3). There is a unique oc- 
ourrence of P in T (see Example 4 in seotion 3). Taking 
0 ■ (dom(P)+Q). V ■ ood(Q). W = (dotn(R)+S)« (cod(S)+R) with 
P,Q,R,S as in Example 1 we obtain (see Example 1):
T - U • (P+V) • W.

The relationships between the occurrences and the com
positions are the following.

»

Proposition 8. Let a process R be the result of the paral
lel (resp.s sequential) composition of P and Q with the 
oanonioal occurrences P:P— »R and G:Q— >R. If EsS— >R 
is an occurrence of a bounded process S in R then we have 
one of the following three possibilities (see Pig. 8 ):

h P
1. E:S— *R has a unique factorization S---- > ¥ ---- > R,

i G
2. E:S >R has a unique factorization S----- >Q---- >R,

3« S is the result of the parallel (reap.: sequential)
oomposition of some V and W with the canonical

f E
occurrences f:V >S and gsW— *-S, V---- > S---- > R

3 phas a unique factorization Y  ----- >R, and
g EW  * S — ---- > R has a unique factorization
k G

W  ->-Q----->R.
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S  S ----- > R S  > R

Q Q v ______ -y Q
k

Pig. 8

Proof. Let H,H '»Y^I ,c ,d be as in the proof of Proposi
tion 7. Obviously, c£d.

If R «= P+Q and s is a splitting of H' such that 
left(H'.s)€ P and right(H*,s)e Q then ne have a splitting 
t of H such that left(H.t) is contained in lefttH^.s) 
and rinht(H.t) is contained in right(H e). Then the cor
responding inclusions determine the required j and k for

then we obtain one of the first two possibilities.

Let R = P«Q and let e be a cut of h' such that
head(H*,e) 6 P and tail fH' )  6 Q. If e c c c d  or c c d c e
then entire H is contained in head(H'.e) or in tall(H'.e)
and the corresponding inclusion determines the required h 
or i. If neither eco nor d e e  then we have c1 * cHe, 
c 2 * due, c^ » (cile)nd Buch that c ^ c c c j c d c c j  
(see Pig. 9).

V * [left(H.t)] and V or W is 0
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The cut consists of I and of the common part
p of c^ and H. I and p are disjoint. Moreover, p 
is a cut of H. Indeed, p is an antichain and if the ele
ments of p were incomparable with some x 6 X  then x would 
be comparable with some elements of I. But this is impossible
because I corresponds to the antichain Y* of [%■", 4/)
sstisfying the requirements of (04) in Definition 2 of 
seotlon 2.

Now we have one of the cases c^ » c, c^ = d , c^ ^ d
and c^ 4 d. If c^ » c or c^ = d then H is contained
in head(H \ e ) or in tail (H*,e) snd we come to the situa
tion that has already been considered. If c^ 4 c and
c-j / d then head(H.p) is contained in head(H'.e) and 
tail (H.p ) is oontained in tail (H.'e ). Then the correspond
ing inclusions determine the required j and k for
V * [head(H.p)l and W = [tall(H.p)1 .

Pig. 9



Atonic processes

The propositions we have proved allow us to decompose 
processes. Now we shall concentrate on atomic processes which 
cannot be decomposed in a non-trivial way.

Definition 1. Let P be a process and let H = (X,4,1)€P.
We aay that P is a prime process iff X oontaina at least 
two elements, all elements of X are minimal or maximal, and 
every minimal element is comparable with every maximal element 
and vice-versa. One-element and prime procesaes are said to be 
atomic.

Por instance, the processes P,Q,R,S in Pig. 3 are 
prime and thua atomic.

I reposition 9« Let a process R be the result of the parallel
(resp.: sequential) composition of two processes P and Q
with the canonical occurrences P:P >-R and G:Q— >R.
Then every occurrence E:S *R of an atomic process S in

h P
R has a unique factorization S  -*P R or a unique

i G
factorization S  >Q---- > R. If R = P+Q, or R = P«Q
and S is prime or has no occurrence in cod(P) = dom(Q). 
then only one of the two factorizations exists.

Proof. The proposition ia a direot consequence of Proposi
tion 8.
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An important consequence of Proposition S is that the 
number of occurrences of prime processes in a process R 
which can be decomposed into P+Q or P*Q is the sum of 
the number of occurrences in P and the number of occurren
ces in Q. Due to this property, the proofs on processes 
can be carried out by induction on the number of occurrences 
of prime processes in a considered process.

That the concept of atomic processes is adequate ia 
oonfirmed by the following result.

Proposition 10. Every finite process can be decomposed into 
atomic processes.

Proof. Let P be a finite process and let H = (X,£,1)£P. 
There is a finite maximal chain of cuts:

origin(H) = co c o 1e...ccm » end(H).

Por every i€-[l,...,mj we take the maximal antichains 
Y^_.jcorresponding to cj_i*ci» define as the
restriction of H to )U )» and define
Hi;j as the restrictions of H to the one-element sets

( xi j M xi1 xlnil “ Yi-1n Y i*

Since Yi_1 4 Y ^  there are distinct * € Y i_1-Yi and
y 6 Y i~Yi_1. If such elements were incomparable then there
would be a maximal antichain Z containing x and y, and
the corresponding cut d. Considering the out e » (ci_1ud)nci 
we would have &e Cct with x,y in e, and thus
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e ji ci__1 ,e + c ^  Hence the chain c0,o1, ,cm could not 
be maximal. As a consequence, P^ = is a prime process.

Taking the prime processes P̂  ̂ and the one-element 
processes P ^  » C-iP we obtain:

P = ( P 11* - . . . + P 1 + P i ) * . . .  •i ï ’n j i + . ' . + I ’mn +PJ *1 m

It is interesting that this result, together with Pro
position 6, allows ua to define th; number of prime processes 
occurring in a finite process without introducing the concept 
of occurrences. The crucial point is the following observation.

Proposition 11. If a finite process P is represented by 
two simple ( + , .)-expressions E(P1,• • • ,Pffl) and P(Q1 Qn ), 
where P1,...,Pm , Q1f...,Qn are atomic processes, then for 
every prime process S the number of occurrences of S in 
the sequence P1,...,Pffl equals to the number of occurrences 
of S in the sequence Q^,...,Q •

Proof. Suppose that the numbers of occurrences of S in 
P1,...,Pn] and Q.j,...,Qn are M and N, resp.. By Propo
sition 6, we have and (+,•)-expresaions
E1,...,Em ,P1,...,Pn representing P1,...,Pm ,Q1,...,Qn in 
terms of such that each R^ representing a proper pro
cess has exactly one occurrence in the expression EfE^...,^) 
and exactly one occurrence in the expression P(P1,..•,PQ ).
Now S, being prime, is proper, it is represented at most 
once in each of the expressions E1,...,Em ,P1,...,PQ and such 
a representation corresponds to exactly one of R,.f...,Rj.
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Since the process S occurs exactly M times in the sequence 
it must occur exactly K times in the sequence 
Similarly, since S occurs exactly N times in 

the sequence Q.j, ••«,<}, vie have exactly I? occurrences of 
S in the same sequence R^,...,Rk. Hence f« = N.

Wow the number of prime processes occurring in a finite 
process P can be defined by taking any simple (+,•)-expres- 
sion E(P^,...,Pm ) representing P in terms of atomic proces
ses P^,.».,Pm (due to Proposition 10, such an expression 
always exists) and by counting the number of prime processes 
in the sequence P^,...,Pm (due to Proposition 11, this 
number is the same for all simple (+,♦)-expressions represent
ing P).

When describing the relationships between the compositions 
we discussed only the usual compositions« What concerns the 
infinitary compositions described in section 4, some of the 
properties remain valid after a proper reformulation. In par
ticular, we can easily obtain a result similar to Proposition 
2, and expressions containing infinitary parallel compositions 
(we consider only expressions of finite depth) can be reduced 
to a sequential form similar to that in Proposition 3» Now 
such a form is:

and there may be more than one proper process in each of the 
components.
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With the aid of infinitary compositions ne can decompose 
not only finite but also infinite processes. A result similar 
to Proposition 10 can be proved for processes which are of 
finite length in the following sense.

Definition 2. A length of a process P, denoted length(P). 
is the supremum of all numbers (cardinality (Z)-1), where Z
is a maximal chain of a history H € P.

Evidently, the processes of finite length are bounded,
We have length(P)«0 for every short prooess p / o and
length(P)=1 for every prime prooess P.

Proposition 12. Given a process P of finite length, with 
the aid of infinitary parallel composition and usual sequen
tial composition such a process can be decomposed Into atomio 
processes.

Proof. By induction on length(P). The statement is true 
for length(P)»0. Suppose that it is true for all processes 
of length less than n. Assume that length(P)-n >1.

Let H be a history of P, and let and XQ be
the family of histories of prime processes and the set of 
isolated points of h , reap., as in Proposition 5 of section 2. 
Let be tile subfamily of all suoh that
origln(Hi)c origln(H). Then the elements of distinct members 
of such a family are inoomparable and we have a cut c of H 
that contains exactly all outs end(H^) , i£j, and those ele
ments of origin(H) which are not in origin (H^). i€ J  (see
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Pig. 10). We shall prove that the cardinality of every maxi
mal chain of tail(H.c) doea not exceed n.

Pig. 10

Let Z be a maximal chain of tail(H.c). Since 
length(P)=n. the cardinality of Z doea not exceed n+1. 
Suppose that cardinality(2)=n+1. Then Z must contsin an 
element x of origin(H) such that and hence there
exists k € I  such that x is in origin (H^). Since c is 
disjoint with origin(H^ for all i € J, we have k^J.
By the definition of the family there nust be an
element y of which is comparable with an element z
of a Hj with j€J, and such an element y must belong 
to orlgintH^) (see Pig. 11). But then we have the chain T 
consisting of Z-{xJ and fy,z} such that cardinality(T)- 
n+2, which is impossible because of length(P)=n.

Pig. 11
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What we have proved implies length( [tail(H.c)l) n 

and thus [tall(H.c a  - i s ,   f S  Pffli^ . On the

other hand, ^head(H.c)j = ^  ^0i» "here all PQi are
1£lo

atomic. Hence P = (£. *<<«)•(£, P’i) - - ( S m p-‘>o I m '
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6. SPECIFIC SETS OF PROCESSES

Now we shall consider some sets of bounded processes 
which will play an important role in the sequel.

We shall start with so called coherent sets which, when 
endowed with the corresponding parts of perations on proces
ses, become partial algebras regular enough to fulfil a rea
sonable minimum of axioms. In particular, the coherent sets 
are defined such that cod(P)»dora(Q) implies the existence 
of the sequential composite P*Q.

Next we shall discuss the sets which are hereditary 
in the sense that containing a member they contain also the 
processes occurring in such a member.

Then we shall concentrate on so called safe sets which 
will serve to represent the sets of processes generated by 
systems. The safe sets will easily be extendable to coherent 
ones. The safety we shall speak of is related to the safety 
in systems (see section 7)«

Finally, we shall describe a sort of universal safe 
set, namely the set of so called processes with non-occur
rences .

Before going into details we shall recall some auxiliary 
notions and denotations.

Let X be a set and SI a list of (symbols of) 
operations in X '(the operations may be partial).
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A subset Y £ X is said to be il-closed iff it contains 
all the elements of X which can be obtained by applying 
the operations of the list _Q. to the elements of Y. The 
least _Q.-closed subset Y £ X  which contains a given sub
set Z c x  ie called the XZ-closure of Z and Is denoted 
by 12 closure(Z). If w is an n-ary operation belonging to 
.Q. and Y is an arbitrary subset of X then by Y-part 
of w we mean the operation w A Y d+1 . Such a part is de
noted by Wy. It is clear that every subset Y £ X  is . 
_f2/-closed with respect to the list _Q/ of Y-parts of 
the operations from _Q_ .

Let L be a fixed set of elementary situations (labels). 
V/ith the except of some special occassions we shall consider 
processes over L.

Coherent sets

Definition 1. A set U of bounded processes is said to be 
coherent iff it has the following properties:

(C1) U is (dom,cod,0)-closed,
(C2) if cod(P)=dom(Q) for some P,Q€U then P*Q exists

and belongs to U,
(C3) if P+Q+R exists and belongs to U for some

P,Q,R€U then P+Q€U, P+R € U, and Q+RSU,
(C4) if P‘3, R*S, P+R, P+S, Q+R, Q+S exist and belong

to U for some P,Q,R,S€U then (P»Q) + (R»S) (which 
exists by Proposition 1 of section 5) also belongs 
to U.
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For Instance, every set consisting of a bounded process 
R and of dom(R). cod(R). and 0, is coherent« Less trivial 
coherent seta «ill be sho«n later on.

Proposition 1. If D is a coherent set of processes then:

(C1') (U,doniy,£ody, *y) is s (morphisms - only) category 
(of. section 8 or Mac Lane \22\),

(C2#) +D is an associative and commutative partial binary 
operation (P+y(Q+yR) = (P+yQ)+yR and P+yQ = Q+yP 
whenever either side is defined)',

(C 3") Oy :■ 0 is the neutral element of +y ((HyP =
= P+yO=P for sll P 6 0),

(C4') if B+yQ is defined then domy(P)+yQ and
cody(P)+uQ are defined,

(C5") if B+yQ is defined then domy(P+yQ) ■ domy(P)
+ydOmy(Q) and COdy(P+yQ) a COdy(P)+yCOdy(Q),

(C6') if p.yQ,R*yS, P+yR, P+yS, Q+yR, Q+yR, Q+yS are 
defined then (P«yQ)+y(R*yS) and (P+yR)*y(Q+yS) 
are also defined and identical.

Proof. (C1 *), the oommutativity in (C2 '), (C3'), (C4'), and 
(C5'), are trivial. Tfie associativity in (C2 ") is a direot 
consequence of (C3). In order to prove (C6 ") observe that 
(C4) and the assumptions of (C6') imply the existence of
(P'Q) + (R,S)€0. Hence, by Proposition 2 cf section 5,
(P+R)*(Q+S) exists, it is identical «ith (P*Q)+(R*S), and 
belongs to 0. Besides, ' (P«Q) + (R*S) « (P *yQ)+y(R*yS) and 
(P+R)•(Q+S) = (P+yR) -„(Q+yS).
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A way ol obtaining coherent sets of processes ia to 
,ake suitable cloauree of arbitrary subsets of coherent sets.

Proposition 2. If V is a subset of a ooherent Bet of pro
cesses then (dom.cod.».+.0)closure(V) ie ooherent.

Proof. Trivial.

Hereditary sets

Definition 2. A set U of bounded processes is said to
be hereditary iff P € U whenever there is an occurrence
PsP >Q of P in some Q€U.

For- instance, the set of all bounded processes over L
is hereditary. The set of bounded processes occurring in a
given process is hereditary.

Proposition 3. A set U of bounded processes is hereditary 
iff P 6 U  and Q € U  whenever P*Q€D or P+QeO.

Proof. It suffices to apply Proposition 7 of section 5.

For every set V of bounded processes there is the 
least hereditary set U containing V.

Proposition 4. If V is a hereditary set then
U «= (dom.cod.» .+.0)olosure(V) is hereditary.
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Proof. It suffices to apply Proposition 6 of section 5.

Proposition 5» If V is a hereditary set then
(dom.cod.«.->-.0)closure (V) » (•,+ )c_losure (V).

Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 6. If V is a set of atomic processes such
that (dom.cod)closure(V) (+)closure(V) then («,+.0)closure(V) 
is hereditary.

i
4

Proof. Observe that (dom.cod)closure(V)c(+)closure(Y)
Implies that the members of V are finite processes.
Besides, (+.0)closure(V) is hereditary. Hence, due to 
Propositions 4 and 5, (• , + ,0)closure(V) =
» (•.+)closure((+.Q)closure(V)) is hereditary.

Since (dom.cod...+.0)-closed subsets of coherent sets 
are coherent, Propositions 4-6 allow us to construct coherent 
hereditary sets.

Safe seta

Definition 3. A set 0 of bounded processes is said to 
be safe iff it has the following properties:

(SF1) P*Q € U implies P 6 0  and Q e U ,

(SP2) P. 6 0 for 16 1  implies A  p e u
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(A  P. denotes the greatest lower bound of theit I 1
family “ 8ee remarks on the parallel com
position in section 4),

(SP3) P G U  and P+Q 6 U implies Q £ 0,

(SP4) the existence of a state s of P e U  and of a
state t of Q 6 0  such that s+t exists and 
belongs to U implies the existence of P+Q and 
P+Q € U.

Por instance, the set of short processes (states) over 
L is safe. We shall also prove (see Proposition 8) that the 
set of all bounded processes occurring in a given process 
with a one-to-one labelling is safe.

The hereditary safe sets can be characterized as follows.

Proposition 7. A hereditary set U is safe iff (SP4) is 
fulfilled.

Proof. Por hereditary sets the conditions (SP1) - (SP3) are 
fulfilled.

Proposition 8. Let R be a process with a one-to-one label
ling (i.e. a process whose histories have one-to-one label
lings), and let parts(R) be the set of all bounded processes 
occurring in R. Then parts(R) is an (*)-closed hereditary 
safe set.
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Proof. That parta(R) is hereditary is trivial. According 
to Proposition 7, it suffices to prove that {SF4) is fulfilled 
and that parts(R) is (*)-closed.

Let P.Qg parts(R) and let s and t be the states 
of P and Q, reep., such th^t s+t exists and belongs to 
parts(R). Let H = (X, ¿,1)£R. We may assume that there 
exist X.,cx, W1C X 1, ^ C X - X p  Xg cX, Wg cXg, Yg cX-Xg 
such that (see Pig. 1):

I € P for the restriction I of H to X^,

J £ Q  for the restriction J of H to

W1 is a maximal antichain of X 1 such that s = [cj
for the cut c of I corresponding to ,

Y1 is an antiohain of X such that W U Y 1 iB a maxi
mal antichain of X for every maximal antichain V 

of X,,

W2 is a maximal antichain of X2 such that t = [d]]
for the cut d of J corresponding to W_,

/  *■

Yg is an antichain of X such that WUYg is a maxi
mal antichain of X for every maximal antichain V?

Pig. 1
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We shall prove that P+Q exists and occurs in R.

Every maximal chain Z c x  has exactly one element in 
W1 U . Thus the set C of all maximal chains Z QX is 
the union of two disjoint sets and D1, where
C1 = (Z € C s Z n W 1 ¿ 0 }  and D., = {z eC : Z nY, 4 0] ,
Observe that no Z fD1 has elements in X1.

Similarly, C is the union CgUDg of two disjoint
sets Cg and Dg, where Cg * {z 6 C t Z 0 Wg / 0} and
Dg = [ z€C : Z HYg ^ 0 i « and n° Z € Dg has elements in Xg.

Since the labelling 1 of H is one-to-one, the sets 
and Wg are uniquely determined by s and t, resp..

Since s+t exists, the sets \T1 and Wg are disjoint and 
V/1 u Wg is an antichain. Hence and Cg are also disjoint!
Thus C = U Cj UD, where D a D,nD2 and C^CgjD are
mutuallx disjoint, snd in D there are exactly those Z^ C
which have no elements in X ^ X g .

As a consequence, there is no Z eC such that 2 OX^ jt 0 
and ZAXg 4 0» and thus there is no label occurring simulta
neously in P and Q. Hence there exists the parallel com
posite P+Q and KeP+Q for the restriction K of H to 
X-jUXg. On the other hand, if i > s x € Z  for some
Z C d } then Y is an antichain of X such that Y n (X1 iJXg)*
and V u Y  is a maximal antichain of X for every maximal
antichain V of X^uXg. Hence P+Q oocurs in R.

In order to prove that parts(R) is («J-closed let us
consider P.Q £ parta(R) such that P-Q exists. Then we have
X ^ X ,  ^ C X , ,  Y1gX-X1, XgCX, V/gCXg, YgQX-Xg as before,
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such that W i s  the unique antichain corresponding to 
cod(P) ■ dom(Q). Considering again maximal chains we can 
show that K€P*Q for the restriction K of H to X ^ X g ,  
and that P»Q occurs in H<>

An important property of safe sets is that there is a 
simple criterion of sequential composability of the members 
of a safe set (compare the remark in section 4 on the sequen
tial composability)o

Proposition 9« If U ia a safe set of processes and 
cod(P) » dom(Q) for eomo P»Q£U then P»Q exists.

Proof. If ood(P) «* dom(Q) then we have I = (.2̂ , ̂ ,1^) £ ? 
and J ■ (Xg, ¿ 2 ,lg)eQ such that end(I) iB the restriction 
of I to X0 ■» X^nXg and origin (J) is the restriction of J 
to the same XQ. Let H =* (Xf < fl), »here X =» X ^ X j ,  ^  
is the weakest ordering containing and j£g, and
1 ■ 1̂  U lg. Then it is clear that ¡¡h ] « P*Q provided H 
is a history. Thus it remains to prove that H is a history, 
i.e. that the conditions (Ht)P (H2), and (H3), of Definition 1 
in section 2 are fulfilled. .

It is evident that (H1) is fulfilled.

In order to prove (H2) let us consider an arbitrary 
maximal antichain Y £X.

First we prove that U s* (Y-Xg) U (XqO  Y~) (see Fig. 2) 
is a maximal antichain. •
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That U ie an antichain can be shown as in the proof 
of Proposition 4 in section 2. Suppose that U is not a 
maximal antiohain. Then we have x, say in X^, such that 
x is incomparable with the elements of U. There exists 
y 6 Ï which is comparable with x and such y must be in 
Y-X-j. Hence y e Y n X g  and y ^ X Q. By the definition of the 
ordering , there exists z 6 X Q such that x i z ^ y .  Such 
z must belong to X¿0 Y~ (otherwise z € X oO Y + and y 
would be comparable with another element of Y). Then x is 
comparable with an element of Xo rvY~. This is in a contra
diction with our assumption. Por similar reasons we cannot 
have x é X 2 that is incomparable with the elements of D.

Analogously, we can prove thalj V := (Y-X^ )U(XQO  Y+)
(see Pig. 2) is a maximal antichain.

Pig. 2

How we can prove (H2), i.e. that the intersection of 
Y with any maximal chain Z £X is non-empty.
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The chain Z O X 1 is maximal in X1 and the chain ZflX2 
is maximal in Xg. Thus Z n X ^ O  4 0 and Z n X ^ n U  / 0.
If (ZOX^r^Y-Xg) is empty then (ZnX^OtX^Y*) is non
empty and hence (ZnX^flY 4 0 or ( Z O X ^ n  Y+ = 0. In the 
first case we have Zn i  / 0. In the second case we have
( z n x 2) n v -  ( z  n x 2 ) n  ((y-x.,) u  ( x o n  y+)) with
( z n x 2 ) 0 (Xo O Y+) « 0, so that {Z nx2) <~\ (Y-X1) 4 0, i.e.
z n  Y 4 0* Thus we have proved (H2).

It remains to prove (H3)•

* — • Suppose the contrary. Then we have p € X 1 = XQ and
q 6 Xg = X+ satisfying l(p) a l(q) and such that neither
piq nor q^p. Hence the sets Yp !* (zfX^ : p^zj and

s = iz ̂ Xo 8 z ̂  8re disjoint.

Let o :* end(I) * orlgin(J). There is a cut d of I 
that contains p and X0-Yp> and a out e of J that 
contains q and (0ee Fig* 3}»
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Pig. 3.

Let J.j » head( J.e)Q-j = ([j-j] * a « [o], t ■ jjij,
U m [e], V - B At, V*W a 8, y+X ■ t, W+Qg a ,
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✓

#

y « cod(Q2). z ■ x Ay, z-hd * x, and z+n * y (see Pig. 4). 
In particular, v - dom(Qg). i
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Pig. 4

Then 8,t,u,Q^ £ U by (SF1), v f O  by ( SP2), * ,x,Q2 e P by 
(SF3), y i U  by (SF1 ), z c ü  by (SP2), and m.neü by 
( SF3) • Also z+vCU by (SF3). Hence, by (SF4), there 
existe the parallel composite z+Vg* Hence, there exista also 
the parallel composite z+y = z+(n+z). But this is impossible
because 1 (p) = l(q)cz so that z and n+z cannot be com-✓ , 
posed in parallel.

This ends the proof of (H3) and of the whole proposition.

Proposition 10. If U is 8 safe set of processes then
(* ¿-closure(U) is also safe.

Proof. Let P,Q€U, H€P«Q, and let c be a cut of H such 
that head(H.c)6 P and tail(H.c)£ Q. Suppose that [dj +s 
exists and belongs to U for a cut d of H and a state s 
of R6U. \le shall prove that there exist P+RÇ0 and
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Q+ae-U (In such a case P«Q+R exists and P.Q+R ■
« (P+R) »(Q-fCOd(R)) C 02 :*[s s S - 3 ^ 2  for some 
S1(S2 €U]).

If d £c then, by (SP4), there exists P+R€ U,
This imples the existence of dom(Q)+R£U and Q+R 6 U. 
Similarly, if c C d  then there exiat Q+R£U and P+R£U.

Let d be incomparable with c. Let e = end, 
f ■ cud, I * tail (head(H.c) .e). J ■ head(tall(H.c) .f). 
t « £p3, u - [d], v = [e], w =. [f], P1 . [i], Q1 - [j], 
x ■ tAv, x+Pg*P1, cod(P^)><j^aQi, yadomfPg), and z ^ codfQ^) 
(see Pig. 5)«

Pig. 5

V/e have v=x+z, t«x+cod(P,J, u*y+z, w=y+£od(P2) and all 
the processes belong to U* as in the proof of Proposition 9.

Now there exists s+y+z£ U and we have the following 
chain of implications: the existence of s+y+z £ U  implies 
the existence of s+y+P2 £ U  implies the existence of 
s+y+cod(P2)C U implies the existence of a+Qo+codfP,,)g U
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implies the existence of e+Qp+cod(P^) g U  implies the 
existence of B-t-domtQ^l+codtP^gS+t €U. Hence, there exist 
P+ReU and Q+ReU.

Prom what we have proved it is easy to see that 
U2 = {r ; R=«P«Q for some P,Q€Uj is a safe set. Since 
U_£U^, in a similar manner we can prove that lP,U^,... are 
safe sets. Hence ( « ) closure (ü)=U UU^oD^U... is a safe set.

Due to Proposition 10, the safe sets of processes may
serve to construct coherent sets.

Proposition 11. Every (*)-closed safe set of processes is 
coherent.

Proof. Let U be (*)-closed and safe. That (C1), (C2),
and (C3), are fulfilled is trivial. In order to prove (C4)
let us consider P,Q,R,S€U such that P*Q, R*S, P+R, P+S,
Q+R, Q+S exist and belong to U. Then there exist
(P*Q)+(R*S) and (P+R)*(Q+S) and they are identical. In
order to prove that (P*Q)+(R.S) belongs to U it suffices

*
to notice that dom(P)+dom(R) exists and belongs to U by 
(SP1), and to apply (SP4)."

Combining Proposition 8 and 11 we obtain the following 
result.

Proposition 12. The set parts(R) of bounded processes oc
curring in a process R with a one-to-one labelling is a 
hereditary coherent set.
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Proof. Immediate.

It i8 clear that the conceptB of coherent, hereditary, 
and safe sets of processes can be extended to the case of 
infinitary compositions and that the obtained results remain 
valid after a suitable reformulation. In particular, dealing

0
with the infinitary parallel composition we are able to study 
one more property of sets of processes.

Definition 4. A set U of bounded processes is said to be
parallel complete (^-complete) iff S  P^ exists and

T e J
belongs to U whenever P̂  ̂ exists and belongs to U

for every finite J Q 1 ,

For instance, the set of all bounded processes over L 
is y -complete.

The ^-complete sets of processes have an important 
property.

Proposition 13. If a set U of processes is ^  -complete 
then for every P€U there exists a maximal Q £ U  such 
that P^Q.

Proof. The members of U can be arranged into a transfinite 
sequence of a type tj

R0=P, R.j,•. • ,.RX ,. • •, x ¿t.
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Due to the ^-completeness, we defines

Rx if ^  Sy exists and belongs to 0
V

■ S s*>and take Q - /  S^. Then P ^ Q  and Q is maximal in Ü.

The -complete safe sets of processes can be charac
terized as follows«

Proposition 14» A safe set 0 of processes is ^>_-complete 
iff the subset V £ U  of short processes belonging to 0 is 
y  -complete«

Proof. According to properly reformulated (SF4), P^

exists and belongs to U iff /  exists and belongs

to U for some states s^ of P^« The existence of s^

is however ensured by the > -completeness of V and by 
the existence of ^  Pĵ for finite Jgl.

Recapitulating Propositions 13 and 14 we may say that 
the parallel composition in a J T  -complete safe set Ü of 
processes can entirely be characterized by distinguishing, 
the set VQ of maximal short processes belonging to U.
This leads us to the concept of classes of maximal short 
proceeses which corresponds to Petri’s concept of classes 
of cases (cf. Petri Jj33» 3f]).
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Processes with non-occurrences
"s ,

Given a set L of elementary situations (labels), we 
shall extend L in a canonical nay and define a large safe 
set of processes over the extended set of elementary situa
tions (labels). The defined set «ill be universal for L 
in the sense that it will depend on L only, not on any 
particular ayetem.

the idea is to introduce a copy I of L such that 
LrtI - (f, and to use the elements of I, to represent non
occurrences of the corresponding elementary situations 
(labels). The elements of I will be called the ae^ative 
versions of the corresponding elementary situations (labels), 
or the elementary cosltuations (colabels) corresponding to 
the given elementary situations (lsbels). An occurrence of 
the negative version s of an elementary situation s in 
a history (process) will represent the fact that e does 
not occur in a given cut (state), i.e. a non-occurrence of s.

Por instance, the collisions of four balls moving along 
a circle (Example 2 in section 2 and Example 2 in section 3) 
could be described in terms of elementary situations 1,2,3,4 
only, where 1 (reBp.: 2,3,4) means that ball 1 (reap.: 2,3,4) 
is moving clockwise. However, in order to describe in our 
formalism the processes and their histories, we have intro
duced the elementary situations T,5,3,î, where T (reap.: 
2,3,7) means that ball 1 (resp.s 2,3»4) is moving counter
clockwise. These situations are just the negative versions 
of 1,2,3,4, resp.. An occurrence of T respreaents a non-
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•occurrence of 1 (a ball moving counter-clockwise is not 
moving clockwise).

In general, introducing negative versions of elementary 
situations is a method of making B ets  of processes safe.
In section 7 we shall apply this method also in specifying 
systems.

How we shall formally introduce the notion of a process 
with non-occurrences.

Observe that the following oorresndences are bisections:

si >1 and s i— »-s.

The 'set theoretic union of these bisections is an opera
tion s — >s in LUL, where s = 8 for all seLUÏ.

Definition 5 . A history with non-occurrences (over L) is 
a history H = (X, ̂ ,1) over L U L  such that:

(H3*) given s 6L such that l(x)=s or l(x)=I for 
80ce x € X, and a maximal antichain ÏÇX, there 
exists exactly one y € Y  such that l(y)=s or 
l(y)*8.

A process with non-occurrences (over L) is one whose histo
ries are histories with non-occurrencee (over L).

It is clear that (H3*) implies the property (H3) of 
histories but not conversely.

«
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Propoeitiop 15« The aet of all bounded proceases with non- 
occurrencea (over I) ia hereditary, aafe, and (»J-closed.

Proof. Heredity.

Suppoae that R ia a proceaa nith non-oocurrencea and 
B r S— >R ia an occurrence of a bounded process S in R. 
Then there are» H - (I,^,1)€S, H'« (l't l') € R, and 
an antichain i’c i *  such that! H is the restriction of H* 
to X, x,y£X and x 4,'x $'y impliea i£I, Y AX - <f, 

and Y U Y r ia a maximal antichain of (X* for every
maximal antiohain Y of (X,^).

In order to prove that H fulfile (H3') let us con
sider an arbitrary maximal aùtichain Y Ç X  and a £ L u l  such 
that l(x) - s for some x£X. Let Y^cX be a maximal 
antichain of (X, é )  auoh that x£Y^. Since Y^nY'- 0 
and Y ^ ü ï 7 ia a maximal antichain of (X * ,  £ ' )  and H' 
fulfile (H3'), we have s^l'(Y') and i^l'(Y'). Since 
YOl' - 0, Y U Y r la a maximal antichain of (X',^'), and 
S '  fulfils (H3'), there must be a unique y £ Y u ï '  such 
that l'(y) - a or l'(y) « a .  Since a ^ l ,(Y'') and 
a^l'(Y'), - we obtain y€Y. Hence H fulfila (H3') and 
thua i a  a history with non-occurrences. It implies that S 
ia a proceaa with non-occurrences.

•

Safety,

Due to Propoaition 7, it aufficea to prove that (SF4) 
la fulfilled. Suppose that P and Q are bounded processes 
with non-occurrences auch that a+t exists and ia a process
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with non-occurrencm for a state s of P and a state t 
of Q. That s+t exists and is a process with non-occur- 
rences means that the set of labels having occurrences or 
QOD-ooourrenco8 is s, and the set of labels haring occur
rences or non-ocaurrences in t, are disjoint. Since both 
F and Q are processes eith non-occurrences (and thus 
histories of P and Q fulfil (H3'))f the set of labels 
having occurrences or non-ooourrenoes in <■* is the same 
for all states a ' of P, and the set of labels having oc
currences or non-occurrences in t" is the same for all sta
tes t ' of Q. Hence, by Proposition 2 of section 4» there 
exists the parallel composite P+Q. Since every label having 
an occurrence or non-occurrence in P has exactly one oc
currence or non-occurrence in every atate a ' of P, and 
every label having an occurrence or non-occurrence in Q 
has exactly one occurrence or non-occurrence in every state 
t' of Q, P+Q ia a process with non—occurrences. Thus we. 
have proved (SF4).

(♦}-closedness.

Given two bounded processes P and Q with non-oc- 
currences, if cod(P)-dom(Q) then, by Proposition 9, there 
exists the sequential composite P*Q. In order to prove 
that P*Q is s process with non-occurrences let us consider

e
a history H - (X,£,1)£P*Q, a maximal antichain Xqc x  
such that head(H.c)€ P and tail(H.c)£Q for the out c 
corresponding to X0 , and an arbitrary maximal antichain 
Y C l  (see Fig. 6).
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Łat 1 bo the Bet of labels having occurrences or non- 
- occurrence a in Y A X o, B - the sat of labels having occur
rences or non-occurrences in XQ-(YnX~), C - the set of 
labels having occurrences or non-occurrences in Ioriï+, 
and D - the set of labels having occurrences or non-ocour- 
rences in Y—(XjjAY4-)» Since head(H.c) and tail(H.c) are 
histories wi th non-occurrencee, we obtain A A B - 0,
B A D  » 0, C O D  » 0, A-D, and B-C. Hence A AC ~ 0, 
and A U B  ■ B U D  m C U D  ■ A U C. This implies that every label 
having an occurrence or non-occurrence in P or Q has 
exactly one occurrence or non-occurrence y eY. Hence P * Q 
is a process with non—occurrences.

As «a have pointed out in the proof, the short proces
ses with non—ocaurrences (states with non—occurrences) are 
exactly those subsets of Ł U L  which do not contain simul
taneously an elementary situation (label) a € L and ita 
negative version a € L. On the other hand, the parallel 
composite of two ststea with non-occurrences exists and 
ia a state with non-ocourrences iff the set of lsbels having
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occurrences or non-occurrences in the first component and 
the Bet of labels having occurrences or non-occurrences in 
the Becond component are disjoint. This extends easily on 
the infinitary parallel composition. Thus, due to Proposi
tion 14, «e obtain the following result.

Proposition 16. The set of all bounded processes with non- 
.occurrences (oyer L) is y  -complete.

Observe, that a short process (state) t with non- 
.occurrences is maximal iff for every b €L we have exactly 
one of the following possibilities: s e t  or set.
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7. SYSTEMS

In this section we are going to introduce and study 
the concept of a system.

Intuitively, by a system ne mean a whole which is able 
to realize certain processes. We are interested mainly in so 
oalled concurrent (or distributed) systems, where some pro
cesses may run concurrently.

Our intention is to describe systems by specifying 
their behaviours, i.e. the sets of processes which can be 
realized.

Ve shall concentrate on systems where processes are 
discrete (discrete systems), and the constraints imposed on 
concurrent realization of processes can be expressed by in
dicating which combinations of elementary situations are 
admitted to occur concurrently. In the case of such systems 
not all processes must be speoified but only atomic ones 
and the allowed concurrent combinations of elementary situa
tions (cf. Proposition 12). This leads to a specification 
which oonsists of a Petri net and of a set of distinguished 
configurations of elementary situations. By choosing properly 
elementary situations we can even come to a specification 
which is equivalent to a safe set of processes. This fact 
is taken into account in our formal definition of a discrete 
system.
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We shall show that the definition we give agrees with 
some other definitions and that the behaviours of discrete 
ayatema are exactly the (*)-closed, safe, ¿-complete sets 
of processes of finite length.

Given a binary relation R £ X w Y ,  subsets AsX,. BtT, 
and elements a el, b£Y, we shall use the following denota
tions:

AR:*{y€Y: xHy for some xex], aR:» {«}r»
RB:*{x£X: xRy for some yeB^, Rbt- R{b}.

The concept and examples

The elementary situations and atomic processes of a 
system will be specified by a Petri net (cf. Petri [34}).

Definition 1. A Petri net is a triple I ■ (B,E,F) such 
that:
(H1) BrtE - 0,
(N2) P S B x E  U  BxJB,
(H3) domain(P)U range(P) ■ B U B  / 0.
If B and E are finite then N is said to be finite.
Each b £ B  (reap.: eeE) is called a state element (reap.:
a transition element) of K, and P is called the flow rela
tion of K. Each b £ B  such that bPe (resp.: ePb) is cal
led an input element (reap.: an output element) of a. Every 
aubeet of atate elements is called a constellation. Two tran
sition elements u € E  and v e E  such that (PuUuP) 
A(FvUvF) = 9 are said to be independent. We aay that 8 con-



spoliation 1 la reachable in one step from a constella
tion 's iff there exists a non-empty subset U of mutual
ly independent transition elements ouch that FO£k, UFcl, 
and k-FO ■ 1-UP. Then ae aritei

0fc. — ¿pi

l
and call this triple a reachability atea» We say that a con
stellation 1 is reachable from a constellation k, and 
nrita k==^l, iff l«k or there is a finite sequence of 
reachability stepsi

Examples of Petri nets are ohonn in Figures 1, 3, and 
5 (as usual, state elements are represented by oiroles, 
transition elements by bars, and the flon relation by direc
ted arcs). Examples of reachability steps are shown in Figu
res 2 end 6.

The elementary situations of a system «ill be repre
sented by state elements and the atomic processes by tran
sition elements* That an olementary situation b occurs in

«
the initial (resp.i final) state of a process e «ill be 
represented as bFe (resp.j eFb), i.e. nith the aid of flog 
relation. Suoh a representation «ill always load to a Petri 
cet H • (3,2,F) satisfying«

(54) Fe / 0 and cF -J ') for every e€E,
(55) Fu ■ Fv and uF • vF implies u»v for all u,veS.

The first condition mean? that every transition element has 
always an input and an output. The second condition means
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that »very transition is determined uniquely by its inputs 
and outputs, i.e. H is a simple net (cf. Petri [34j).

The constraints imposed on concurrent realization of 
processes ir. a system «ill be represented by s set of dis
tinguished configurations of elementsry situations. As we 
shall see in Example 4, it is not a loss of generality to 
asaume that such a set is safe for the representing net in 
the following sense. #

Definition 2. Given a Petri net H * (B,E,7) satisfying
(H4) and (N5), and a set C of constellations of B, we
say that C ie saf» for N iff it satisfies the following
conditions :

(SC1) if c,d£C then c-dgC,

(SC2) if i® 8n arbitrary family of members of C
then c< g Ct

ie I 1
(SC3) given s family (c ^ j  of mutually disjoint members

of C, c, £C iff c,£C for all finite
i 6 I i € J 1

JCI,

(SC4) Fe€C and eP € C .for all eei,"•
(SC5) for every r £ C  and e € E  we have the following

equivalencei
(Penr ■ 0 and PeUrgC) iff (ePn r ■ 0 and
ePUr €C).

The first two conditions mesn that C is closed with respect 
to talcing differences end arbitrary intersections. The third



condition is a sort of completeness of C (compara remarks 
on y  -completeness in aaotion 6). The fourth condition meana 
that the initial and final states of atomic processes repre
sented by transition elements belong to C. The fifth condi
tion expresses the fact that in C the reachability haa a 
local character (depends on local propertiea of conatellationa 
- cf. Propositions 1,2, and 3). Thia condition (formulated by 
llazurkiewicz [_2B] ) implies the safety of configurations re
garded aa so called markings (cf. Peterson [3lJ).

For instance, in the case of net in Pig. 1, the set 
«hose members are the constsllationa [l ,2,3,î}, {î,2,3,4}, 
{1,2,3,4}, {1,2,3,4], {7,2,3,4}, {l,2,3,ï} and their parts 
is eafe for the net in Pig. 1.

Observe that in the case of finite nets the condition 
(SC3) is superflous. Also in (SC2) it suffices to assume 
that c o d e c  for all o,d£C.

What we have said on apeoifying systems leada to the 
following formal’ definition.

Definition 3. A discrete system is a quadruple S = (B,E,P,C), 
where N (B,E,P) ia a Petri net aatisfying (N4) and (N5), 
and C is a aet of constsllationa of H that iB safe for N. 
The constellstions belonging to C are called configurations. 
The configurstions which are maximal (are not proper parts of 
other configurations) are called cases. If the net IT is 
finite then the system is said to be finite.
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Example 1. Consider an objeot «lth a set X of states and 
a transition relation R ç ï x î .  Let E * (X,R,F), «hare 
F ç Xx E u R x X  io the following binary relation:

iFr 1ff t m (x,y)

rPy iff r » (x,y).

Let C consiste of the empty set and of the one-element 
eats fxf, x 6 X0 Then S ~ (X,R,F,C) is a system. We shall 
ssy that S is a sequential system.

Ezample 2. Four balls moving along a oircle such that two 
of them are moving olockwise and the other two are moving 
oounter-cloclroiae (cf. Example 2 of section 2) constitute 
u system. We hare the elementary situations 1,2,3*4 in which 
the corresponding balls are moving clockwise, the elementary 
situations 1,5,3,? in whioh the corresponding balls are moving 
counter-clockxsise, and the atomic processes 12,23,34,41 cor
responding to the collisions 1-2,2-3,3-4,4-1, resp.. It is 
clear that at any moment exactly two of the balls will be 
moving in the same direction. Thus the system can be speci
fied by the net in Fig. 1 and by the set of configurations 

. » 
which are parts of the following constellations (cases):

[l,2,3,4],{l,2,3,4},(1,2,3,4} ,{ï,2,3,4| ,{ï,2,3,4] , fl ,2,3,4}-.

This set of configurations is safe for the net in Fig. 1.
The set of ca8es is closed with respect to the reachability 
relation and its inverse (see Fig. 2).

Observe thst the same Bysten can alao be described by 
the net shown in Fig. 3 with the following set of cases:
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{ 1 , 3 ^ »  i 2 , 3 } » { l »4) ■ { 2 , 4 } *  { 3 * 4 } t { l f 2 j  •

%
Honareri thie specification ie srong in the settee of our 
definition because the set of parts of cases ia not safe 
for the net in Pig. 3 ((SC5) is not satisfied). Por a more 
detailed explanation of this situation, see Example 2 of 
section 2 and Example 4 below.

Pig. 1

Pig. 2



I
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1a - 4 - * o 2

4T- 25

4o — K— jo 3
3?

Pig. 3

Example 3« Two objects A and B sharing a resource 
(cf. Example 3 of section 2) constitute a system. Ve have 
the following elementary situations*

1: the resource is available
2 (reap.: 5): A (resp.t B) needs the resource,
3 (resp.: 6): A (reap.: B) uses the resource,
4 (resp.i 7): A (resp.: B) does not use the resource

and need not it,

and the following atomic processes (see Fig. 4):

a (resp.: d): A (resp.: B) takes the resource,
b (resp.: e): A (resp.: B) releases the resource,
c (resp.: f): A (resp.: B) passes a phase in which the

resource is not needed.

In order to prevent A and B from using the resource at 
the same time we admit the following sets of elementary situa
tions and the parts of such sets to occur concurrently:

{1,2,5} , {1,2,7} , {1,4,5}, {l ,4,7} ,{2,6} , {3,5} ,{3,7} , {4,6} .
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Then the system can be specified by the net shown in Fig. 5 
and by the set of admitted configurations. This set of con
figurations is safe for the net in Fig. 5 and the set of cases 
is closed with respect to the reachability relation and its 
inverse (see Fig. 6). Observe that the system is indetermi- 
nistic because s conflict may occur between A and B in 
taking the resource and it is not known a priori how such a 
oonflict will be solved (in the case {1,4,7} object A may 
perform b and object B may perform e, but performing 
action by one of the objects prevents the other from doing so).

a c d e

Fig. 4
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Pig. 6

Example 4 . A condition-event-syatem. as defined by Petri [34J > 
ie a quadruple S ■ (B,E,P,C), «here H « (B,E»F) Id a simple 
and pure Petri net (i.e. Fu * Pv and uF ■ vP implies u * v
for all u,v€E, and Pe^eP * 0 for all e€E), and C is
a set of constellations of N such that (1)* k € C and 
k ==^1 implies 1€C, (2): 1 € C  «ad lc = * 1  implies keC, 
end (3)> k = ^ 1  or l=^lc, for all k,l€C. It is also 
assumed that for every e € E  there exists o gC such that 
Fegc and eFnc * 0. The constellations belonging to C 
are called cases of S.

Given such a system, ®e can construct a system
CT'IS) * (B*,E*,F*,C') in the sense of Definition 3, and
three injections <f 1 B — >B*, Ÿ* ® C — > C ’
euch that (1) > w?”1 (̂ (0) ) ■ o for all c£C, and (2) j

0 x ' f l u )
c = ^ d  in S iff ^(c) = = ^ ^ ( d )  in <T(S), for ell
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c.de C, and for every subsat CJcE of mutually independent 
events of H ■ (B,E,F). This can be done as follows.

Let e € E. For every b £ (Fa-eF) u  (eF-Fe) we intro
duce a negative version I of b (cf. the concept of a 
process with non-occurrances in section 6). Then we define 
/'(e) as the prime process whose initial state consists of 
the state elements belonging to Fe and of the negative 
versions of the state elements belonging to eF-Fe, and 
whose final state consists of the state elements belonging 
to eF and of the negative versions of ¿he state elements 
belonging to Fe-eF (see Fig* 7)*

2
<?

0
1

Fig. 7

How ite define: E' as the 3et of all atomic processes of the 
form V't®)» B* as the extension of B by all the introduced 
negative versions of state elements, as the Inclusion
of B in B*, and b'F*a' (reap.: e'p'b') iff b* belongs 
to the initial (resp.j final) state of o'. Hext, for every 
c€C, *a define X (°) as the extension of c by negative 
versions of those state elements which do not belong to c, 
and c' as the set of all parts of the uets of the form ^(c)
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Evidently, <̂ >~1(£(c)) * c for all c £C. Also (2) 
ie Batiefied because u,v€E are independent iff '/'(u) 
and 't'(v) are independent. In proving that G'(S) is a 
system in our sense the only non-trivial property iB (SC5). 
Suppose that r G. X ( c ) for some c CC and e EE is a
transition element such that F * ÿ ( e M r  = 0 and
p'-fie) U r £  ̂ (d) for some d€C. Then, for every
b€FeUeF, we have b ̂  ̂ f(d) and b^^(d). Hence
Y'te)? A r  - 0 and d =J==^ k in S for some k CC. This 
laet property implies .̂(d) in <r(3).
Hence ^(e)P \J r ç  ^(k). The converse implication can 
be proved in a similar manner. e>

Observe thst the net in Pig. 3 with the set of cases 
C :« {{1,3} , £2,3}, {1,4) ,{2.4j ,{3,4}, {1,2}} is a condition- 
event-system S, and that the net in Pig. 1 with the set 
of configurations as in Example 2 is just <T(S).

The behaviour of a ayatem

How we shall define the behaviour of a system, charac
terize such a behaviour, and show that our definition is 
adequate. We shall start with some observations concerning 
the reachability in a system S ■ (B,E,F,C).

Proposition 1. For every constellation r end every subset 
U £ E  of mutually independent transition elements the follow
ing equivalence holds true: (FUnr « 0 and FUiJ r€C) iff 
(UPnr * 0 and U?Ur£C).
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Proof. Suppose that PU^r ■ 0 and FCvrcC. Due to
(SC4), we have Fu £ C for all uCD. Hence, due to the
mutual Independence of the members of U, and due to (SC1),
F(U-u)flr m 0 and F(U-u)Ur€C for all u£U. Hence, due
to (SC2), r m ^  (P(U-u)u r)£ C. Thus FU U r can be

u€U
decomposed Into the family {r,(Pu)u£0 / of mutually disjoint 
members of C, and, due to (SC3), the union of every finite 
subfamily of this family is a member of C. How, for every 
e £ B  and r' ■ F(t>-e) U r, we have i e o r ’ ■ 0 and
PeUr*£C. Hence, due to (SC5), eFor'« 0 and eFur'eC.
Thus ia 8 fsmily of mutually disjoint members
of C, and we oan prove by induction that the union of every 
finite subfamily of this family is a member of C. Hence 
DFrtr ■ 0 and UFUr£C. The converse implication can be 
proved in a similar manner.

Propoaltlon 2. If k is a configuration and 0 is a sub
set of mutually independent transition elements suoh that
FO£k (resp.s UFgk) then there exists a (unique) confi-

0 D
guration 1 suoh that k ■> 1 (reap.: 1 ■■■->k) 1b a
reachability step.

Proof. Suppose that F0£k. Then (see the proof of Propo
sition 1) we have r £ C  such that PUnr ■ 0 and FUur =
■ k£C. Hence, due to Proposition 1, we obtain OF n r  ■ 0
and DFOrCC. It suffioes to take 1 s- UFur and observe 

0that k = * l .
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Proposition 3 « If a constellation 1 ie reachable from 
a constellation k and one of the constellations is a con
figuration then the other is also a configuration«,

Proof. Can be carried out by induction on the number of
reachability steps in k = ^ 1  (due to Proposition 1, the

Dstatement is true for k 4 I, where D is a subset of 
mutually independent transition elements).

The behaviour of a system will be defined by assign
ing one-element processes to state elements and prime pro
cesses to transition elements add by taking suitable com
positions of the assigned processes. The obtained set of 
processes will be adequate in the sense that the reachabi
lity via the processes will be exactly the usual reachabi
lity. We shall show that the behaviour of a system is an 
(•}—closed, 21-oomplete, safe set of processes of finite 
length.

Definition 4. Given a system S = (B,E,F,C), we define a 
procese P(b) corresponding to a state element b of S 
as the one-element process with the label b, and a procesa 
P[e) correepanding to a transition element e of S as the 
prime process whose domain is Pe and whose codomain is eP. 
Given A S  SUE, let P(A) be the set consisting of 0 and of the 
processes corresponding to the elements of A. By a process 
of the system S we mean every process 

P £. ( £  , • )closure(P(BUE)) such that:
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(1*1 ) every state of P is s member of C,

(P2) for every states u and v of P and for every
r € C  we have the equivalence: (unr ■ 0 and 
u u r € C )  iff (vor ■ 0 and vOreC).

The set of processes of S will be called the behaviour of
S and will be denoted by proceases (S). By a alice of S
we shall mean a process of S that belongs to (£) cloeure 
(P(BUE)). The set of slices of S will be denoted by 
slices (S).

t

Example 5. The prime processes in Pig. 4 correspond to 
the transition elements of the system in Example 2. The 
process (s-b+5)•(o+d)•(e+2)•(f+1+2) (shown in Pig. 4 of 
section 3) is a process of the system. The process a+6 
is not a process of the system (cod(a+6) » {3,6} is not
a configuration).

Let us consider a fixed system S * (B,E,F,C). The 
properties of the behaviour of S are described by the 
following series of propositions.

Proposition 4. C U P(B)C allces(S).

Proof. (P1) and (P2) are trivially true for every Pec. 
Due to (SC4) and (SC5), (P1) and (P2) are aatiafied by P(e) 
for every e e E.

Propoaition 5« If P £ (Z)closure(P(B UE)) and a state of 
P belongs to C then P 6 slices(S).
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Proof. Let P = r + x  P(u) for a constellation r and 
U6ÏÏ

a subset U £ E  of mutually independent transition elements* 
Let s be any state of P. Then a * PU.jUUgPUr with 
mutually disjoint PU1, U^P.r, and disjoint such
that U • 010 Ug. By Proposition 1 we have DgP f\ (PU1U r)=0
and Ü2P U(PU1 u r) € C if and only if PUg/"» (Pü., u r)=* and
PUg U  (PD^ 0 r) é C. Thus a g C  iff dom(P) €. C. Prom thia fact 
we conclude that the existence of a state t e C  of P im
plies that every state a of P belongs to C.

Proposition 6. The aet slioes(S) is y  -complete and safe.

Proof. Let Pĵ g sllces(S) for i € I  and let ŝ  ̂ be

defined and be a member of C for some states of P^.
Then si - FU-j^UUgjPU^ with the set «- Dliu 0 2i °* 
mutually independent transition elements and mutually dis

joint PUU , 'flgi*' ri* stnce  ̂8i iB defined and belongs

to C, by Proposition 1, the set D *=  ̂ U4 iB a set of
i£I 1

mutually independent transition elements, all r^ are mutual
ly diajoint, and r «■ ^ ^  r< is disjoint with PD and OP.

i£l 1
Hence P ; - /  P̂  ̂exists. Since P € ( Y )closure (P(B U E) )

and 8 :« Sĵ is a state of P, the prooeas P must

be a alice of S, according to Proposition 5« The y _  -com
pleteness of slices(S) is a direct consequence of Proposition 
14 of section 6.

Proposition 7. processes(S) * (»)closure!slices(S)).
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Proof. Given Pg processes (S). according to the reeulta 
of aection 5, »a can repreaent P ‘in the aaquential form 
P “ P^'.^.^P^, where P^,...,?^ belong to (Z) closure 
(P(BUE)). Since all atatea of P belong to C, each of 
P^,...,Pm ia a slice of S, according to Propoaition 5.
Hence P belongs to (»)closure(slices(S)).

Sinoe length(P) ^  1 for every alice of S, every 
member of (•) closure(slices(S)) ia of finite lenght. On 
the other hand, every member of (•) closure(slices(S)) whose 
length ia not greater than 1 ia a alice jot S. Assuming that 
all members of (♦ )olQBure(slices(S)) of length less than n 
are proceaaea of S, we have to prove that P £(•jclosure 
(allcea(S)) and length(P) - n impliea Pe processes(S).

Ab in tha proof of Propoaition 12 of aeotion 5, *e 
have P - P1*...*Pn with length(P^ - 1 for i • 1,...,n. 
Since dom(P)€ C. by Propoaition 5, P1(...,Pn muat be alicea 
of S. According to our assumption, we have Q £ procesBes(S) 
for Q ■ P2 * •• • •Pn*

Suppose that H C P and 0 is a  cut of H such that 
head(H.o)€ and tail(H.c)€ Q. Since [c]€ C, it B U f f i c e a

to prove that for every cut d of H and for every r we 
h a v e  tha equivalence 1

( (o] n r ■ 0 and [c] u r £ C) iff ( [d]r\ r » 4 and [d] U r £ C) •

Conaidering cuta c,d,ond,oUd we find (see Pig. 8) a,t,u,v,w 
such that: v,t,w sre mutually disjoint, v,t,u are mutually
disjoint, a,t,w are mutually disjoint, a,t,u are mutually dis
joint, v u t u w  ■ Qj], l u t u u  « [d], and:
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((▼ u t u w) n Tm4 and rut u » D r £ C )  iff ((v u t u u) n r»rf and
T U t u n u r i O ) ,  

((vutuw)nr-# and T u t m u r t c )  iff ((autuw)nr-rf and
■ u t o m u r ec).

rig. 8

According to Proposition 5» every component of a elice of S 
is a slice of S. Thus we obtain the equivalence:

(Isut)n (u ur)»(( and a u t u u u r £ C )  iff ((vot)o (u Ur)*t<

and Ti/tuni/r£C).

Suppose that (v u t u*) ̂  r-frf and v u t u i u r g C .  Then 
(vutuu)nr«tf end v u t u u u r £ C >  Since v,t,u are mutual« 
ly disjoint, we obtain (v.ut)n (uur)*rf and v u t u u u r € C ,  
which implies (eut)n (ut)r)«i and e u t u u u r £ C .  Thus 
( s u t u u ) o r  » 4 and BUtUuilr(C> Conversely, if
(sutuulflr ■ 4 and s u t i / u u r f C  then, due to the dis-
jointneaa of s,t,u, we obtain (adtln (uUr) a 4 and 
suti;uUr€C, which implies ( v U t ) O ( uOr) = 4 and 
VijtuuDrtC. Hence (v u t ii u) A r - 4 and v u t u u u r g c .
Thus we have obtained the required equivalence.
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Proposition 8. The set procesges(S) is an (•J-closed, safe, 
y  -complete set of processes of finite length.

Proof. That the processes of S are of finite length has
been shown in the proof of Proposition 7. 2hat processes(S) 
is (>)-closed and safe Is a consequence of Propositions 6 
and 7, and Proposition 10 of section 6. That processes(S) is 
¿-complete is a consequence of Proposition 6, and Proposition 
14 of seotion 6.

Proposition 9. The set prooeases(S) is coherent.

Proof. By Proposition 8 and Proposition 11 of section 6.

Proposition 10. If P€ (• .Z )closure (P(BUB)) then P ia
a process of S iff s C C  for a state s of P.

Proof. It suffices to prove that Pg proceeseB(S) whenever 
s € C for a state s of P. In such a case we have 
P ■ B«aod(P1 )cdoa( P., ) » On the other hand, P1
and Pg can be obtained by composing sequentially some mem
bers of ( 7  )cloaure{P(BU B) ). Since a€C, all such members 
must be slices of S, by Proposition 5. Hence, by Proposi
tion 7, «e obtain Pg proceases(S).

Proposition 11. A configuration 1 is reachable from a con
figuration It iff there exists a process P of S such 
that k « dom(P) and 1 ■ ood(P).
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Proof* By induction on the number of reachability steps we 
shall prove that k = ^ l  implies the existence of a process
P of S with k - dom(P) and 1 - cod(P).

If k=3>c in n steps with a process P satisfying
k - dom(P) and c m cod(P). and c =H=^l for a subset 0
of mutually independent transition elements then, due to
Proposition 5, the process Q t* (e-PU)+/_ P(u) is a slioe

ueTJ
of S. Hence P*Q exists and is a process of S. On the 
other hand, we have dom(P»Q) - dom(P) - k and cod(P»Q) ■ 
cod(Q) - 1.

Conversely, suppose thst k - dom(P) and 1 * cod(P)
for a process P of S. Then P « Pj«....PD for some slioes
P.j,...,Pn of S. Each slice is of the form r+ ^  P(u)

ueTJ
for a configuration r and a subset of mutually inde
pendent tranaition elements. Thus, by Proposition 1, we ob
tain a sequence of reachability steps:

... J L » k n - 1.

This result shows that our concept of behaviour is 
adequate in the sense that the reachability via the processes 
i8 equivalent to the usual reachability.

We have defined the behaviour of a system as a subset 
of processes which can be obtained by composing the atomio 
processes corresponding to stste and transition elements.
Such a subset has appeared to be (•)-closed, safe, and 
¿-complete. Due to Proposition 10, we have also a simple
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criterion of deciding which composites of atomic processes 
belong to the behaviour.

A characterization of behaviours

We have seen that the behaviour of a system is an 
(•J-closed, safe, and y  -complete set of processes of finite 
length. Now we are going to show that every such a set of 
processes is the behaviour of a system.

$

Proposition 12. Por every (•)-closed, safe, y  -complete set
0 of processes of finite length there exists a system S,
denoted system(U), auch that the behaviour of S is U. '

Proof. According to Proposition 12 of section 5, every P £ U  
can be decomposed into atomic processes. Decomposing all pro
cesses from U, we obtain a set E of prime processes and a 
Bet B of elementary situations occurring in such processes. 
Defining xPy as y £ E  and x e dom(y) or x e E  and y é  cod(x) 
we obtain a Petri net N = (B,E,P) satisfying the require
ments (N4) and (N5l.

Let C be the set of states of proceBses belonging 
to U. By Proposition 14 of section 6, C is y  -complete. 
Besides, the 2  -completeness and safety of U implies that 
the set C fulfils also the requirements (SC4) and (SC5) of 
a safe set of constellations for N (cf. the proof of Propo
sition 1). Thus we obtain a system S = (B,E,F,C). We shsll 
prove that U iB the behaviour of S.
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Since every alioe of S. is of the form T  with 
some atomic proceaaea P̂  of U and 2 1 D for aome 
at8tes a^ of Pif we have alioea(S)C U. Since 
proceaaea(S) * (»)closure(alicea(S)) and U ia (•)-cloaed, 
we have proceaaeB(S) S.U.

Suppose that PeU. According to the results of sec
tion 5» we can represent P aa F^»...*Pn for aome P^ 
with lejngth(P^) ̂  1. Each P^ belonga to ( J  ) closure (P(BUE) 
and has a state belonging to C. Thus P̂ -g slices(S). by Pro
position 5« Hence P £ («)closure(slices(S)). Hence 
U c proceaaee(S).

Combining Propositiona 8 and 12 we obtain the follow
ing reBult.

Theorem 1. A aet U of proceaaea ia the behaviour of a
ay8tem iff it ie («J-closed, safe, -complete, and every
member of U ie of finite length.

In the caae in which all members of U are proceaaea 
over a finite aet L of elementary aituations every member
of U haa at moat a finite number of independent componentB.
Hence the corresponding eyatem muat be finite, and all members 
of U, being bounded, must be finite processes. Thus our re
sult can be formulated much 8impler.

Theorem 2. ■ A aet U of processes over a finite set L of 
elementary situations ia the behaviour of a finite aystem 
iff it is (*)-closed and Bafe.

4
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Theorems 1 and 2 solve the problem of characterizing 
the behaviours of systems. This solution is close to the 
idea of representing processes in a system by so called oc-

introduoed for condition-event-systems. Each suah a net is 
a causal Petri net with a net morphism (a mapping preserving 
the floe relation) into the net representing the system. 
However, with the occurrence nets one can describe properly 
processes only in such condition-event-systems, «here the 
set of parts of cases is safe for the representing net.
This csn be seen from Example 2, if «e specify the system 
described there by the net in Pig. 3 and the cases {l,3j,

shows that the safety of sets of constellations is a property 
of system specificstions rsther than of systems themselves.

On the other hand, Example 4
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8. PARTIALLY MONOIDAL CATEGORIES

In this section we shall study the behaviours of systems 
from the algebraic point of view.

The behaviours of systems, when endowed with suitable 
parts of operations on processes, become partial algebras, 
called behaviour algebras. In the case of discrete systems we 
discuss such algebras are discrete in the sense that they 
possess sets of atomic generators.

The behaviour algebras belong to a larger class of al
gebras, called partially monoidal categories (categories with 
an additional structure of partial monoid). Their role in this 
class is that some mappings assigning elements of a partially 
monoidal category to atoms of a behaviour algebra can uniquely 
be extended to homomorphisms. Due to this fact we can assign 
certain meanings to processes of a system in a consistent way. 
In particular, we can exploit systems as control schemes of 
computations, as we shall do in section 9.

We shall start with introducing the concept of partially 
monoidal categories and related structures (partial monoids 
and partially monoidal graphs).

Next, we shall concentrate on properties of introduced 
structures and on the problem of extending mappings to homo
morphisms of partially monoidal categories.

Then we shall prove some representation theorems for 
partial monoids and partially monoidal categories, which will 
give us an axiomatic characterization of discrete behaviour 
algebras.
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Finally, we shall discuss structures of particular in
terest, namely, partially monoidal categories of actions of 
transforming data.

For simplicity we shall consider flnitary operations. 

Notions

We have seen in section 6 (Proposition 11) that every 
(•)-closed safe set D of processes is coherent. Hence, accord
ing to Proposition 1 of section 6, we obtain a partial algebra 
A - (O.dom.cod.+.O.«) fulfilling the conditions (C1')-(C6')
(we omit the subscript C at the symbols of the corresponding 
parts of operations). Here (P.dom.cod) Is a graph, (P.dom.cod.») 
is a (morphisms-only) category (cf. Mac Lane(22]), (P,*,0) is 
what we should call a partial monoid, (P.dom.cod,+,0) is what 
we should call a partially monoidal graph, and full A is what 
we should call a partially monoidal category. So we have the 
following new formal concepts.

Definition 1. A (commutative) partial monoid (p-monoid) is a 
triple A - (D,+,0), where P is a set (the underlying set or 
support). is an associative and commutative partial binary 
operation (a+(b+c) - (a+b)+c whenever either side is defined, 
and a+b-b+a whenever either side is defined), and 0 is a con
stant which is neutral for + (0+a-a+0-a for all a£P).

/  /A homomorphism h: A — »A from A into a p-monoid A -
(p',+',0') is a mapping h: P — * 0 ' such that h(a)+'h(b) is
defined and equal to h(a+b) whenever a+b is defined, and
h(0) - O'.
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Por example, A - (U,+,0), vhere 0 Is an ( n )-cloeed set 
of sets with 0 € D, t is an associative restriction of the 
operation of taking the existing (in U) disjoint unions of 
members of U, and 0 0, is a p-monoid. Such p-monoids will
be called p-monolds of sets. Another example is the set of 
processes over a set L of elementary situations with the 
parallel composition of processes and the process 0 s- 

[(0,0.0)].

Before defining partially monoidal graphs we recall that 
' a graph can be regarded as A • (P.dom.cod). where U is a set 

(of vertices and directed edges), and dom.cod are the opera
tions of taking beginnings and endings, reap., of vertices 
and edges (the beginning or ending of a vertex is this vertex 
itself). These operations must be such that dom(dom(a))'« 
cod(dom(a)) - dom(a) and dom(cod(a)) - cod(cod(a)) • cod(a) 
for all a € 0. Vertices are defined as those a € U  for which 
dom (a )-a or cod (a)»a. A homomorphism h: A— >A' from one 
graph A - (P.dom.cod) into another A*« ( V * .dom'.cod') is a 
mapping h: U— >0' satisfying h (dom(a)) « dom'(h(a)) and 
h(cod(a))- cod'(h(a)) for all a6TJ.

Definition 2. A partially monoidal graph (pm-graph) is a 
quintuple A « (U.dom.cod.+.0). where (U,dom,cod) is a graph 
(the underlying graph of A, denoted graph(A)). (D,+,0) is a 
(commutative) p-monoid (the underlying p-monold of A, de
noted p-mon(A)). and the following conditions are satisfied:

(PMG1) if a+b is defined then dom(a)+b and cod(a)+b are 
defined,
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(PMO-2) if a+b is defined then dom(a+b) - dom(a)+doo(b) and 
cod(a+b) - cod(a)+cod(b).

A homomorphism h: A-— ?A* from A into another pm-graph A*« 
(P'.dom '.cod' .  + ' . 0 ' )  is a mapping h: D— *0* such that 
h: graph(A)— » graph(A' )  is a homomorphism of graphs and 
h: p-mon(A)-- >p-non( k ' ) is a homomorphism of p-monoids.

For example, A - (P.dom.cod.+.O). where U - p'^p' for 
a p-monoid k'm (U',+',0') of sets, domfa.b);«a. cod(a,b):»b, 
(a,b)+(c,d) (a+'c,b+'d), and 0 s- (0',p'), is a pm-graph
(of sets). AIbo the set of bounded processes over L with the 
operations of talcing domains and codomains, with the parallel 
composition of processes, and with the process 0, is a pm- 
-graph.

In order to define a partially monoidal category we re
call the concept of a (morphisms-only) category (cf. Mae Lane 
[ Z Z ] ) . Such a category is A - (P.dom.cod.«). where grph(A) 
(P.dom.cod) is a graph (the underlying graph of A), and we 
have a composition which assigns a composite f«g to each pair 
f,g€P satisfying cod(f) - dom(g) such that:

(CAT1) dom(f)»g - g for all g with dom(g) - dom(f),

(CAT2) g*cod(f) - g for all g with cod(g) - cod(f),
%

(CAT3) e*(f»g) • (e*f)*g for all e,f,g with cod(e) - dom(f) 
and cod(f) - dom(g).

The vertices (resp.: edges) of grph(A) are called identity 
morphlsms or objects (resp.: morphisms or arrows) of A. That 
dom(f)-a and cod(f)-b is usually written as f:a— »-b or 
a — £-»b. The composite f.g is usually written aa fg.
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A homomorphism (functor) h: A— *A' from A into a category 
A ■ (P'.dom'.cod'. •') 1b a mapping h: 0— »U* such that 
h: grph(A)— » grph (A ' ) is a homomorphism of graphs and h(f.g)« 
h(f)*'h(g) for all f,g with cod(f)-dom(g).

It is easy to verify that the set of paths of a graph 
A - (U.dom.cod) with dom(a.,.. .a^) dom(a^). cod(a1...a ) 
££i(am ), and (a1...am ) • (b1...bn) s- (a1...afflb1...bn) for paths 
a1...am and b^...bn is a category (the category £a(A) of paths 
of A).

Definition 3. A partially monoidal category (pm-category) is 
a sixtuple A - (P.dom.cod.».0.«). where (0.dom.cod.».0) is a 
pm-graph (the underlying pm-graph of A, denoted pm-graph(A)). 
(0,dom,cod,•) is a (morphisms-only) category (the underlying 
category of A, denoted cat(A) ) . and the following condition 
is satisfied:

(PMC1) if d*e, f»g, d+f, d+g, e+f, e+g are defined then 
(d»e)+(f«g) and (d+f)*(e+g) are also defined and 
are identical.

A homomorphism h: A— »A' from A into a pm-category a '~

(D'»domcod', + ',0', •') is-a mapping h: D— »•U, such that 
h: pm-rcraph (a )— » pm-graph (A' ) is a homomorphism of pm-graphs 
and h: cat(A)— » cat(A* ) is a homomorphism of categories (a 
functor).

According to the contents of section 7, the set of 
slices of a finite system (in this section we shall consider 
only such systems), when endowed with the corresponding parts
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of operations on processes except of the sequential com
position, becomes a pm-graph. Similarly, the behaviours of 
systems, being (•)-closed and safe, and thus coherent, be
come pm-categorieo.

Definition 4. The behaviour algebra (resp.: behaviour graph) 
of a (finite) system S, denoted beh(S) (resp.: bgr(S)) is the 
pm-category (proceBBes(S).dom.cod.+.0.») (resp.: the pm-graph 
(slices(S).dom.cod. +.0)). where dom.cod.+.O. » are 
processes(S)-parte (resp.: slices(S)-parts) of the correspond- 
ing operations on processes.

The concept of independence of processes in a system, 
the safety of behaviour, and the fact that all processes con
sist of atomic ones, can be expressed in abstract terms.

Definition 5. Two elements a,b of a pm-category A - 
(P.dom.cod.+.O.») (resp.: pm-graph A - (0.dom.cod.+.O). 
p-monold A - (D,+,0)) are said to be Independent In A 
(A-lndependent) iff a+b is defined.

Definition 6. A pm-category A - (P.dom.cod.+.O.») (resp.: 
pm-graph A - (0.dom.cod.+,0) ) is said to be safe iff a+b is 
defined whenever dom(e)+dom(g) is defined for some decom
positions a-d«e and b-f»g (resp.: whenever one of the com
posites dom(a)+dom(b). dom(a)+cod(b), cod(a)+dom(b). 
cod(a)+cod(b) is defined).
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Definition 7. A pm-categoiy A ■ (0,dom,cod,+,0,•) (resp.: 
pm-graph A - (U.dom.cod.+.O). p-monoid A - (D,+,0)) la said 
to be discrete iff there exists a subset T & D  of atomic ele
ments of A, i.e., of elements which are (+,•)-indecomposable 
(resp.: (+)-lndecomposable) in a non-trlvial manner, such 
that 0 - (+,•)closure(Y) (resp.: 0 » (+)closure(V)). If such 
a subset V exists then it is called a set of atomic genera
tors of A. A discrete pm-category A (resp.: pm-graph A) with 
a set V of atomic generators is said to be simple iff, for 
every a,b€V, dom(a)-dom(b) and cod(a)-cod(b) implies a-b.

Definition 8. Given a discrete pm-graph A - (0,dom,cod,+,0) 
with a set V of atomic generators, a  skeleton of A, denoted 
ekeleton(A), is the subgraph of graph(A) - (O.dom.cod) (the 
underlying graph of A) that consists of (+)-indecomposable 
edges v € V, vertices of such edges, and (+)-lndecomposable 
components of such vertices.

For discrete safe pm-categories we can introduce also 
the concept of generating pm-graph. This can be done due to 
the following fact.

Proposition 1. Given a discrete safe pm-category A - 
(U.dom.cod.+.O.•) with a set V of atomic generators, every 
element of U can be represented in the following "sequen
tial" form:

a - (aii + -• •■*■»1^  )• ••• •+amnni)

with a ^  6 T.
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Proof. The proof ia essentially the same as that of Proposi
tion 3 of section 5 (we exploit the fact that in safe pm- 
-categories the existence of (d»e)+(f.g) implies the existence 
of (d+f)•(e+g) and the equality (d*e)+(f.g) - (d+f)-(e+g) ).

Definition 9. Given a discrete safe pm-category A - 
(D.dom.cod.+.O.* ) with a set V of atomic generators, by the 
generating pm-graph of A, denoted gpm-graph(A). we mean the 
(safe) pm-graph which consists of those vertices and edges 
of pm-graph (A) - (U.dom.cod.+.O) (the underlying pm-graph 
of A) that belong to (+)closure(V).

The following theorem is a direct consequence of our 
earlier results.

Theorem 1. The behaviour algebra beh(S) of a (finite) system 
S is a discrete, simple, and safe pm-category. The behaviour 
graph bgr(S) of S is a discrete, simple, and safe pm-graph 
and it coincides with the generating pm-graph of the behaviour 
algebra, i.e., bgr(S) - gpm-graph(beh(S)). The skeleton of 
the behaviour graph bgrfS) consists of prime processes of S, 
domains and codomains of such processes, and the atomic con
figurations constituting these domains and codomains.

Properties

Now we shall describe abstract safe pm-graphs and pm- 
-categorles. We shall start with pm-graphs.



In the case of discrete pm-graphs whose underlying 
p-monoids have suitable properties some mappings from skele
tons of such pm-graphs into pm-graphs can uniquely be ex
tended to homomorphisms of pm-graphs.

Proposition 2. Let A - (U.dom.cod.+.0) be a discrete pm- 
-graph with a set V of atomic generators and with the under
lying p-monoid such that:

(UPD) a1+...**tt - b1+...+bn with atomio a ^  + 0)eT and
bj( + 0)€V implies m-n aiid that b1 bn is a
permutation of a1t...,a)g.

*

Let A '• (U'.dom'.cod'.+ ' .O ' ) be any pm-graph. Then every 
graph homomorphism h: skeleton(A)— > graph(A' ) which maps 
A-independent elements onto A^-independent elements can 
uniquely be extended to a homomorphism E: A ►A*.

Proof. Given a 6 0, we have a - a,+...+»_ for some a.,...,a € V.i m 1F F m
Since h maps A-independent elements onto A'-independent ele
ments, we can define E(a) h(a1)+'...+'h(am ). Due to (UPD),
we obtain a mapping E: U >-U'. Evidently, this mapping is a
homomorphism E: p-mon(A) — ► p-mon(A'). On the other hand, 
dom(a) - dom(a1)+...+dom(am ) and dom '(E(a) ) - dom '(h(a.j) ) + ' . . .

+ 'dom'(h(affi)) - h(dom(a1))+'...+'h(dom(am )). Thus E(dom(a)) - 
dom '(5(a)). Similarly, E (cod(a)) - cod'(E(a)). Thus our map
ping is a homomorphism E: graph (A)— >■ graph (A ' ). Hence
E: A >A' is a homomorphism of pm-graphs. It is clear that E
is determined by h uniquely.
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Of course, In the case of behaviour graphs the condition 
(UPD) is fulfilled. As a consequence we obtain the following 
property of behaviour graphs.

Proposition 5. Let A be the behaviour graph of a (finite) 
system and let k ' be any pm-graph. Then every graph homo
morphism h: skeleton (A )■— > graph (A *’ ) which maps A-independ-. 
ent elements onto k '-independent elements can uniquely be 
extended to a homomorphism 5: A— * k ' .

In general, the safe pm-graphs can be characterized as 
follows.

Proposition 4. A structure A - (P,dom,cod,+,0) is a safe 
pm-graph iff (P.dom.cod) is a graph, (P,+,0) is a p-monold, 
and the following (strong) equalities are valid:

(SPMG1) dom(a+b) - dom(a)+dom(b) whenever either side is 
defined, and cod(a+b) » cod (a)+cod(b) whenever 
•ither side is defined.

Proof. It suffices to prove that a structure satisfying such 
requirements is a safe pm-graph. By (SPMG1), If a+b is de
fined then dom(a)+dom(b) is defined. Hence, dom(a)+b is de
fined, because dom(dom(a)+b) - dom(a)+dom(b). Similarly, if 
a+b is defined then cod(a)+b is defined. Thus we have (PMG1). 
(PMG2) is a direct consequence of (SPMG1). In order to prove 
that A is safe suppose, for Instance, that dom(a)+cod(b) is 
defined. Then, by (SPMG1), dom(a)+b is defined since 
cod(dom(a)+b) - cod(dom(a))+cod(b) - dom(a)+cod(b). Now, by 
(PMG1), dom(a)+dom(b) is defined, and thus, by (SPMG1), a+b 
is defined.
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For safe pm-categories we have the following character
ization.

Proposition 5. A structure A - (D,dom,cod,+,0,•) is a safe 
pm-category iff (U,dom,cod,+,0) is a safe pm-graph,
(0,dom,cod, •) is a category, and the following (strong) 
equalities are valid:

(SPKC1) (dom (a)»b)»(a+cod (b)) • a+b whenever either side 
is defined,

(SPMC2) (dom(a)+b)«(dom(a)+c) - dom(a)+(b»c) whenever 
either side is defined.

Proof. That (SPMC1) and (SPMC2) are valid in a safe pm-cate- 
gory is a consequence of (PMC1) and of safety. Suppose that 
we have a structure A satisfying the requirements of our pro
position. We shall prove that A is a safe pm-category.
That A is a pm-category, i.e., it fulfils (PKC1), can be seen 
from the diagram in Fig.1, which is commutative due to (SPMC1) 
and (SPMC2). In order to prove the safety of A suppose that 
don(e)+dom(g) is defined for some decompositions a - d»e and 
b - f*g. Then d+f, d+g, e+f, e+g are defined because 
(P.don.cod.».0) is a safe pm-graph and cod(d)-dom(e). cod(f)- 
dom(g). Hence, by (PMC1), a>b is defined. Thus A is a safe pa- 
-category.
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Fig.1

In the case of discrete safe pm-categories we have the 
following extendability of homomorphisms of pm-grapha to homo- 
morphiama of pm-categories.

Proposition 6. Let A « (P.dom.cod.+.O. » ) he a discrete safe 
pm-category with the generating pm-graph gpm-graph(A ) - 
(ü0,dom,çod,+,0) such that:

(PVE) if - ?(h1,...,bn ) for aome (+,•)-exprea-
slons and given aifbj€ü0 then E(a1f...,am ) and 
P(b1f...#bn) can be proved to be equal with the aid 
of the (atrong) equalitiea (SPMC1) and (SPMC2) (and 
general properties of pm-categorle8).

Let A'm ( y '.dom'.cod' . + O'. •') be any pm-category. Then every
homomorphism h: gpm-graph (A )— > pm-graph ( k r ) can uniquely be 
extended to a homomorphism E: A > A ' .
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Proof. Given a formal proof (with the aid of (SPMC1),(SPMC2), 
and general properties of pm-categories) that two (+,•^ex
pressions E(a1f...,am ) and P(b1,...,bn ) with a^ b ^el^ are 
equal, we can see from a diagram like that in Pig.1 that 
every step of such a proof that is an application of (SPMC1) 
or (SPMC2) to some members of U can be replaced by series of 
steps that are applications of (SPMC1) or (SPMC2) to some 
members of Dq. We shall show that such a modified formal 
proof can be repeated in k ' , which, due to (PVE), will im
ply that the corresponding (+', •'J-expressions 
E ,(h(a1),...,h(affl)) and F ,(h(b1),...,h(bn )) represent the 
same element of A .

What we have to show is that 
(dom'(h(a))+'h(b)).'(h(a)+'cod'(h(b))) - h(a)+'h(b) 
for a,b«D0, whenever either side is defined, and 
(dom '(h(a))+'h(b)) • '(dom '(h(a))+'h(c)) - dom'(h(a))+'h(b) *'h(c) 
for a,b,c £DQ, whenever either side is defined.

In the first case, if (dom(a)+b)•(a+cod(b)) or a+b is 
defined then dom(a)>a, b«cod(b). dom(a)+b, dom(a)+cod(b), a+b, 
a+cod(b) are defined, and thus dom'(h(a)).'h(a), 
h(b).'cod'(h(b)), dom'(h(a))+'h(b), dom'(h(a))+'cod'(h(b)), 
h(a)+'h(b), h(a)+'cod'(h(b)) are defined. Hence, by (PMC1), 
both the sides of the first equality are simultaneously de
fined, and they are identical, if defined.

In the second case, if (dom(a)+b)•(dom(a)+c) or 
dom(a)+b-c is defined then dom(a).dom(a), b-c, dom(a)+b, 
dom(a)+c are defined, and thus dom'(h(a))•'dom'(h(a)), 
h(b)*'h(c), dom'(h(a))+'h(b), dom'’(h(a))+'h(c) are defined.
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Hence, by (PMC1), both the sides of the second eq «.lity are 
simultaneously defined, and they are identical, if defined.

Now, every a € 0  can be represented by an (+, • )-expresslon 
E(a^,»««,a^) with a^,•••,a^€ Cq » We define E(a) ¡«
E'(h(a1),...,h(am )), where E'(h(a.j),.. .»h^)) is the cor
responding (+',«'J-expression. According to what we have 
shown, E is a well defined mapping from 0 into U'. By the de
finition, E is also a homomorphism E: A— * k ' . That E is 
uniquely determined by h is also evident,

$

Given any discrete safe pm-graph A, we can construct a 
discrete safe pm-category dspmc(A) which, due to Proposition 6, 
has a universal property.

Proposition 7. Given a discrete safe pm-graph A, there 
exists a discrete safe pm-category dspmc (A) - the free dis
crete safe pm-category generated by A - such that, for every 
pm-category A', every homomorphism h: A — ► pm-graph(aM can 
uniquely be extended to a homomorphism E: dspmc( k )— * k ' .

Proof. Let A - (Up.doni.cod.+.O). We define expr as the least 
set of formal (+,•)-expressions such that:

(1) if E1 £ expr are such that every member of Oq occurring 
in E1 and every member of 0Q occurring in E2 are A-in- 
dependent then E1+E^ g expr.

(2) If E1.Eo e expr are such that cod(E1)-dom(E2) (computed 
according to the rules of pm-categories) then £^£36 exgr-
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Then we identify those expressions from expr which can be pro
ved (with the aid of the rules of pm-categories and the strong 
equalities (SIMC1) and (SPMC2) ) to be equal.

Since A is a discrete safe pm-graph, in this manner we 
obtain a structure X - (U.dom.cod.+.0.») such that 
(D.dom.cod.».0) is a safe {»“graph, (U.dom.cod.• ) is a cate
gory, and the strong equalities (SPMC1) and (SPMC2) are valid 
in X. By Proposition 5, 7 is a safe pm-category. It is also 
clear that A is the generating pm-graph of I, i.e., 
gpm-graph(X) - A, and that X is a discrete safe pm-category.

That every homomorphism h: A — ► pm-graph( k ' ) . where A' 
is a pm-category, extends to a unique homomorphism ïï: X — * k '  

is a consequence of Proposition 6 (it follows from our con
struction that (PVE) is fulfilled in X ) .  Thus we have obtain
ed the required d spine (A ) : - I.

Those acquainted with category theory can easily see 
that a consequence of Proposition 7 is that the functor 
A i— » dspmc(A) from the category of discrete safe pm-graphs 
into the category of discrete safe pm-categories is a left 
adjoint of the forgetful functor A |— ► pa-graph(A).

It is one of the crucial points of our theory that 
Proposition 6 applies to the behaviour algebras of systems.

Proposition 8. If A is the behaviour algebra of a (finite) 
system then the condition (PVE) of Proposition 6 is satisfied.
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Proof. By induction on the number of prime processes of A in 
an arbitrary process x of A (cf. the comments to Proposition 
9 of section 5).

Suppose that k prime processes of A occur in x. Then we 
have the following non-tririal cases:

(1) x is represented by P«Q and by R*S with less than k 
prime processes of A occurring in each of P,Q,R,S,

(2) x is represented by P»Q and by R+S with less than k 
prime processes of A occurring in each of P,Q,R,S,

9

(3) x is represented by P+Q and by R+S with less than k 
prime processes of A occurring in each of P,Q,R,S.

I n  t h e  c a s e  ( 1 )  we h a r e  P*Q -  T » (dom( 0  )+ Y ) » (D+c o d (Y ) )» W 

and R - S  -  T ' .  ( 0 '+ d o m ( Y '  ) ) .  ( ç o d ( U ' ) + Y ' ) . V '  w i t h  T - T ' ,  0 - 0 ' ,  

Y - Y ' ,  V - V '  b e i n g  p r o r e d  ( c f .  P r o p o s i t i o n  5 o f  s e c t i o n  5 ) .

By (SPMC1), we obtain (dom(U)+V)»(O+cod(T)) - D+Y and 
(O'+dOT(V')).(çod(0')+V') - U'+7'. Thus P*Q and R*S can be 
prored to be identical.

la the e&ae (2) we have P.Q - (T+0).(V+W) and R+S - 
(T'. Y')+(U'.V') with T-T', D-D', V-Y', V-W' being prored 
(cf. Proposition 4 of section 5). Applying (SPMC1) and 
(SPMC2) we obtain (cf. the diagram in Pig.1) (T+D)*(V+W) - 
(t'« Y')+(D'. V'). Thus P»Q and R+S can be prored to be iden
tical.

I
In the case (3) we hare P+Q - (T+tJ )+ (V+W ) and R+S - 

(T'+V')+(U'+W') with T - T ' , D-D', V-V', W-W' being prored 
(cf. Proposition 4 of section 4). By the associatirity and 
commutatirity of the monoidal compositions of pm-categories, 
(T+D)+(Y+W) - (T'+V')+(D'+W'). Thus P+Q and R+S can be pro- 
red to be identical.



Due to this property of behaviour algebras, and due to 
Propositions 3 and 6, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2. Given a (finite) system S, the behaviour algebra 
beh(S) of S, the behaviour graph bgr(S) of S (which is the ge
nerating pm-graph of beh(S). i.e., bgr(S)-gpm-graph(beh(S)) ), 
skeleton(bgr(S)), and an arbitrary pm-category A', we have 
the following properties:

(1) every homomorphism (of graphs)
g: skeleton(bgr(S))---» graph(pm-graph(A'))
which maps b£r(S)-independent elements onto A'-inde- 
pendent elements can uniquely be extended to a homo
morphism (of pm-graphs) h: bgr(S). » pm-graph(A').

(2) every homomorphism (of pm-graphs)
h: bgr(S)-- » pm-graph(A') cam uniquely be extended to
a homomorphism (of pm-categories) E: beh(S) »'A'.

The role of this theorem is that it gives a simple con
dition under which a meaning assigned to prime processes and 
atomic configurations of a system can be extended on all com
pound processes in a consistent and unique way. In particular, 
we can have many Interpretations of Petri nets as has been 
suggested by Petri [32J . On the other hand, we obtain a tool 
to compare the behaviours of systems by investigating homo- 
morphisms of their behaviour algebras.

Theorem 2 will be a basis of our idea of distributed 
computations (described In section 9).

Now we shall illustrate its use in evaluating performancf 
times of processes (the idea of such a use is due to Marchut 
[26]).
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Example 1. Glyen a process P, an initial elementary situation 
xedom(P), and a final elementary situation y e  cod (P). we can 
ask how much time is spent from the appearauce of x to the 
appearance of y (we do not assume that all initial situations 
appear at the same moment; an appearance is understood as the 
beginning of an occurrence which may continue during a period 
of time). We shall denote such a time by d(x,y). We shall re
quire d(x,y)— oo if there is no causal chain which leads 
from the occurrence of x in dom(P) to the occurrence of y in 
ood(P). Thus we are asking for a table like that in Pig.2.

Pig. 2

Such a table is a triple of the form (X,Y,d), where X,Y are 
some sets, and d: X»*T— the set of non-negative real num
bers U {-«oj , and will be called a delay table.

A typical problem is that we have delay tables for prime 
processes of a system and we want to compute the delay table 
of a compound process.

In order to solve such a problem, we notice that a stan
dard delay table can be defined for a process P, namely, the 
table (dom(P).cod(P).d). where d(x,y)-0 if there is a causal
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chain in P from the occurrence of x in dom(P) to the occur
rence of y in cod(P), and d(x,y)--oo for other x,y, and we 
construct a pm-category of delay tables.

Given a delay table a-(X,Y,d), we define dom'(a) 
(X,X,d^) and cod '(a) (Y,Y,dy), where dz(z.|,z2)-0 for
z^mz2 € Z and dz(z1 ,z2)--oo for different z.j,z26 Z.

Given two delay tables a>(X1,I1>d1) and b-(X2,Y2,d2) 
with (I^UT^ ) O  (XgU Yg) - 0, we define a+'b 
(X, U X 2,Y1U Y 2,d), where d(x,y)-d1 (x,y) for xil,, y e Y 1t 

d(*»y)-d2 (x*y) for x e I 2* y € Y 2, and d(x,y)— for other 
x £ X1 O X2 and y€Y.|UY2.

We define 0* as the "empty delay table" (0,0,0).

Finally, given two delay tables a-(X., ,Y.j ,d.j ) and 
b-(X2,Y2,d2) with Y.|-X2, we define a *'b (X.j,Y2,d), where
d(x,y)-max (d1(x,z)+d2 (z,y)).

Z « Y 1 1

If d-tables(L) denotes the set of all delay tables over 
a certain set L of elementary situations then we obtain an 
algebraic structure a ' -  (d-tables(L).dom'.cod'r+'.0% • ' ) .

It is easy to verify that this structure is a pm-category.

Now our problem can easily be solved. We assign the 
given delay tables to the (+,•)-indecomposable components of 
our process, and the corresponding standard delay tables to 
other (+,•)-indecompo8able elements. Of course, the delay 
table g(P) which is assigned to an (+,•)-indecomposable pro
cess P should be of the form (dom(P),cod(P),d) with an ap
propriate d.
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It is clear that such an assignment g is a homomorphism 
from the skeleton of the behaviour graph of our system and 
the requirement* of (1) in Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Thus we 
can uniquely extend g to a homomorphism E from the behaviour 
algebra into the pn-category a ' of delay tables. Hence, if 
our compound process is given by an (+,•)-expresslon 
B(P1,...,PB ) with some («-,•)-indecomposable P1,...,Pin ther 
we can compute the delay table of such a process as

)»•••#«(?,)). where E'(g(P1),...,g(PB )) is the cor
responding (♦',•')-expression, and the result will not depend 
on which particular expression has been chosen.

For example, consider processes a,b,d from Example 3 of 
section 7 (see Tig.4 in section 7) and two expressions 
(a*b+5)*(4-ni) and (a+5)•(b+5)*(4+d) which represent the same 
process P. Suppose that we have delay tables as in Fig.3.
Then we can compute the delay table of P either as 
(«(a)*'g(b)+'g(5))*'(g(4)+'g(d)) or as
(g(a)+'g(5)) •'(g(b)+'g(5))*'(g(4)+'g(d)). Ve obtain the same 
result E(P) shown in Fig.3 (cf. Fig.4).

3 1 4 6
g(a) - 1 2 g(b) - 3 1 2 g(d) - 1 2

2 3 5 1

± lJ 4 6
g(4) - 4 o g(5) - 5 I c E(P) - 1 4 5

2 5 6
. 5 ~oo 1

Fig. 3
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6

Pig.4

Representation theorems

We have seen that the behaviour algebras of (finite) 
systems are pm-categories enjoying some specific properties. 
It is important to know exactly which properties are cha
racteristic for the behaviour algebras. Put in another way, 
we would like to characterize the behaviour algebras by 
axioms only, not by a construction.

This problem has been solved first by Korczyński[19J . 
Here we shall give another, in our opinion simpler, charac
terization of behaviour algebras.

We shall start with a characterization of partial mono
ids, which is interesting not only for our purpose (in fact, 
we need much less to characterize the behaviour algebras).
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The concept of a partial (abelian) monoid (with an in- 
finltary operation Bimilar to our infinitary parallel com
position Y_ ) has been introduced by Arbib anH *iaiies[l] with 
the idea to generalize the operation of unifying partial 
functions with disjoint domains. In general, we can think of 
applying this concept to describe an abstract partial opera
tion of "composing disjoint parts". We shall start with a 
simple observation.

Proposition 9. If A - (D,+,0) is a (commutative) partial
»

monoid (p-monold in the sense of Definition 1) such that:.

(MP1) if a+C and b+c are defined and a+c ■ b+c then a-b,- 

(MP2) If a+a is defined then a-0, 

then the relation:

a^b iff b - a+x for some x £ 0  

is a partial ordering.

Proof. We have a^ a  (because a+O-a), a ^ b  and b^c implies 
a^c (because b-a+u and c-b+v implies c-(a+u)+v-a+(u+v) ), 
and a6b and b^a Implies a-b (because b-a+u and a-b+v im
plies u+v-0, which implies that u+(u+v) is defined, which 
implies that u+u is defined, which implies u«0 and thus b-a).

Due to this fact we can give the following definition.

Definition 10. A partial monoid of parts (p-monoid of parts) 
is a p-monoid satisfying the requirements of Proposition 9 
and such that:
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(KP3) for every x and y there exists the greatest lower 
bound of x and y, denoted xAy,

(KP4) if x+y is defined then, for every z, (xAz)+(yAz) 
is defined and (x Az) + (y Az) - (x+y)Az .

For example, a p-monoid of sets (defined in the comment 
to Definition 1) is a p-monoid of parts. Also the p-a~nold 
of processes (over a certain set of elementary situations) 
is a p-monoid of parts (see section 4).

We shall prove that every p-monoid of parts is isomorphic
i

with a p-raonoid of sets, which is a version of the well known 
theorem of Stone on representing Boolean algebras (cf. Rasiowa 
and Gikorski¡36]). We shall start with a notion and several 
simple facts.

Definition 11. Given a p-monoid of parts A - (Ot+fO), by a
filter we mean a non-empty set F of elements of 0 such that:

a,b€F implies aAb€F, 
a£ F  and a < b  implies b€F.

We say that such a filter is proper iff O^F. A proper filter
F is said to be prime iff aVb 6 F implies a £F or biF.

Let A - (U,+-,0) be a p-monoid of parts. Then we have the 
following series of propositions.

Preposition 10. If a+b is defined then aAb«0.
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Proof. let a-x+(a A b) and b-y+(aAb). Since a+b is defined, 
we have a+b-x+y+(aA b)+(a Ab). Thus (aAb)+(aAb) is defined 
and, by (MP2), aAb-O.

Proposition 11. If a+b is defined then there exists the 
least upper bound of a and b, denoted aVb, and aVb-a+b.

Proof, a+b ia an upper bound of a and b. If z is another 
upper bound of a and b then, for t-z A(a+b), we have a^t,
b ̂ t, t+c-a-*b, a+d-t, and b+e-t. Hence a+d+c-a+b and

»
b+e+c-a+b. Thus d+c-b and e+c-a. Hence c ^ a  and c^b, i.e., 
e-0, by Proposition 10. This gives t-z A(a+b)-a+b. Finally, 
a+b ̂  s, i.e., a>b-aVb.

Proposition 12. Given an element a € 0  and a filter P, the 
set of all elements xfcU such that:

x ) a A b  for some be ?

is the least filter containing a and P.

Proof. x > a A b  and y ^ a A c  implies x A y ^ a A b A c  and thus we 
obtain a filter ? ' such that a€P', P£i', If P "  is any 
filter such that a € P "  and P S P "  then P'g

Proposition 13. Given two elements a £ 0 and b 6 0 such that 
b ^ a  does not hold, there exists a prime filter P such that:

(1) a / ?  and b€P.

Proof. Let be the set of all filters such that (1) holds, 
is ordered by inclusion. The filter of elements x such



that x » b  belongs to §> . Thus 0. Every chain of filters 
in has an upper bound (the union of the chain). From the 
lemma of Kuratowski and Zorn it follows that there exists a 
maximal element PQ of $  . It suffices to prove that FQ is 
prime.

Observe that 0 ^ F Q (otherwise a ^ F Q would not hold).
Thus, if Fq Is not prime, there exist a1fa2 such that a.,+a2 
belongs to FQ but a^F,., and a2^ F Q.

We take the least filters ? i (1—1,2) containing FQ and a^. 
Observe that one of the filters F1,F2 does not contain a. In
deed, if a e F 1 and a € F 2 then, due to Proposition 12, there 
are c^CgCFQ such that a > a 2 A c 1 and a ^ a 2A c 2< Taking 
c - ^ A C j ^ F q  we obtain a j a ^ c  and a ^ a 2Ac. On the other 
hand, *i+a2 is defined and, by (MP4), (a1Ac)+(a2Ac) is de
fined and is identical with (a.|+a2)Ac. Hence, by Proposition 
11, a ̂ (a.|+a2) Ac, i.e., a € Fq. This is in a contradiction 
with a ĵ Fq.

Suppose that a ^ F 1# Then F1 satisfies (1), i.e., F1 be
longs to £  . We have also Fq £F.j. Since FQ is maximal in ,
we have Fq-F^ This is in a contradiction with a1£ and

ai ^ F0-
Similarly, a ^ F 2 leads to a contradiction.

Finally, we cannot have a.|^F0 and a2 ̂ FQ, i.e., FQ is 
a prime filter.

0
Now we are able to prove our main result on p-monoids 

of parts.
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Theorem 3. Every p-monoid of parts is isomorphic with a p- 
-monoid of sets (as defined in the comment to Definition 1).

Proof. The proof is essentially as that of Stone's theorem.

Let A «(U,+,0) be a p-monoid of parts. Given a 6 D, we 
define:

h(a) : » { P : P i s a  prime filter containing aj.
Then we have the following properties.

1. a/b implies h(a)/h(b). Indeed, if a/b then a ¿b or b ^ a  
does not hold. Suppose that b ^ a  does not’hold. Then, by Pro
position 13, there is a prime filter P such that a ¿F and be P. 
Thus h(a)/h(b). Similarly, if a ^ b  does not hold then h(a)/h(b).

2. If a+b is defined then h(a+b)-h(a)Uh(b). Indeed, if 
F€h(a+b) then a+b 6 F and thus a e F  or beF, i.e., Feh(a) or 
P€h(b). Conversely, if F€h(a) or F£h(b) then a e F  or beF, 
i.e., a+b € F, i.e., F€h(a+b).

3. If a+b is defined then h(a)Oh(b) » 0. Indeed, if 
Fih(a)^h(b) then a € F  and b € P, i.e., Pfh(aAb). However, 
by Proposition 10, aAb-0, i.e., 0 € F. Thus F is not a proper 
filter, i.e., F is not prime. Hence h(a)nh(b) - 0 whenever 
a+b is defined.

4. h(aAb) - h(a)/lh(b). Straightforward.

Thus we have established an isomorphism between A and 
(0,,+',0'), where 0' is the set of sets of the form h(a) with 
a 0, + r is the operation of taking the existing disjoint 
unions of members of 0', and O' - 0.
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Observe that if a p-monoid of parts is discrete then, 
for every atom a/0, h(a) contains exactly one element, namely, 
the prime filter F:-{x€0: a^xj. Hence, a1+...+aB»b1+...+bn 
with atomic aj/O.b^O Implies m«n and that b1,,..,bn Is a per
mutation of (this property, mentioned as (UPD) in
Proposition 2, can be proved directly - without applying 
Theorem 3).

Now we can return to our main problem of characterizing 
behaviour algebras. We shall characterize the behaviour al
gebras in terms of universal properties, i.e., of properties 
which refer to extending homomorphisms.

Theorem 4. A po-category A is isomorphic with the behaviour 
algebra of a (finite) system iff it is discrete, simple, and 
safe, has a finite set of objects, has the underlying p- mo
noid being a (discrete) p-monoid of parts, and enjoys the fol
lowing (universal) properties:

(U1) given a pm-category k ' , every homomorphism (of graphs)
g: skeleton(gpm-graph(A)) > graph(pm-graph(A*))
which maps A-independent elements onto k ' -independent 
elements can uniquely be exteded to a homomorphism 
(of pm-graphs) h: gpm-graph(A)-- » pro-graph (A

(D2) given a pm-category k ' , every homomorphism (of pm-
- graphs) h: gpm-graph (A)--- > pa-graph (A ' ) can
uniquely be extended to a homomorphism (of po-catego- 
rles) E: A— * k ' .
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Proof. That every behaviour algebra ia a pm-category fulfil
ling the requirements of theorem is a consequence of Theorems 
1 and 2.

Let A - (P.dom.cod.+.O.«) be a pm-category satisfying 
the requirements of theorem.

Since (Ut+,0) is a discrete p-monoid of parts, by 
Theorem 3, there exists an isomorphism f from this p-monoid 
onto a p-monoid of sets. We define B as the set of all 
f-images of atoms of objects of A. Moreover, for every object 
x of A we define g(x) as the set of f-images of atoms of x , 
and define C as the set of all sets g(x) corresponding to 
the objects of A.

Since A is discrete and simple, every (*,•)-indecompos- 
able element xfcU is uniquely determined by dom(x) and cod(x). 
Por every such an (♦,•)-indecomposable element x which is 
not an object of A we define g(x) as the prime process whose 
domain is the set g(dom(x)) of atoms of f(dom(x)) and whose 
codomain is the set g (cod( x ) ) of atoms of f(cod(x)). By E we 
denote the set of all prime processes g(x) corresponding to 
(♦, »J-indecomposable elements x e U  which are not objects.

Finally, we define the following binary relation 
F c B xE UE «B:

zFt iff t€ E  and 2 ¿ dom(t). or z€E and t g cod(z).

In this manner we obtain a (finite) Petri net (B,E,F) 
with a (finite) set C of constellations. Since A is a safe 
pm-category, it is not very difficult to verify that 
S (B,E,F,C) is a (finite) system in our sense (the proof 
is essentially the same as that of Proposition 12 of sec
tion 7).
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Besides, we have a mapping:

g: skeleton(gpm-graph(A ) )--- > skeleton(gpm-graph(beh(S)))

which obviously is an isomorphism and maps A-independent ele
ments onto beh(S)-lndependent elements. By the (universal) 
property (U1), we have a unique extension of g to a homomorph
ism h: gpm-graph(A)--- > pm-graph(beh(S)). By the same pro
perty of beh(S). we have a unique extension of the inverse 
isomorphism g-1 to a homomorphism
h1: gpm-graph(beh(S))---- » pro-graph(A). Due to the uniqueness
of h and h1, h1 must be the inverse of h, i.e., h.j-h”1. 
Similarly, by the (universal) property (D2) of A and beh(S), 
we obtain unique extensions of h and h^ to homomorphisms 
E : A — > beh(S) and : beh(S)— >A . Again, due to the 
uniqueness of E and E1, E1 must be the inverse of E . Hence E 

is an isomorphism and A.beh(S) are isomorphic.

The result we have obtained enlightens the algebraic 
character of behaviour algebras. Its role is twofold.

First, we obtain a possibility to characterize systems 
axiomatically. Knowing the axioms which are valid for all 
systems, we can specify particular systems (resp.: classes 
of systems) only by adding suitable axioms.

Second, the result shows that systems we are discussing 
are the only reasonable candidates for schemes of concurrent 
(parallel) computations in which we have two operations of 
composing actions (sequentially and in parallel). A similar 
observation has been made by Hotz[l6j who has been applying 
monoidal categories in describing parallel computations.
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However, Hotz has been studying only such monoidal categories 
where the monoidal operation has been total. By introducing 
partially monoidal categories we can describe more, namely, 
various restrictions on the parallel execution of actions.

In this section we are considering only finite systems.
In the case of systems which are not finite, we should replace 
the binary partial monoidal operation + by an infinitary 
partial monoidal operation Z.» similar to that introduced by 
Arbib and Manes[jj and being an abstract analogue of our in
finitary parallel composition of processes. Then we should re
quire a ¿-completeness like that Introduced in section 6.
Such a ¿-completeness would allow us to approximate the in
finitary operation £_ by the binary partial monoidal operation 
and thus to transfer the obtained results onto the case of in
finite discrete systems.

Partially monoidal categories of actions

In computer science we have to do with processes accom
panied by actions of transforming data. Then we need to 
manipulate actions in a systematic manner. This can be done 
by introducing operations on actions. We are going to intro
duce operations which lead to partially monoidal categories 
of actions. We shall begin with formalizing the concept of 
action. Our concept is similar to that of Mazurkiewicz[28j , 
but more general.

Every action in our sense has a set of arguments and a 
set of results. Arguments and results may be regarded as
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certain data which assume certain values. A set h of data may 
be in a state which is a mapping s: h — > values. The set of 
states of h will be denoted by states(h).

In what follows we shall assume that all data are from 
a fixed universe data and their values are from a fixed uni
verse values.

Definition 12. An action (in the framework of the fixed 
universes data and values) is a triple a-(f,g,R), where 
f € data is a set of data (of arguments), g £ data is a set 
of data (of results), and Rc states(f)xstates(g) is a 
binary relation between the states of arguments and the 
states of results. Such an action is said to be deterministic 
iff R is a (possibly partial) function. It is said to be 
impossible iff R-0. Finally, the empty action , denoted 0, 
is the action whose set of arguments and set of results are 
empty, i.e., 0 (0,0,{(0 ,0)]).

That such an action is conditional is reflected as 
usual, i.e. by choosing R such that the domain of R is 
exactly the set of states of arguments for which the action 
is to be executable. In particular, R-0 (the impossibility 
of action) implies that the action 1b unexecutable at all. 
Observe that the empty action is executable and deterministic

(R - {»,0)}).

The following assignment statement may serve as an 
example of action:

(71 yn) ( M x1 xm)»-'*»Pn(I1....Im))*
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It suffices to take f-{x,,... .x^}, g-fy,,... ,y j  and define 
sRt as

("̂ (y 1 )* • • • *t (yn))" (pi (®(xi)»• * • *® O^))» • • • »yn (s(x1),. • •»sCijjj))) 

for all s6states(f) and t 6 statesfg).

Similarly, the following conditional assignment statement 
is an example of action:

if P (x^, • • •, Xjj ) then

(x1 »••>iX||)m<< »^n^xi»• • • )•
The difference with respect to the first example is that R is 
replaced by its restriction to {s 6 states(f):P(s(x1),...,s(x^))i 
Of course, both the actions are deterministic.

In order to define a pm-category of actions we shall 
start with introducing the concept of independence of actions.

Definition 13. Two actions a-(f,g,R) and b-(h,i,S) are said 
to be independent iff they hare not any common data, i.e., 
(fug)O(hUi) - 0 .

For example, the actions [x:-f(x,y)J, [t:-g(z,t)J are in
dependent and the actions [(x,t):-(f(x,y),g(z,t))], [n:-n] 
are independent.

After having the independence of actions defined we can 
introduce a partial operation of composing independent 
actions. This operation, called the parallel composition of 
actions, allows us to define a p-monoid of actions.
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Definition 14. Let actions be the universe of all a c t i o n s  

(in the framework of the fixed universes data and values).
The parallel composition of actions, (a,b)i— y a ©  b, is de
fined for independent actions a-(f,g,R) and b«(h,i,S) by 
assuming a ©  b :- (f Uh,gUi,R||S), where s(R||S)t denotes 
(s|f)R(t|g) and (s|h)S(t|l) for the corresponding restrict
ions of s e states (fu h) and te states(g Ui).

For example, we have:

(x:-f(x,y)J ©  [t:-g(z,t)| - [(x,t):-(f (x,y),g(z,t))],
[(x,t):-(f (x,y),g(z,t))] @  [n:-nj-f(x,t,n):-(f (x,y),g(z,t),n)] .

Proposition 14. The triple pm-act :- (actions. ©  ,0), 
where ©  is the parallel composition of independent actions, 
and 0 is the empty action, is a p-monoid.

Proof. Straightforward.

The universe of actions can also be equipped with other 
operations. In particular, we shall define an operation, cad- 
led the sequential composition of actions.

Definition 15. Given an action a-(f,g,R), we define the 
domain and codomain of a:

Pom(a) :- (f,f,the identity relation in states(f)),

Cod(a) :« (g,g,the identity relation in states(g)).

Given two actions a-(f,g,R) and b«(h,i,S) such that Cod(a)- 
Dom(b), i.e. with g-h, we define a © b  as the action 
(f,i,RS), where RS is the usual composite of binary rela-
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tlons. The operation (a,b)i *a©b, which is defined for (a,b)
satisfying Cod(a)-Dom(b), is called the sequential composition 
of actions. The structure c-act :■ (actions.Dorn.Cod.©) is a 
category - the category of actions - whose arrows are actions 
and whose objects are domains and codomains of actions (or, 
equivalently, sets of data).
Given a family (ai)ieI of actions ai-(f,g,Ri) with the same 
domain and codomain, we define the union of (a^)^fj» denoted 
by U ( a A)1€I or by ^ a ^  as the action (f,g, ^  RJL), where 

Ra is the usual set theoretic union of binary relations.
In the case of two actions â  and a2 such'a union is denoted 
by a^vJa2. Thus the category of actions is equipped with the 
operations of talcing unions in the sets:

arrows(a,b) :- {cg actions: Dom(c)-a and Cod(c)-b}.

For example, we have:
[(x,t,n):-(f (x,y),g(z,t),n)j® (if n > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-

(x,t,x,t,n-1)J-
[if n > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(f (x,y),g(z,t),f (x,y),g(z,t),n-1 )] .

Proposition 15. The structure pmc-act:- (actions. Pom.Cod.(3.0.®) 
is a pm-category (the pm-category of actions).

Proof. It suffices to prove that (PMC1) Is fulfilled, which is 
straightforward.

That the universe of actions admits the structure of a 
pm-category is Important In determining actions for compound 
processes from actions which accompany to atomic processes.
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In particular, we can study schemes of distributed computa
tions and determine the results of such computations, which 
will be the subject of section 9.

Now we shall give an example illustrating a use of the
pm-category of actions.

Example 2. A Petri net with an initial marking is M-(B,E,F,m), 
where (B,E,F) is a Petri net and m: B — >{o,1,2f...j is a 
function (the initial marking). In such a net transition ele
ments are called transitions and state elements are called 
places. Every function m: B— > {o,1, 2 ,...] is called a mark
ing. There are some rules of changing markings. By applying
such rules to the initial marking one can reach some other
markings. Usually the following rules are assumed (cf. Genrich, 
Lautenbach, Thlagarajan [12J ):

(1) a transition e€E may fire under a marking m if m(b)^1 
for all input places b€7e,

(2) a subset U CE of mutually independent transitions may 
fire concurrently if all members of this subset may 
singly fire,

(3) a concurrent firing of a subset U of mutually independent 
transitions changes the marking m into another one a '

(™ U where m'(b)-m(b)-1 for all places b€FU,
m r(b)-m(b)+1 for all places b€UF, and m'(b)«m(b) for all 
other places.

A marking m ' is said to be reachable from a marking m iff 
there exists a sequence:

U1v U2 . °nro ■ IDp. ^  m. " mmp ««* *i EQ ■ ED ,0 r 1 7 n
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Assuming that the net (B,E,F) is simple (Fu-Fv and uF-vF 
implies u»v for all u,v €E), we transform this net into other 
one (B,E,f'), where ? '  is defined as follows (see Fig.5):

Then J>(M) !- (B^jF'.C'), where C ' is the set of all constel
lations of (B,E,F') is a system in our sense.

How each place can be regarded as a variable whose values 
are non-negative integers. Then a marking m can be regarded as 
a state of B (regarded as a set of data), and every part of m 
as a state of the corresponding part of B. Due to this, we can
assign an action g(l) of transforming data to every constel
lation 1, namely, the action:

g(l) :» (1,1,the identity relation in states(1)),

and we can assign an action g(e) of transforming data to every 
transition e with Fe-{b1,...,bffl} and eF-{b|,...,b^j, namely, 
the action:

bF'e iff bFe or eFb with b€B, 
eF'b iff bFe or eFb with bfB.

n

Fig.5
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if b1 > 1 and ... and bm >1 then
( * >1 » • • • | . . .  i ^ n ) : -  ( b ^ - 1 t . . . ,  h ^ - 1  , b ^ + 1 , . . .  , b n +1  ) .

Such an assignment g assigns independent actions to independent 
atomic processes of j’(M) and, by Theorem 2, can uniquely be 
extended to a homomorphism E from the behaviour algebra of 
f  (M) into the pm-category of actions.

It is easy to verify that a marking m ' is reachable from 
the initial marking m iff there exists a process P of ^(M)
such that dom(P)-cod(P)-B and mRm ’ for the relation R of the
action E(P)-(B,B,R).

Thus we are able to characterize the reachability rela
tion in our fornalism.
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9. DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATIONS

In this section we shall demonstrate how our formalism 
can be applied in describing distributed computations.

We shall discuss distributed networks of computing 
modules (cf. Brinch Hansen[3], Lamport [2 1] , and Milner¡29] ).
The problem which brings us to such networks is the following.

There is a variety of computing modules (e.g. micro
processors with fixed programs) at our disposal. There are 
also various storage units (e.g. magnetic tapes, registers, 
etc.) and channels by which particular modules can be connected 
with particular storage units. A module, when connected with 
suitable storage units, can in some situations process the 
stored data in a specific manner. Given a complex computational 
task, we want to connect a number of modules and storage units 
into a network capable of performing the task.

The particularity of the problem is that no central unit 
is available to co-ordinate the modules of a network. The only 
means to organize a co-operation of modules are local con
nections. This causes considerable difficulties in designing 
and analysing networks.

We shall suggest possible components and how to combine 
them into networks.

Then we shall illustrate on examples that the networks 
which can be constructed are simple enough to describe their 
behaviour and efficient enough to solve practical tasks.

Finally, we shall formalize the concept of a distributed 
computation and explain how this concept can be applied to ex
hibit properties of networks. This will give us a method of 
analysing networks.
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Components and networks

We shall consider networks which can be constructed of 
computing modules, channels, and storage units.

Storage units.

A storage unit serves to store data of a certain type 
(files, numbers, binary digits, etc.). The data stored in a 
storage unit can be accessed (read or written) via channels 
to which the unit is connected (there may be a number of such
channels).

Channels.

A channel serves to access the data stored in a number 
of storage units. The access is established by connecting the 
channel with the corresponding storage units.

A channel can also be connected with a number of com
puting modules. This establishes the access of the connected 
nodules to the data which are accessible via the channel.

That the data accessible via a channel are ready to be 
processed is indicated by marking the channel. That the con
tents of the storage units linked with a channel have been 
exploited and can be changed ia indicated by unmarklng the
channel.
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Computing modules.

We shall consider computing modules of two types: primitive 
ones and efficient ones. The difference between primitive and 
efficient modules is that the efficient ones have some extra 
abilities of solving conflicts in accessing data. For the mo
ment we shall describe primitive modules (efficient ones will 
be described on the occasion of discussing conflicts).

A computing module serves to process data of specified 
types (files, numbers, binary digits, etc.) In a specific manner.

Data processing is an action which starts with reading 
data (arguments) and ends with supplying data (results). Such 
an action may be conditional, i.e. executable only if the 
arguments fulfil certain specified conditions.

A module has ports (at least one). There are Input ports 
to read arguments (a subset of them) from storage units and 
output ports to supply results (a subset of them) to storage 
unite. Some of the ports can be both input and output ones 
(input/output ports). Some others are only input ports (pure 
input porta) or only output ports (pure output ports).

Examples of computing modules are shown in Fig.1. A mo
dule is represented graphically by a box to which some circles 
are connected by directed lines. The circles connected by lines 
going to (resp.: from) the box represent input (resp.: output) 
ports. The action is specified in the box. The arguments acces
sible via an input port and the results transmitted via an 
output port are specified at the corresponding circles.
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a:-f(a,b)

)a,b

a:-g(a,b)

I
'î 1 Ï
if i«0 then 
(c,d):-(a,b)

ic,<

Î
if i ^ O  then
(a, b, c t d, i ) : • (a, d, a, d t i— 1 )

A,3 (

■,bè c . d i  i i

I
if I >0 then if L / A  then
(a,bfc,d,i):«(A,B,A,3,l) read X from L

s

Fig. 1

The data a module reads or writes (arguments and results) 
are stored in suitable storage units. The access to the data 
is established by connecting each port of the module with a 
channel which is linked to the corresponding storage units.
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Such a connection will mentally be regarded as identifying the 
port with the channel. In partcular, we shall speak of input 
and output channels, input/output channels, and pure input and 
output channels.

In order to execute its action (if the action is execut
able for the actual arguments) a module has to take its input 
and output channels to its exclusive disposal. This is allowed 
only if all the input channels are marked and «ill the pure 
output channels are unmarked. After taking the input and output 
channels the module executes its action. After completing the 
execution the module marks its output channels and unmarks its 
pure input channels. During the execution the states of input 
and output channels' of the module are regarded as undefined 
(we cannot say that a channel is marked or unmarked).

Networks.

Computing modules can be regarded as atomic networks.

Compound (finite) networks of modules can be constructed 
by connecting some ports of modules to common channels. A port 
can be connected to a channel if the storage units which are 
linked with the channel are in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the data transmitted via the port and are of suitable 
types. The channels to which both input and output ports of 
modules are connected become Internal channels of the network. 
The input and output ports which are not connected to internal 
channels are regarded as input and output ports of the network. 
For technical reasons we -shall restrict ourselves to the net
works in which the connections of ports of different modules 
with channels are not identical.
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An example of a compound network is shown in Pig.2. Chan
nels and ports are represented graphically by circles. The 
names of storage units linked to a channel (port) are specified 
at the corresponding circle. The same names are used also to 
identify arguments and results of actions.

Fig.2

In order to describe the behaviour of a network we shall 
assume that the ports of the network are connected with some 
external channels and we shall identify them with such channels. 
The storage units which are linked to input (resp.: output)

V
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channels will be called input (resp.: output) units of the net
work.

A state of marking of ports and internal channels such 
that each port (channel) is marked or unmarked is called a 
control constellation (constellation). A clean constellation 
is one in which all internal channels are unmarked. An initial 
(resp.: final) constellation is a clean constellation in which 
all input (resp.: output) ports are marked and all pure output 
(reap.: input) ports are unmarked.

The work of a network is initiated by bringing the net
work into its initial constellation. This causes bringing some 
of the modules into their initial constellations, by which 
some of the modules become capable of executing their actions. 
As a result, some other modules are brought into initial con
stellations and can start executing their actions, etc.. Such 
a process is called a computation of the network. Whether and 
how a computation terminates depends on the system and on the 
initial data (the initial contents of input storage units). '

A network is said to be proper for a certain variety of 
input data if for every input data from this variety every com
putation terminates and leads to the final constellation.

An important property of a proper network is that the be
haviour of such a network for the given variety of input data 
does not depend on what the network has been doing earlier. 
Namely, a proper network is capable of repeatedly executing 
an action whenever input ports are marked and pure output ports 
are unmarked. In particular, a proper network may serve to a 
module to execute its action. How to determine the action of 
a proper network will be described later.
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The network in Pig.2 is proper for integers N>0. Bringing 
the network into the initial constellation causes bringing the 
module executing:

if N > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(X,T,X,T,N)

into its initial constellation. The module executes the action 
and reaches its final constellation. This brings the modules 
executing x:-f(x,y) and t:-g(z,t) into their initial con
stellations and these modules execute independently their 
actions. Now, in turn, the modules executing:

if n > 0  then (x,y,z,t,n):-(x,t,x,t,n-1 )

and

if n ^ O  then (X,T):-(x,t)

are brought into the initial constellations and, depending on n, 
one of them executes the action. If n > 0  then the first module 
can execute the action and the modules executing x:-f(x,y) 
and t:-g(z,t) can start again. If n ^ O  then the second module
can work, which brings the whole network into the final constel
lation. Thus, for every integer N > 0  the network computes the 
result of N+1 iterations:

xi+i “ f(Xj^t^) and ^ +-| "

The initial values of X,T are the arguments x0,yQ, resp., of 
such a computation. Similarly, the final values of X,T are the 
results *N+1ftN+1, resp..

In Pig.3 another proper network is shown that merges any
two sorted files of integers (F1 and ?2) into a single sorted
file (F). The contents (of F1, F2, and F) are strings of integers 
(including the empty string A)* To read a non-empty file whose 
contents is a1a2...am means to store a1 in a register and to



change the contents to a2...am . To write a number b stored in
a register into a file whose contents is a,,...a means to change
the contents to a„...a b.i m

Pig.3

In Pig.4 we have a proper network that evaluates the re
cords of a file F and sums up the computed values. The evalua
tions are done by two modules executing independently 
S:«S+f(X) and T:-T+f(Y')t resp. (which is faster than evalua
ting one record after another - especially if thé evaluations
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are laborious). The records are read by two modules (those 
executing:

if F / A  then read X from F
and

if ? M  then read Y from F ).
The modules may get into conflicts when simultaneously trying 
to take the channel via which F is accessible. In general, a 
situation like this may appear if some resources (data) are 
shared by several modules. How conflicts can be solved by 
modules will be discussed in what follows.

Fig.4
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Conflicts.

Conflicts in a network are situations such that each of 
several modules can execute its action but the execution pre
vents some of the remaining modules from executing their 
actions.

The networks in Figures 2 and 3 are conflict-free (there 
is no situation in which two modules sharing channels might 
execute their actions). A conflict has been described when we 
discussed the network in Fig.4. Such a conflict does not cause 
however any particular difficulty. We may simply think that it 
is the result of a random choice which module takes the shared 
channel. This is due to the particularity of the network. In 
general, some undesirable situations can however occur.

An example of such a situation is shown in Fig.5. The 
modules called p and q share two channels (the input ones).
It may happen that p takes one channel and q takes the other, 
which is a deadlock situation.

Fig. 5
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In order to avoid such a situation the modules must decide 
before taking the channels which of them should do that. So the 
modules must be efficient in the sense of possessing extra 
abilities of solving  ̂conflicts. Now we shall suggest a sort 
of efficient modules.

A decision concerning conflicts like that in Pig.5 could, 
for instance, be taken according to a static priority that 
might be established in advance. This is not a good solution, 
however, because it prevents one module from working, and thua 
excludes certain poasibilities which may be necessary to per
form a given task. We need a fairer solution.

Although the assumed framework (the lack of a central 
unit co-ordinating the modules) does not facilitate a fair 
conflict solving there is a method which gives a certain degree 
of fairness.

The method is based on the assumption that modules are 
efficient enough to follow what is going on in their channels 
and cam leave there certain additional information or remove it, 
if necessary. We assume also that the reaction time of each 
module is more or less indeterministic..

The idea is to establish a static priority among the 
modules of a network and to give to the modules a certain 
possibility to overcome this priority.

The priority is established by ordering totally the set 
of modules. However the modules do not solve conflicts just 
according to such a priority. They rather play a gaune to solve 
conflicts, where this priority is taken into account.

The gaune is played all the time the network works. The 
set of players changes. At every moment the modules taking
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part in the game are exactly those who actually could execute 
their actions.

Depending on the actual position of the game, the players 
leave their visiting-cards in the channels they need (one card 
of a player in a channel) or collect the distributed visiting- 
-cards back. The visiting-cards which are present in a channel 
are arranged into a queue according to the order of their 
appearance. The card at the head may be distinguished by its 
owner as a winning card, if the owner wins. The queues of 
visiting-cards in channels and states of channels (markings 
and unmarkinga) constitute a position of the game.

A player may start leaving his visiting-cards and continue 
this process while the following two conditions are fulfilled:

1. there are no winning cards in the channels the player needs,

2. there are no visiting-cards of players of higher priorities 
in the channels the player needs or such cards are preceeded 
by a visiting-card of the player.

A player must stop leaving his visiting-cards and collect 
the cards he has already distributed back whenever one of the 
following events occurs:

1. a winning card of some player appears in a channel the player 
needs,

2. a visiting-card of a player of higher priority appears in a 
channel the player needs before the player has left his card 
there.

A player wins if he has left his visiting-cards in all 
channels.he needs and these cards are at the heads of all the 
corresponding queues. Such a winning player distinguishes his



visiting-cards as winning ones. He is allowed to take the chan
nels after the cards of other players are removed from there by 
their owners. When taking channels he removes also his own 
visiting-cards. Taking channels eliminates all players who 
need these channels from the game till the channels are re
leased again.

For instance, if p in Fig.5 is of lower priority than q 
then p wins if he leaves his visiting-cards in both input chan
nels before q. The priority serves to prevent from a deadlock 
in the situations in which p leaves his card before q in one 
input channel but after q in the other.

An important property of the game is that a deadlock can
not occur while there are modules which could execute their 
actions.

In order to show this suppose the contrary. Let s be a 
deadlock position such that a non-empty set I of modules could 
execute actions. A set A of channels containing the input 
channels of the modules from I is marked and a set D of chan
nels containing the pure output channels of the modules from X 
is unmarked. I is the actual set of players and only these 
players may have visiting-cards in channels.

The rules of the gane ensure that the ordering of players 
in each queue of visiting-cards is always the inverse of that 
given by the priority (the priority of the player whose visiting- 
-card is at the head is lower than the priorities of other 
players who have their cards in the queue).

The visiting-cards of a player are present in all channels 
he needs or are absent in all channels (otherwise the player
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could leave hi« cards in some channels or would be obliged to 
collect hie cards back and s could not be a deadlock position). 
Similarly, there la no winning player (such a player could do 
further moves and a could not be a deadlock position). As a 
consequence, for every player x € X  there is an input or output 
channel c(x) and a player p(x) whose pririty is lower than that 
of x (p(x)<x) auch that p(x) ha8 a viaiting-card at the head ' 
of the queue in c(x). Taking a player xoeX, then the player 
x.j-p(x0), etc., we could thus construct an infinite descending 
chain:

• • • ^  x, ^  x0 . (

However this is impoaaible (we consider only finite networks 
of modulea). The obtained contradiction implies that a cannot 
be a deadlock poaition.

Another property of the game ia that the reaction times 
of modules can be found such that every module that can execute 
its action can win.

These two properties are the only ones which will be as
sumed in what follows to describe distributed computations in 
our formalism. As a matter of fact, we are even not very nuch 
interested how to ensure that a network has such properties. 
This is rather an implementation problem. The aim of consider
ing the game above has been merely to show that we could have 
efficient module8 capable of behaving such that the needed pro- 
pertiea would be ensured.

The networks which enjoy the mentioned properties are very 
close to interpreted Petri nets (cf. Petri¡ 3 2 } ) and to inter
preted concurrent schemes, of Mazurkiewicz[283.
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The method of solving conflicts we have described is 
general enough to be applied in arbitrary systems where some 
communicating objects share resources. For instance, this 
method applies to the well known Dijkstra's example of five 
dining philosophers (cf. Dijkstra[6^).

Computations of networks

In order to analyse a network we have to formally describe 
its computations. This can be done in two steps.

In the first step the aspect of data processing is
entirely neglected. We consider merely processes of marking 
and unraarking channels, called control flows, as if all actions 
would always be executable. This leads to a set of potential 
control flows that, in general, is larger than the set of 
control flows which really may happen. The set of potential 
control flows can be regarded as the behaviour of a system in
our sense, called the control scheme (scheme) of the network.

In the second step we study the correspondence between 
potential control flows and actions of transforming data.
Such a correspondence is called an interpretation of the cotrol 
scheme, and it determines which potential control flows really 
occur depending on actual data. By considering the control 
flows which lead from the initial constellation to the final 
one, and the corresponding actions, we are able to determine 
the action of the entire network.

We recall that we consider only finite networks, i.e., 
networks with finite numbers of modules, ports, channels, and 
storage units.
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Control schemes.

Given a network W, we define a (finite) Petri net Nw :- 
(BuE,E,F), where B is the set of channels (channel Identifiers), 

S  is the set of negative versions of elements of B (as in the 
case of processes with non-occurrences in section 6), E is the
set of modules (module identifiers), and F is the following
binary relation:

b'Fe iff b'-b and b is an input channel of e or b'-5
and b is a pure output channel of e,I »

eFbr iff b'-b and b is an output channel of e or b'-E 
and b is a pure input channel of e.

For example, for the network W in Pig.2 we obtain the 
Petri net Hv shown in Fig.6.
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Each state element b € B  (reap,: FéÏÏ) represents the fact 
that the corresponding channel b is marked (resp.: unmarked). 
Each constellation c of N̂ r such that b e e  and F e e  exclude 
each other represents a control constellation of W.

A network W is said to be consistent iff there exists a 
safe set C of constellations of the corresponding Petri net 
K^-iBuSjE,?) (cf. Definition 2 of section 7) such that:

(CS1 ) b € c  and S e c  exclude each other for every c£C.

(CS2) the initial constellation cQ and the final constellation 
c1 of W belong to C,

(CS3) given c € C  and b^bgC.cAB, if b1 t b2 then the sets of
storage units linked to the corresponding channels are 
disjoint.

For such a network W and a safe set C of constellations of 
we define the control scheme (scheme) of W as the system 
sy(c ) (BUS.E.F.C). The constellations from C are called 
control configurations (configurations).

For example, the set C of those constellations of Nw in 
Fig.6 which do not contain a subset of the form {b,E/, or one
of the subsets {1,7}, {l ,8},{3,5},{4,6}, is safe for N^. So the
network W in Fig.2 is consistent and it has a control scheme, 
namely, the scheme Sy(C) consisting of and C.

Observe that we do not require all maximal configurations 
(cases) to be reachable from the initial configuration (case). 
Due to this the problem of finding a suitable set of con
figurations is relatively easy (such a set must contain all 
configurations which are reachable from the initial one but it 
may contain also others).
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In what follows we shall consider only consistent networks, 
and we shall assume that for every such a network W a scheme 
SyiC) of V is given with a fixed set C*of configurations. The 
processes of ^(C) will he called (potential) control flows 
(flows) of W.

For example, the process in Fig.7 is a control flow of the 
network W in Fig.2. This flow begins with some markings of chan
nels 3,4,7 and some unmarkings of channels 5,6. The marking of 3 
and the unmarking of 5 lead together to an unmarking of 3 and
a marking of 5. Independently, the marking of 4 and the unmark-»
ing of 6 lead together to an unmarking of 4 and to a marking 
of 6. The corresponding two processes (flows) are independent. 
Next, the markings of 5,6,7 and the unmarkings of 3,4 lead to
gether to new markings of 3,4,7 and to new unmarkings of 5,6.

Fig.7

\
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Given a network W, its control scheme Sy(C), and the
initial configuration c , by a control path (path) we mean° *
every control flow P which begins with cQ (dom(P)-cQ). We say 
that such a path P is maximal iff it cannot be extended to a 
longer path Q, i.e., there is no path Q such that Q/P and 
Q«P*R for a control flow R. Finally, a maximal path P is said 
to be proper iff it ends with the final configuration c1 
(o k U p J-c ,).

For example, for the network W In Fig.2 we obtain the 
following paths:

1 ■f2+T*-T+5+£+7+S,
m times

(e*!>-*-?)#(((f+g+7)*h)+7+?)m+2J, m > 0  (am denotes a*.7.*a),

(e+"5+^)•(((f+g+7)• h)+T+<T)m« (f+4+^+7 +T+5")+5, m^O, 

(e+5+5’)*(((f+g+7)*h)+T+?)m. (g+3+5+7+T+?)+5, m>0,

(e+^+?)• (((f+g+7)• h)+1 +?)m» (f+g+7 +T♦■?)+S, m »0,

(e+5+S+5)*(<(f+g+7)»h)+T+?+5)ffl» (f+g+7+T+?+5)»(i+T+2+5+T), m > 0.

The last expression gives all proper paths. These are the only 
maximal paths.

In general, it is difficult to describe control paths of 
an arbitrary network by such expressions. However, if we design 
a network with the purpose to make particular computations then 
we usually know in<advance what control paths we need. In such 
a case we are also able to write the corresponding expressions.
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Int erpre tat ions.

We have assumed that the connections of ports of different 
modules of a network with channels are not Identical. Due to 
this assumption we have a one-to-one correspondence between 
the modules and the prime control flows which accompany to 
executions of actions by modules. So we have also a correspond
ence between prime control flows and actions of modules. Such 
a correspondence can be extended to the set of all atomic flows 
by assigning the identity actions on the data accessible via 
channels to the one-element flows representing markings of such 
channels and by assigning the empty action (the identity action 
on the empty set of data) to the one-element flows representing 
unmarkings. This extension, which is determined uniquely by the 
considered network W, will be called the interpretation of 
atomic control flows of the network, and will be denoted by 1̂ .

for example, for the network W in Fig.2 we hare the fol
lowing interpretation of atomic control flows:

Iw (1) - [(I,T):.(X,T)], i^O-) - 0 (the empty action)

Iv (2) - [n :-n], Iw (?) - 0,

Xw<3) ■ [(x,y):-(x,y)] , Iv (5) “ 2*

iw(f) - [(z,t):-(z,t)] , iw (T) ■ 2»

Iw (5) - [x:-x], Iw (?) - o,

Iy(6) - [t:-t], 1^(5) - 2.

Iv (7) - [n:-n], Iw (7) - 2»

Iv (8) - [(X,T):-(X,T)] , IW (S) “ 2>

Iv (e) - [if N > 0 then (x:, y, z, t,n):-(X,T,I,T,N)],



M f> " 0 :-f(x,y)], 
iv (g) - [t:«g(z,t)J ,

1^ (h) - [if n > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):«(x,t,x,tfn-1)],

Iv (i) - [if n ¿0 then (X,T):-(x,t)J.

Now, given a consistent network W with the control scheme 
5y(C) and the interpretation Iw of atomic control flows, due to 
Theorem 2 of section 8, we can uniquely extend Iv to a homo
morphism:

Tw : behiSyiC)) ----- > pmc-act ,

where behiS^C)) is the behaviour algebra of ^(C) and pmc-act 
is the pm-category of actions. This homomorphism, called the 
interpretation of control flows of W, assigns actions to control 
flows such that:

Tw (dom(P)) - Dom(Iw (P)),

Tv (cod(P)) - Cod(Tw (P)),

IW (P+Q) - Tw (p ) © T w (q ),

Iv (0) - 0, 

IW(P-Q) - Tw (?) ©  Tv/(Q).

The interpretation of control flows allows us to decide 
whether the network is proper for a given set of input data and 
to determine the action .of such a network. This can be done as 
follows.

Suppose that f is the set of input storage units and g is
the set of output storage units of our network. Suppose that
we are given a set Vcstates(f) of input data.
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That the network is proper for Y can be expressed as: 
for every v € V  and every path P with (P)»(f,h,R), the 
existence of some u € states(h) such that vRu implies the 
existence of a flow Q such that P*Q is a proper, path.

The action of such a network for the input data from V is:

action^7 :- Idv ©  res,.,,

where Idy :« (f,f,the identity relation in V), and

resy :«  ) Ty (P) .
proper paths

»
As an example, we shall prove that the network W in Pig.2 

is proper for integers N >0, and we shall determine the action 
of W. .

4
We already know that each proper control path of this 

network is of the form P*Qm*R*S, where:

P-e+£+?+5, Q-((f*g+7)*h)+T+2VS,
R-f+g+7+T+5V5, s-i+T+?+T+T.

On the other hand, we have:

\(P) - \ ( e) * [if N >° then (x,y,z,t,n):-(X,T,X,T,K)J,

V < J) ‘  < V f > © Tw(s) ® V 7 »  ® V h > “

[if n> 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(f (x,y),g(z,t),f (x,y),g(z,t),n-1)] , 

Tw (R) ■ \(f+g+7) - [(x,y,n):-(f(x,y),g(z,t),n)J,

TW (S) . Iw (i) - [if n ^ O  then (X,T):-(x,t)J. 

Hence:

Tw (Qm) - [if n-m+1 >0 then (x,y, z, t,n):» (Pra(x,y,z, t ) ,n - n ) J  , 

where:
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^(x.y.z.t) = (x,y,2,t),

F(x,y,z,t) s  (f (x,y),g(z,t),f (x,y),g(z,t))f 

Fk+1(x,y,z,t) s  F(Fk (x,y,z,t)),

and:

Iw (p.Qm.R) - [if N-m+1 > 0  then (x,t,n):-(G(Fn (X,T,X,T))>II-ni)J

where:

G(x,y,z,t) 3  (f(x,y),g(z,t)).

How consider any values of X,T and a particular value of N 
being an integer k>0. Then for every non-negative integer m ^ k  
we obtain:

Iw (P»Qm ) - [if N-m+1> 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(Fa (X,T,X,T),N-m)],

and this action has a result, namely (Fm (X,T,X,T),N-m). On the 
other hand, for every non-negative integer m^k, we have:

Iw (P.Qk.R*S) - Tw (P.Qk.R) © T W (S) -

([if N-k+1> 0 then (x,t,n):-G(Fk (X,T,X,T)),N-k)]

©[if n ^ O  then (X,T):-(x, t)J ) -

[if N-k+1 >0 and N-k £ 0 then (X,T):-G(Fk(X,T,X,T))],

and this action has also a result, namely G(Fk (X,T,X,T)).
Hence the network is proper for integers N>0.

In order to determine the action of the network for 
integers N > 0  we notice that res^ can be expressed by the
formula:

 ̂ ^ [if N-m+1 >0 and N-m ̂ 0 then (X,T):-G.(Fm (Xf T,X,T))1.
integer m >0 *- J
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Thus we obtain rearf - ( { x , T , n} , ( x , t} , 1 ^ ) , where vR^u iff 
(u(X),u(T)) - G(Fra(v(X),v(T),v(X),v(T))) and m-v(H). Hence, 
the action of the network for input data with integers N>0 
is ({X,T,nJ,^X,tJ,K^), where: vIÊ u iff v(N) is a positive 
integer and (u(X),u(T)) - G(Fv ^^(v(X),v(T),v(X),v(T))).

The network W in Fig.2, being proper for integers N >0, 
could be exploited by a module performing:

action^y ■ ({X,T,ll}, {X,t} ) .

The role of such a module, which might be as in Fig.8, would be!
i

1. to supply the input data a,b,i to X,T,N, resp.,

2. to mark’the input channels of W,

3. to unmark the pure output channels of W,

4. to start the work of W,

5. to transfer the results from X,T to a,b, resp..

In this manner we could design networks of more and more complex 
modules.

Fig.8
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We could consider also evolving networks of modules (such 
networks would be similar to the evolving systems of coroutines 
as considered by Kahn and Mac Queen 08]). This could be done 
by combining each action of a module with a production te- 
placlng this module by a network (some actions could be com
bined with trivial productions leaving the corresponding 
modules as they are). For instance, sorting a file might be 
arranged by applying the production in Fig.9. The computations 
of evolving networks, could be described in our formalism by 
considering Infinite control schemes consisting of all potential 
modules which could belong to such networks.

sort F if length(F)^1 sort F1 sort F2
then F:»F

Fig.9
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10. PROCESSES OP TRANSFORMING STRUCTURES

In this section our concept of a process will be ap
plied to describe complex manipulations on (relational) 
structures. The presented results have been obtained by 
Maggiolo-Schettini and the author [23, 24, 25].

We shall follow the idea to transform structures by 
applying productions (of. Ehrig, Kreowski, Maggiolo-Schettini, 
Rosen, and Winkowski [V]). According to this idea, which ori
ginally has been applied to graphs (cf. Ehrig and
Rosen t transformations of structures, called deriva
tions, will consist of single applications of productions, 
called direct derivations.

Structure derivations will be represented by some pro
cesses, called processes of transforming structures.
By composing processes representing direct derivations we 
shall be able to construct processes representing compound 
derivations. This will allow us to manipulate compound deri
vations as one can do in the case of derivation trees of 
context-free grammars. In particular we shall be able to 
obtain Church-Rosser properties for compound derivations.

We shall start with recalling the concepts of structure, 
production, and structure derivation.

Next, ws shall introduoe the concept of processes of 
transforming structures and describe how processes ef this 
type can b« composed.
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Finally, we shall discuss Church-Rosser properties of 
processes of transforming structures.

Structure derivations
/

We shall start with recalling basic conaepta.

Definition 1. By a formula (or more precisely an atomic 
formula) we mean any ordered (a(w)+1)-tuple:

P = (w, b. j , . • . , b0 j ) ,

where w is a predicate symbol of the arity a(w) and 
bi».«.»b8 jw j are arbitrary (not necessarily different) 
objects. Such a formula will be written as:

w(b1,...,ba j1|j).

The objects b1,..., bQ ^j will be called atomB of F.
The set of atoms of a formula P will be denoted by |F). 
Given a set S of formulas, by |S | we shall denote the 
set of atoms of formulas belonging to S.

Definition 2. By a (relational) structure we shall mean a 
pair S = (S^,Sp), where S^ is an arbitrary set (the 
support of S), and Sp is a set of (atomic) formulas such 
that |Sp ) c. SA.

N
We shall mainly deal with structures S such that 

every element of SA is an atom of a formula §> e  S?
(every structure can be modified to one of this type by in-
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eluding into Sp all necessary formulas "b is in the 
support"). Then SA = |Sp | and the structure is completely 
determined by the set Sp of its formulas. Keeping this in 
mind «e shall use the word "structure" for any set of for
mulas.

Definition 3« For any formula = w(*1,•.•, x g ^ j) and 
any mapping h assigning some objects to the atoms of <f> , 
the symbol h  §> will denote the formula w(h(x1),. .. ,h(x0 j)) 
The formula h $  will be called the image of under h.
For any set S of formulas and any mapping h assigning 
some objects to the atoms of formulas from S, the symbol 
hS will denote the set of all images of formulas from S 
under h.

»

Definition 4» Given two structures S = (SA ,Sp) and 
T * (T^.Tj,), by a morphism h s S — »-T we mean a mapping 
h : SA >-Ta such that hSp c  Tp.

The structures and their morphisms constitute a cate
gory STRUCT.

As it has been shown in jjjJ, the category STRUCT has 
pushouts. They can be constructed by forgetting formulas, 
taking the corresponding pushouts in the category of sets 
and mappings, and by endowing the obtained sets of atoms 
with appropriate images of formulas. In [9 ] the following 
theorem has been proved.'



Theorem 1. Let there be morphisme b : K — and 
g : B — >G in STRUCT. There is a puahout as in Pig. 1 iff 
the following conditions hold:

(cp1) gy * gy' implies y * y' or y,y€bKA for every 
y»yeKA,

(°p2) gBA n |Gp - gByl ç  gbKA.

In this case we have also a natural pushout defined as fol
lows:

d a " ĝ a“sBa ) U gbKA and DP “ U SbKy*
dx * gbx for x € K A and cy *y for y € D A*

b
I ------------------

g i

' f
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Pig. 1

Definition 5. A production is a quintuple:

b1 b5
p - (B1^— — K  £— =► B2),

where B ^  K, Bg are structures and b.j, b2 are morphisms. 
A fast production iB one with b^, bg injective.

d

1 r  »

Definition 6. Let p be a production and let G,H be 
structures. A direct derivation G = ^ H  via p is any pair
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of pushouts in. STRUCT as in Fig. 2, and is said to be based 
on the morphism g. If both the pushouts are natural then 
the direct derivation is said to be blnatural. If g,h,d 
are injective then the direct derivation is said to be 
injective. Any sequence of (binatural, Injective) direct 
derivations of the formj

(Co = ^ 0 1 via p1),...,(Gn_ 1= » G n via pfl)

(with n>0) is said to be a (binatural, injective) deriva
tionOmfi t

G0= » G n via

Given a set !~f of productions, a structure H is said to 
be derivable (binaturally, injeotively) from a structure G 
iff H * G or there is a (binatural, injective) derivation 
0 = » H  via (p^.^.fPjj) with p-,,... ,pn eTT».

Pig. 2

In «hat follows we shall restrict ourselves only to 
fast productions and binatural injective derivations. By 
derivability we shall mean the binatural, injective deriva- 
bility using fast productions. Such a derivability can be 
characterized in a very simple manner.
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Theorem 2 . Let G » (GA,Gp) and H = (HA ,Hp) be struc
tures such thst Ga « ]Gp j and = |Hp|. Let 
p - — K — fe^Bg) be a (fast) production with

“ (B^A ,Bip) i Bg « (®2A’®2F^ finch thst " j

BgA = |Bgp|. Let us consider a push'out in the category of
sets and mappings as shown in Fig. 3» and let L(p) » f-|Bip

and R(p) - f2B2F*

Then a (binatural, injective) direct derivation 
G = » H  via p exists iff there exists an injection 
i : |L(p)|u |R(p)l >G a U H a such that:

(D1) i L ( p ) c G p,

(D2) iR(p) £  Hp,

(D3) G - iL(p) - Hp - iR(p),

(D4) |iL(p)| n  | Gp - iL(p)| O  |iL(p) | n  | i R ( p ) | ,

(D5) | iR(p)| O  |Hp - iR(p)| Ç  |iL(p)| n  |iR(p)| .

Fig. 3

Proof. Vie shall prove that the existence of i satisfying 
f 1 - (D5) is equivalent to the existence of two injections

> G , , h B2A" •H, such that we have the commuta-
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tive diagram of Pig. 4 and the following conditions are 
satisfied»

(E1) gB lp  ^  Gp ,

(E2) hB2p C  Hp,

(E3) Gp - gB1p - Hp - hB2p,

(E4) gBu  |Gp - gB1p| c  gbnKA ,

(E5) &B2A n  lHP “ ^ p '  -  hb2KA*

Pig. 4

Suppose that injections g : B1A— >0^ and 

b * B2A— >ba satisfying (E1) - (E5) exist. Since (1) is 
a pushout diagram, there exists a unique i s X —  
such that the diagram in Pig. 4 commutes. So we have 
K f ^ x ) )  = g(x) for all x i B u  and i(f2(x)) = h(x) for



all x t B y .  Since L(p) » fiBip and R (p) ■ f2B2P* "® 
obtain iL(p) * SB-]p and iR(p) = k^F* 111,18 (E2)*
(E3) imply (D1), (D2), (D3), reap.. On the other hand,
|iL(p)| - (iR(p)| = f2B2A, |iL(p)| n  |iR(p)| *

“ if1B1A n  ii2B2A “ if1b1KA “ lf2b2KA " gb1KA = hb2KA' 
so that (E4), (E5) imply (D4), (D5), reap..

Suppose that i s |L(p)| U |R(p)|— satisfies 
(D1) - (D5). Due to {D1) and (D2), we have i|L(p)l =
I iL(p)|  C |Gp | n ga and i)R(p)| = |iR(p)| - | H p | - H A , 
r e a p . .  Thus the restriction of i to ) l<(p) j is an in
jection g : |L(p)|— >Ga and the restriction of i to 
}R (p)| is an injection h i )R(p)J— Besides, 
i(f.j(x)) <* g(x) for all x t B 1A and i(f2(x)) « h(x) 
for a l l  x 6 B 2A, bo that we can repeat the reasoning of 
the first part of the proof and show that (D1) - (D5) imply 
(E1) - (E5).

To complete the proof it suffices to observe that 
the exiatence of injections g : B1A » GA, h : B2A—

satisfying (E1) - (E5) is equivalent to the existence of a 
binatural, injective direct derivation G =#-H via p (cf.
Theorem 1).

The role of thia theorem i8 that, in the case of 
structures G, H whose atome occur in formulae, i.e., which 
can be identified with their sets of formulas, each (fast) 
production p can be reduced to the pair of structures 
L(p) and R(p), and the existence of a (binatural, injective)
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direct derivation G=»H via p is equivalent to the exist
ence of an injection i s |L(p)|u |R(p)|--->|g |<J |h | satis
fying the conditions;

(11) the formulas of iL(p) are in G,
(12) no formula of iR(p) - iL(p) is in G,
(13) the atoms of ijL(p) which are not in iR(p) do not

belong to ¡G - iL(p)| ,
(14) the atoms of iR(p) which are not in iL(p) do not 

belong to |G — iL(p)| ,
(15) H = (G - iL(p))U iR(p),

Thus, the derivability we discuss can be described by the 
following series of definitions.

Definition 7« A (reduced) production is a pair p = (R,L) 
of structures (sets of formulas) such that R u L  4 0. The 
structure L (reap.: R) is called the left side (reap.: 
the right side) of p and is denoted by L(p) (resp.s by 
R(p)). The elements of |Ll i\ |r| are called glueing atoms 
of p.

Definition 8. An instance of a (reduced) production 
p = (L,R) is a pair I * (p,i) consisting of p and of a one- 
*to-one correspondence i between the atoms of L and R and 
some objects.
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Definition 9. We aay that an inatance I = (p,i) of a (redu
ced) production p - (L(p),R(p)) (and the production p it
self) appliea to a atructure G iff the conditiona (11) - (14) 
are satisfied. The structure H given by (15) is then called 
the result of the application of I to G. The structure 
D ■ G-iL(p) = H-iR(p) is called the rest-structure of the 
application of I to G.

Definition 10. A (reduced) direct derivation is a triple
G . I—> H, where G,H are structures (sets of formulas),
I is an instance (p,i) of a reduced production p = (L,R),
I applies to G, and H is the result of applying I to G.
Any sequence: , *

1o In
Go ~ > G1 —  -?•«»» ~ > Gn

(with n>0) is said to be 8 reduced derivation

° 0 ===̂ Gn aPPiy111«  In)*

It follows from Theorem 2 that a structure H is de
rivable (binaturally, injectively) from other one G using 
fast productions p £ T T  iff H = G or there is a reduced de
rivation G =#-H applying some instances of reduced produc
tions (L(p) ,R(p) ), where p é T T *

Example 1. Words over a certain alphabet can be represented 
as structures consisting of formulas exhibiting particular 
syubol occurrences. One may think that such occurrences in 
a word separate 8ome objects called positions, and make use
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of the formulas of the following types

a(x,y), b(x,y), c(x,y),...

where a(x,y) (resp.s b(x,y), c(x,y),... stands for "an occur
rence of the symbol a (reep.: b,c,...) separates the position 
x from the position y". For instance, the word cb can be 
represented as the structure:

■[c (1,2), b(2,3)}

which has the following graphical representation:
*

c b
1  > 2  *» 3.

The context-free rewriting rules:

4 b — > ab

a

can be regarded as the following reduced productions:

p1 = ( {b(x,y )} , (a (x,z )}, {b(z,y )} ),
_ % 

p2 * ({s(x,y)j ,{c(x,y)j ),

P3 - ({b(x,y)} ,{a(x,y)] ).

We have the following reduced derivation:

^  cca

with

i^(x) = 2, i^(y) = 3, i-j (z) = 4,

i2(x) = 2, i2 (y) = 4,

i3(x) = 4, i3 (y) =, 3.
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This can be illustrated as follows: 

c b (p-iti-i )  e
(1---> 2 ----*>3) ( 1--- >2---> 4 ----»3)=-- 2 S-=j>

( V

C b , C 8 b (Po.i?)— #>3) --=3= » (1--- * 2---> 4 ----» 3 )— -? _JL-

c c b (p-i.i-») c o a
— *-2--- >-4--- »3) "  (1--- >2---> 4 ---->3).

Representing derivations by processes

XTne definitions of derivations end of reduced deriva
tions we have given are sufficient to introduce the corres
ponding concepts of derivsbility. However, they are not subtle 
enough to manipulate derivations in a systematic manner. Prom - 
the theory of context-free grammars we know that a concept 
like that of a derivation tree is needed for that purpose.
Non we shall introduce such a concept, namely the concept of 
a process of transforming structures. We shsll see that, under 
reasonable assumptions on productions, the derivsbility of 
structures can be expressed in terms of processes of trans-

i
forming structures.

The processes of transforming structures «ill be defined 
as Borne specific processes with non-occurrêncea (of. section 6 ).

Consider the derivation in Sxample 1. A particular his
tory H of this derivation could be as the history with non- 
-occurrences in Pig. 5* The elements labelled by formulas re
present particular occurrences of formulas in the derivation. 
ThoBe labelled by negative versions of formulas (cor-formulas) 
represent non-occurrences. The ordering shows how occurrences
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and non-occurrencea were used to derive other occurrences 
and non-occurrences. The derivation itself can be represent«; ; 
as the corresponding procesa P with non-occurrences in 
Pig. 6. The formulas in dom(P) (in our case c(1,2) and b(2,3. 
constitute the initial structure. Those in cod(P) (in our esse 
c(1,2), c(2,4), and a (4,3)) constitute the resulting structure.

Pig. 5

P

Pig. 6
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We can easily see that the process P in Pig. 6 consists 
of the processes Pj.Pg,?^ in Pig. 7, which correspond to the 
instances (p1»i ^ , (p2,i2 ), (p^i-j) of productions p-pPgiP^, 
resp., and of the one-element processes c(1,2), c(2f4), a(4,3) 
and b(2,3). Indeed, P = (Q.,*Qg)+c ( 1,2), where Q1 = P1+c(2,4)+ 
a (4,3) and Qg « Pg+P3+b(2,3l.

*(4,3) a (4,3)

b (4,3 ) a (4,3 )

Pig. 7

It is important to rea’ize that, due to the specific 
requirements (I1)-(I5) imposed on direct derivations, not 
all processes with non-occurrences and elementary situations 
being formulss or co-formulas represent derivations.
For example, the process in Pig. 8 does not represent any 
direct derivation, as one could expect, because (14) is viola
ted (atom 4 of iR(p) = {a(2,4),b(4,3)} does not occur among 
the atoms of iL(p) = |b(2,3)} and occurs among the atoms 
of the reBt-structure G-iL(p) = {c(4,5)j).
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o
c(4,5)

J

Pig. 8

What ne have said suggests that no atom can be intro
duced or removed by a part of a process of transforming struc
tures at the presence of a formula containing this atom. This
is formalized in the following definition of histories and 
prooesses of transforming structures.

Definition 11. A history of tranaforciing structures over a 
universe of atomio formulas (st-history) is a history H-(X,^,l) 
with non-occurrences, whose elementary situations (labels) are 
formulae from the given universe or their negstive versions 
(co-formulas). and which satisfies the following condition:

(H4) if Y s X  and Z £ X  are any maximal antichains with a
common element x whose label l(x) is a formula con
taining an atom u then, for every element y in Y 
such that l(y) is a formula containing u, there exists
an element z of Z such thst l(z) is a formula,
l(z) contains u, and y ^ z  or i ^ y  (see Fig. 9).

a (2,4) b (2,3 ) b(4,3)
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Given a formula P, an element x £ X  satisfying l(x) = P 
(resp.: 1(x) = P) is cslled an occurrence (resp.: non
occurrence) of P in H and we say that P occurs 
(resp.; does not occur) in H. We say that an atom occurs 
in H iff there is a formula occurring H that contains 
this atom. A process of transforming structures over a 
universe of atomic formulas (st-process) is one whose histo
ries are st-histories over the given universe of atomic for
mulas. We say that a formula (atom) occurs in an st-process 
iff it occurs in a history (and thus in all histories) of 
this process.

Pig. 9

Examples of st-processes have been shown in Figures 6 
and 7. The process with non-occurrences in Pig. 8 is not 
an st-process.

Operations on st-processes are understood as suitable 
perts of'the corresponding usual operations on processes
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(of. the beginning of section 6). For example, an st-process 
R is the result of the parallel composition of st-processes 
P and Q (i.e. R = P+Q) iff left(H.s)g P and right(H.si £ 
for a history H £ R and a splitting s of K. Similarly,
an st-process R is the result of the sequential composition 
of st-processes P and Q (i.e,, R = P*Q) iff head(H.c)£ P 
and tail(H.c) £ Q for a history H €. R and a cut c of H.

Remark 1. If R = P+Q, left(H.s)€ P, and ri^ht(H,sl£Q,
for a history H eR and a splitting s of H then:

(PR) every atom occurring in left(H.s) (reap.: in right(H.s)) 
either occurs in every cut of right(H.s) (reap.: in 
every cut of left(H.s)) or does not occur in right(H.s) 
(resp.: in left(H.s)).

This remark leads to the following definition of inde
pendence of st-processes.

Definition 12. Two st-processes P and Q are said to be 
independent iff the set of formulas having occurrences or 
non-occurrences in P and the set of formulas having occur
rences or non-occurrences in Q are disjoint and every atom 
occurring in P (resp.: in Q) either occurs in every cut 
of a history of Q (resp.: of P) or does not occur in Q 
(resp.: in P).
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Remark 2. If R = P*Q, head(H.c) (■ P. and tail (H.c) € Q
for a history H C R and a cut c of H then the following
holdas

(SQ) given two incomparable occurrences x and y of some 
formulas in head(H.c) and tail(H.o). resp., if the for
mulas l(x) and 1(y) contain a common atom u then u
occurs in (a formula of) c.

This remark leads to the following concept.

Definition 13« Let P be an st-proceas and H = (X,¿,1) 
a history of P. Due to the discreteness of H and (H3^)
of Definition 5 of section 6, for every formula P that
occurs in P we have a unique minimal occurrence x of P
in H and a unique maximal occurrence y of P in H.
Besides, the set of all formulas and co-formulas l(z) such

i
that z is in oriflin(H) (resp.: in end(H)) and z^x
(resp.: yiz! depends on P only. This set is called the
shadow of P in dom(P) (resp.: in cod(P)).

How we are able to formulate the criteria of parallel
and sequential composability of st-processes.

Proposition 1. The parallel composite P+Q of two st-proces- 
ses P and Q exists (and is an st-process) iff P and Q
are independent.
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Proof. Suppose that P+Q exists (and is an st-process).
Then we have an st-history H of P+Q and a splitting 
of H such that left(H.s)€ P and right(H.s)€ Q. Due to 
(H3*) of Definition 5 of section 6, a formula cannot have an 
occurrence or a non-occurrenoe both in left(H.s) and right(H.s). 
and thus it cannot have an occurrence or a non-occurrence both 
in P and Q. On the other hand, according to Remark 1, 
we have the property (PR). Hence P and Q are independent.

Suppose that P and Q are independent. As in the 
proof of Proposition 15 of section 6, w& can show that there
exists a usual process R with non-occurrences which is the
parallel composite of P and Q. So we have a history 
H =» (1,^,1) with non-occurrences such that left (H.s) € P 
and right(H.s) g Q for a splitting s = (X^Xg) of H. In 
order to prove that H is sn st-history, it suffices to 
show (H4).

Let Y S X  and Z c X  be any maximal antichains with 
a common element x such that l(x) is a formula and con
tains an atom u. Suppose that we have y c Y  such that
l(y) is a formula containing u. We have to find zeZ
such that 1 (z) is a formula containing u and y ^ z  or 
z <y.

If x and y are in X1 or they are in X^ then 
the needed z can be found because left(H,s) and right(H.s) 
sre st-histories.

Suppose that x £ X^ and y£Xg. Prom the independen
ce of P and Q it follows that every maximal antichain of
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ri^ht(H,b ) contains an occurrence of a formula with u. In 
particular, there exists z £ Z H X 2 such that l(z) is a for
mula containing u. If z is comparable with y then we 
have the needed element. If y and z are incomparable then 
there is a maximal antichain Ü of riffht(H.s) that contains 
y and z. Considering YHXg, ZOXg.and 0, and exploiting 
the fact that right(H.s) is sn st-history, we find 
z C Z O X g  such that l(z') is a formula containing u and 
y¿z' or z ¿ y  {see Pig. 10).

I

Pig. 10

Proposition 2. The sequential composite P-Q of two ut- 
processes P and Q exists (snd is an st-process) iff 
cod[P) = dom(Q) and, for every formula P occurring in P
and every formula G occurring in Q such that the shadow
of P in cod(P) is disjoint with the shadow of G in
dom(Q), P and G do not contain a common atom which does
not occur in cod(P).
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Proof* Suppose that P*Q exists (and is an st-process).
Then cod(P) * dom(Q) and we have an st-history H of P-Q 
and a cut c of H such that head(H.>c) £ P and tail(H.c) e Q. 
According to Remark 2, if P is a formula occurring in P,
6 is a formula occurring in Q, and the shadow of P in 
cod(P) ia disjoint With the shadow of G in dom(Q). then 
t  and G cannot contsin a common atom which does not occur 
in cod(P)*

Suppose that P and Q fulfil the conditions of theo
rem. As in the proof of Proposition 15 of seotion 6, we can 
show that there exists a usual process R with non-occurren
ces which is the sequential composite of P and Q. So we 
have a history H ■ (X,¿,1) With non-occurrences such that 
(X1» ^ 1tl1) ¡« head(H.o) £ P and (Xg, iTg.lg) t * tail(H.c)g Q
for a maximal antichain X c X and the cut c of H correa-o •
ponding to X0» In order to prove that H is an st-history, 
it suffices to show (H4)*

Let Y c X  and Z C X  be any maximal antichains with 
a common element X such that l(x) is a formula containing 
an atom u* Suppose that we have y £ Y  such that l(y) is 
a formula and u occurs in l(y), We have to prove that 
there exists z C Z  such that l(z) is 8 formula containing 
u and y g z  or »«y.

. We have the following four caseas

(1) x£X, and y e Z ~

(2) x € X 2 and y£Z?

(3) x £ X 2 and y £  Z~

(4) x £ I 1 and y £ Z +,
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In the case (1) the most difficult situation occurs 
»hen y £ X 1 (see Fig. 11).
Then x is in the tcjximal antichains { Y n Z ) n X 0, (YUZ)nX0
and y ia in ( Y n Z ) H X 0 (we use denotations as in the
proof of Proposition 4 of section 2). Since head(H.c)
satisfies (H4), we find z' in ( Y U Z)nX0 such that
y^z' and l(z') is a formula containing u. If z' is
in Z then we have the needed element. Otherwise z ' ia
in XQ and, again, 8ince head(H.c) aatiafiee (H4), we can
consider the maximal antichaine Znx„ and X„ end findo o
x'e Xo such that l(x') ia a formula containing u. How
it ia sufficient to take the maximal antiahaina XQ and
XQU  Z and, since tail(H.c) aatiafiea (H4), to find z in
Z auch that z'éz and l(z) ia a formula containing u.
Thua we obtain z £ Z  auch that yi z and l(z) ie a for-

m
mula containing u. Other aituationa which can oocur in
the case (1) can be proved by aimilar argumenta but more
easily. The proof of the case (2) ia alao aimilar.

In the caee (3) the mo8t difficult, eituation ocoura 
when y 6 I1 (see Fig. 12). From the aasumptiona of theorem
it follows that there i8 -t£X0 auch that l(t) is a for
mula containing u. If t ia in Y H X 0 then there ia
z'e XQ auch that y ^  z' and l(z') ia a formula contain
ing u. So we have z € Z  auoh that z'^z and l(z) iB
a formula containing u. In particular, y ^ z  and l(z)
is a formula containing u. If t is not in Y n XQ then, 
considering tail(H.c). we can find t ' which is in Y H X o
and in XQ and ia auch that l(t') ia a formula containing
u. So we have a situation like that before. Other aituationa 
which can occur in the caBe (3) can be proved by similar argu-



menta but more easily. The proof of case (4) is also stall

Pig. 11

Pig. 12

Propositions 1 and 2 give simple criteria of compasa- 
bility of et-prooeases. On the other hand, it is evident 

that ell parts (and atomic components in particular) of st- 
processes are at-processes.
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Kow we ere prepared to describe the relationships be
tween reduced structure derivations and processes of trans
forming structures. We shall start with some notions.

Definition 14. By a semistructure we shall mean a set S 
of formulas and co-formulas such that if a formula P be

longs to S then the corresponding co-formula F does not 
belong to S and vice-versa. Given a semistructure S, by 
str(S) we denote the structure which consists of those ele
ments of S which are formulas.

The states of st-processes may be regarded as semi- 
structures. Every semistructure may be regarded as a trivial 

(short) st-process. The result of parallel composition of 

two semistructures is just the disjoint union of these semi

structures (the converse may be untrue),

We can say that an st-procesa P transforms str(dom(P)) 

onto str(cod(P)). More generally, we want to speak of apply

ing P to structures containing str(dom(P)) as a part.

Definition 15. We say that an st-process P applies to a 

structure G iff there exists a sec.-8tructure D such that 
P and D are independent st-processes and G «= str(dom(P)+D). 

In such a case H ¡= str(cod(P)+D) is called the result of the 
application of the st-procesB P to the structure G.

Example 2. The st-process Q in Pig. 13 applies to the 
structure G =» [c {1,2) ,b(2,3)} giving as the result the 
structure H * {c(1,2),o(2,4)ra (4«3)} (»e can take
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D = jc(1,2)}). As in Example 1, the structures G and H 
can be used to represent the words cb and cca, reap.. As

Q = (P1+c(2,4)+a(4,3)>(P2+P3+b(2,3!),

where ai*e as in Pig. 7, we obtain an information
(similar to a derivation tree) about the derivation stepe 
from cb to cca in Example 1. The first step can be performed 
at the absence of c(2,4) and a (4,3) and is represented 
by P^. The next two steps can be performed at the absence 
of b(2,3) and, being represented by thç independent st- 
processes Pg and P^, they are independent.

c(2,4) ST^TT) *>(4,3) a(4,3)

Pig. 13

Instances of (reduced) productions can be represented 
by prime st-processes.



Definition 16. Given an instance I = (p,i) of a (reduced) 

production p, we define the st-process corresponding to the 
instance I as the prime st-process P(I) with dom(P(I)) con

sisting of the formulas of il(p) and of the co-formulas 
corresponding to the formulas of iR(p)-iL(p), and with

cod(P (I )) consisting of the formulas of iR(p) and of the

•co-formulas corresponding to the formulas of iL(p)-iR(p).

We have iL(p) = str(dom(P(I))). iR(p) = str(cod(P(I))). 

and P(I) may be interpreted as the process of replacing 

(in one step) the structure iL(p) by the structure iR(p). 
For example, the at-processes corresponding to the instances 

I-j “ (p-)*1-)). I2 ' ( P g » ^ *  I3 = ^ 3**3 ) in Example 1 are 
identical with P ^ P ^ P ^  in Pig. 4, reap..

The applicability of instances of productions to

structures is equivalent to the applicability of the corres
ponding prime st-processes.

Proposition 3» An instance I of a (reduced) production 
applies to a structure G iff the corresponding st-process 

P(I) applies to G. The results of the applications are 
identical.

Proof. Let I « (p,i) be an inatance of a (reduced) pro
duction p.

Suppose that I appliea to G with the reault H 

and the reat-structure D. Let oc (resp.j ) be the 

aet of co-formulas corresponding to the formulas of 
iR{p)-iL(p) (resp.j to the formulae of iL(p)-iR(p)).

- 214 -
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Then we have G+«< = iL(p)+D+oc = dom(P(I))+D and K+^ = 
iR(p)+D+yS = cod(P(I)}+D. Since the atoms of D occur in 
formulas of iL(p) iff they occur in formulas of iR(p),
P(I ) and D are independent. Moreover, str(dom(P(I))+D)«C 
and str(cod(P(I))+D)=H. So P(I) applies to G with th& 
result H.

Suppose that P (I ) applies to G with the result H. 
Then we have a eemistructure D such that P(I)+D exists ,
G - str(dom(P(I))+D). and H = atr(cod(P(1))+D) . Hence 
G g str(D)+iL(p). H = str(D)+iR(p), and the atoms of str(ID) 

occur in formulas of iL(p) iff they occur in formules of 
iR(p). So I applies to G with the result H and the 
reet-structure str(D).

We want to come to a similar result for compound st—  

processes.

Given a eet of productions, by composing seraistructures 

8nd prime et-processea corresponding to instances of produc
tions from this set we obtain a class of compound st-proceesc . 
Then the obtained compound st-processes can be applied to 
structures and we can obtain other structures as results.

The question is how this wsy of transforming structures is 
related to derivability.

Definition 17. Let Semistructures be the class of semi- 
etructures. Given a (reduced) production p, by Pr(p) 

we denote the class of prime 8t-processes corresponding to 
instances of p. Given a set TT of (reduced) productions» 
we define:



Pr(JT) :■ Senistructures u LJ Pr(p).
P«TT

and define Proc(FT) as the closure of Pr(T"T) with respect 
to the parallel and the sequential compositions of at- 
processes*

A partial answer to our question is the following pro
position.

Proposition 4. If an st-process Pe Proc(TT) applies to 
a structure G with the result H then H can be derived 
from G using productions from TT •

Proof. There exists a semistructure D such that P and D 
are independent st-processes, G * atr(domfpHD). and 
H = 3tr(cod(P)+P). We can represent P in a sequential
forms

P «= (Pii + ...+P1Di+P1)» ... •(Pn 1+»»»+Pmnn+Pm ).

where P ^  are semistructures, P^ are prime st-processes 

corresponding to some instances 1 ^ = productions

from ]~[ , and PJc1,... »Pfcn are mutually independent
.. k

for every k. Talcing » Pk1+* * *+Pkn +^k ,ie obtain! 

etr(dom{Q^)) = jatr (Pfc1 +.. •+PJcâ ) + i^Hp^),

strtcodfQ^)) *= ■)+•••+?kn )̂ + ifcHlPfc)»

and Btr(dom(Q.)+II) = G, str (cod (Q„)+D) = H.■ —— ■ ■ ■■■— I ■ ■ —  — m
Due to the property (H4) of histories of P+D, every atom 
of 3tr(rk1+...+Pl;n +D) occurs in i^Mp^) iff it occurs 

in ijjRfp^). Thus the instance 1^ of pk applies to

- 216 -
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Gk := lBtr(dom(Qk )+D) and the result of the application is 
Gk+i :■ £tr (cod(Qk )-«-D). Hence we obtain the following deri
vation:

*1 *9
G “ G1 = = = > G2====^’ ‘ * ' Gm+1 * H*

As a consequence, only those structures can be obtained 

from a given structure by applying st-procesees from Proc(T7) 

that ere derivable using productions from T T .  The converse 
is untrue for all sets of productions. This can be illustra

ted by the following example.

Example 3. Let TT - {p -| »p2,p3,p4  ̂ * whera*

p1 ■= ({e(x),b(x)},[a{x)j ), p2 » ({a(x)],tf),

P j  = (¿,{c(x)J), p^ =» ({c(x)J ,{b(x) ,c(x)j ) .

By applying p^iPgiP}» and p^ to the structure G = {a(1),b(1)J 
ae can derive H » [b(1),c{1)j. On the other hand, there is 

no st-process Pg Proc(FT) such that H can be obtained by 
applying P to G. This is due to the fact that the proces

ses P.j and P2 in Pig. 14 cannot be composed sequentially 
thou^i they satisfy codtP^ a dom(P^) (cf. Proposition 2).
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b(1> c (1)

b(l)
a ( 1 ) (

C o o
b(r) Firy

O

c ( 1 )

a ( 1 ) a (1)
J

P,2
Pig. 14

This example and Proposition 2 suggest that the deriva- 
bility can be expressed in terms of st-prooesses only for 
such sets of productions where introducing and removing atoms 
are described in a uniform way. Having this in mind, we shall 
restrict ourselves to so called coherent seta of productions.

Definition 18. A set T7 of (reduced) productions ie said 
to be coherent iff there is a distinguished predicate symbol 
of arity 1, say created, such that, for every production 
p € n . if an atom u occurs in L(p) and does not occur 
in R(p) then created(u)£ L(p) and created(u)^ R(p), and 
if an atom u occurs in R(p) and does not occur in L(p) 
then created(u) gj-L(p) and created(u) g- R(p).

Example 4. Let I T -  { P 1 *P2 'P3 ,P4 ? . "here p1 and 
are as in Example 3 and:
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Pg « ( (created ( x ) ,  a (x)J ,4), P3 = ( ¿ , (created (x ) , c ( x ) j  ) . 

Then FT 1b consistent.

Observe that if we extend the structures G and H 
in Example 3 to the structures g ':= (created(1),a(1),b(1)} 
and H :* (created(1).b(1).c(1)l then we have the st-process 
in Pig. 15 that applies to G* and gives H*.

Pig. 15

The role of coherence is the following (cf. the co
herence of sets of processes in section 6).

y
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Proposition 5. If TT is a coherent set of (reduced) pro
ductions then two st-processes P.Q€ Proc(TT) can be com
posed sequentially iff cod(P) = dom(Q)«

Proof. According to Proposition 2, it suffices to show that 
if an atom u does not occur in cod(P) and occurs in a 
formula F occurring in P and in a formula G occurring 
in Q then the shadow of F in cod(P) and the shadow of 
G in dom(Q) contain a common formula or oo-formula.

Let H.| E (Î i ^ ̂  ® H g  ■ (X2, 2*̂ 2̂  ̂
Suppose that x € X., is the maximal occurrence of F in H 1 

and y g Xg is tbe occurrence of G in Hg. Repla
cing F and G by some other formulas, if necessary* we 
may assume that x ¿ 1x' with a formula l^fx') oontaining 
u implies x*= x, and y V ^  »ith a formula l2(y") con
taining u implies y'= y. Since u does not occur in 
cod(P) « dom(Q) and TT is coherent, there must be z in 
end(H.j ) such that X^ (z) = created (u) and t in origin(H^) 
sucl? that lgft) = created(u). and the co-formula created(u) 
must belong to the shadow of F in cod(P) and to the shadow 
of G in dom(Q).

Kow we are able to prove that for coherent sets of 
productions derivability can be characterized in terms of 
st-processes.

Theorem 3. Given a coherent set TT of (reduced) productions 
and two structures G and H, the structure H can be de
rived from G using productions from TT iff there exists
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an st-process P 6 Proo(TT) which applies to G with the 
result H.

Proof» Due to Proposition 4, it suffices to prove that to 
every derivation G = ^ H  using TT there correspands an 
st-process Pe Proc(TT) which applies to G giving H.
We shall carry out the proof by induction on the length of 
derivation.

Por G =H it suffices to take P a G. Suppose that 
for every derivation G = > H  using TT f>f length <  n 
there exists P€ Proc (TT) which applies to G with the re
sult H. Let

I1 In-1 1
G. a G.| —y* • . • -/• s H ^  S

be a derivation of length n, and let PC Proc(TT) applies 
to G with the result H. Then we have a semistructure D 
such that P+D exists, G = str(dom(P)+D). and 
H = 8tr(cod(P)+D). As in the proof of Proposition 3, we 
have a structure D' such that P(I)+D' exists,
H ■ str(dom(P(I))+D*). and S - str(cod(P(I))+D*).
Observe that cod(P)+D and dom(P(I))+D' contain exactly 
the same formulas (those of H). We decompose the set of 
formulas P auch that P or T  belongs to cod(P)+D or 
to dom(P(I))+D' into the following mutually disjoint sets:

a.j ■ the set of formulas F such that P € cod (P),
a_ = the set of formulas Pecod(P),C. 1 - I
a^ * the set of formulas P € D,
a^ = the set of formulas P such that PCD,
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«= the set of other formulas ? such that
P or P belongs to cod(P)+D or to
dom(P(I))+D* (observe that only P may belong).

Similarly, we decompose the same set of formulas into the 
following mutually disjoint sets of formulas!

b1 = the set of formulae P such that P € dom(P(I)).
b2 • the set of formulas P e dom(P(I)).
b-j * D*,
b. a the set of other formulas P such that4

P or P belong to cod(P)+D or to
dom(P(I))+D* (observe that only P may belong).

Let c ^  « a^n b̂  and let c ^  be the set of oo-formulas 
corresponding to the formulas of Since c ^  are

mutually disjoint, H = str(cod(P)+D) = a2+83 * °12+c22 + 
0 3 2+0 4 2+0 ^ + 0 2^+0 3 3+0^4 , and H ■ str(dom(P(I) )+D') =

b2+b3 “ c21+c22■K:23+c24+c25+c31+c32+0 33+c34+<!35, 1,0 obtatn
0 12 = °13 * ° 2 1 * °24 “ c25 " C31 “ °34 “ c35 “ c42 * c43 " 9
(see Pig. 16). Hence:

D - c23+c33+® 14^44*
D - C32 + C3 3,

cod(P) - c2 2+0 3 2+« 1 1 -^4 1 ,

dom(P(I)) » c22+c23+®11+̂ 14+®15*

Since C2 3 is contained in D and P+D exists, and O32 

is contained in D' and P(I)+D* exists, we can define:

P -  P+C2 3+C14 + C i5 ,

Q ' m P ( I ) + o 32+0^1.



On the other hand, »• haves

cod(p') - c22*c32*c23 « 11+«41+S 14+c15,

—  (Q 5 “ °22>C23‘K!32+C11+514‘̂ 1 5 +541 *

• hich implies ood(P ) * dom(Q ) and the existence of P*-Q '. 
Besides, is contained in DOD*, which implies tttaat
P and Ojj are Independent and Q and o ^  are indeipes- 
dent. Renoe, •* oan define«

R - (p '.q ')+d "
0

with D " «  Ojj ♦ °44*®45* Th®n »• obtain«

str(dom(P*» Q*)»D~) . etr(dom(P) )+c~3+«33 ■ 

atr(dom(P)+D) - 0,

str(ood(p'. Q')+D") - str(cod(P(I)))+o324«33 . 

str(cod(P(I))+D') > S.

Renoe ?'• Q' appliea to Q with the result S.
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cod(P) d

*1 a2 »3 Si **

!sa(P(i))i

f ~  ' 
*1 ®11 0 0 *14 *15

* 0 c22 °23 0 0 I
b3 0 *32 °33 0 0 I

• r b4 *41 0 t *44 *45

----- »•

P ig . 16
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Church-Rosser properties „

It is known that Church-Rosser properties hold for 
direct derivations of graphe from graphs if such deriva- 
tions satisfy suitable independence conditions (of* Ehrig 
and Kreowski [8], and Ehrig [7 ]). We are going to show that 
Church-Rosser properties hold also for independent processes 
of transfoming structures*

Take notice that we have Church-Rosser properties 
not only for st-prooesses corresponding to direct derivations 
but also for compound st-processes which represent compound 
derivations*

Theorem 4» (Church-Rosser Property I). Let P and P* be 
independent st-processes which apply to a structure G with 
the results H and H #, reap.. Then P# applies to H,
P applies to H'( and the results are identical. Besides, 
P+P* applies to G giving the same result (Bee Pig. 17).

Pig. 17.



Proof. Since P and P* are independent, we have the 
process P+P*. Since P applies to G giving H, there 
exists a semistructure D such that P+D exists,
atr(dom(P)+D) = G, and str(cod{P)+D) = H. Similarly,
since P' applies to G giving H', there exists a semi-
etructure D' such that p'+D' exists, ¿tr(dom(p')+d'} = G, 
and str(cod(P* +D') ■ H #. As in the proof of Theorem 3, 
we can find a semistructure D" such that dom(P)+D" = d', 
dom(p')+D~* D, and P+P* and V " are independent (see 
Pig. 18). Hence P+P' applies to G giving
X : = str(cod(P+P,)+D'*). How we haves

P+P'+D*'« (P+dom (P *) +D~). (cod (P) +D* +D~) = 

(P%£o£{P)+D*).{cod{p')+P+D~) =

(P+D)• (P^+cod (P)+D") =

(p'+D#)* (P«od(p')+D-).

So, we obtain:

H = Btr(cod(P)+P) 3 str(don(P*)-t-cod(P)-t-D<y).

H** Btr(cod (P/ )+D‘>) a str(dom(P)+cod (P^)+Dw),

p' applies to H giving X, and P applies to H* 
giving X.
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Theorem j>. (Church-Rosser Property II).
Let P and ? ' be independent st-processes such that P 
applies to a structure G giving H as a result and ? '  

applies to H giving X. Then there exists a structure H' 
such that p' applies to G giving H* and P applies 
to H* giving X. Besides, P+P* applies to G giving■v
X (see Pig. 19).

Pig. 19
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Proof. Since P and p' are independent, ne hare the at-
proceas P+P'. Sinca P appliea to C giving H, there
exista a aemiatructure D auch that P+D exists,
atr(dom(P)+D) . C, and atr(cod{P)+D) - H. Similarly,

0
aince P appliaa to H giving X, there exists a aemi-
atructure D' such that P*+d ' exiota, str(don(p')+D') - R,
and atr(cod(P J+D*) ■ X. As in the proof of Theorea 3, we
can find a semistructure D" auch that dom(p')+D" « D,
ço^ ( P )+D ~ • D #, and P+P* and D" are independent (aee
Pig. 20). Hence P+P' applies to C giving 

. • 
str(cod{P+P )+D") ■ X. We have:

P+P'+D". (P+dom(P>)+D~Mcod(P)+P%D~) .

( P‘-fdom (P)♦D~) • ( P+cod ( P* ) +D~) - 

(P+D)*(P%D'J.

We define:

H *:■ 8tr(cod{P*)+doa(P)+D").

Then P' appliea to G giving H' and P appliea to h ' 
giving X.
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As a simple consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, ne are 
able to formulate the independence concept for fast produc
tions ana binatural injective direct derivations so as to 
obtain Church-Rosaer properties of such derivations«

Prom Theorem 2 we know that every fast production
b. b_

p = (B1 -----K ---- =->Bg) can be represented in the reduced
form (L(p),R(p))t and that the existence of a binatural 
injective direct derivation G «=^-H via p with th% occur
rence g of B1 in G and the occurrence h of Bg in
H is equivalent to the existence of an instance I-(p,i) 
of p in the reduced form such that the instance I applies
to G giving H (we have a bijective correspondence between
(g,h) and i as shown in Fig. 4).

On the other hand, from Proposition 3 we know that the
existence of the instance I which applies to G giving
H is equivalent to the applicability of the prime st-process 
P(I) to G with H as a result.

Similarly, given another fast production 
b1 b2p'= ( B ^ ----- K-------^-Bg) and a binatural injective direct

derivation G = ^ H *  via p ” with g^h*, we have the 
equivalent instance I** (p',i*) and the equivalent prime 
st-process P(I*).

The independence of prime st-processes P(I) and 
F(l') means that iL(p)OiR(p) and i ’llp'lUi'Rlp') are
disjoint, that the atoms occurring in iL(p) but not in 
i R(p ) or in iR(p) but not in iL(p) cannot ocour in



1 *L(p*)U 1*R(p^, and that the atom« occurring in i #L(p*) 
but not in i'R(p') or in i'R(p') but not in i'L(p') 
cannot occur in iL(p)UlR(p). In other «ords (cf. the 
proof of Theoraa 2)t

(1) («Bt, U  hB2f )n (g'B;? U  h'B'?) - 0 *

(2) the only common atone of gB1]rU h B ?I, and

g'B^p U  h'Bgp are thoae ahich are glueing atone 
in both the derivations, i.e., (gB1A(J hB?A)

n ( g 'B(Auh'B*A ) c  «b1KAn «%;*;. .

Such an independence inpliea both the Church-Rosser
vie p

properties for the derivstions C -< ) H snd

Defining classes of processes

Until no« only the applicability of st-proceasee to 
structures has been considered snd no further requlreaente 
on under «hich circumstances to apply a particular at-proceaa 
have been imposed. Ho« «e «ant to aho« an idea to define 
structure transformstlon8 «here the sppllcstlons of st- 
procesees are organized to some extent. Thus «e suggest 
something like s programing language.

The objects defined ere parametrized classes of at- 
procesaes, i.e., functions assigning claases of st-processes 
to particular values of some given parameters. The idea ia 
to start «ith primitive parametrised classes of st-processea 
and to define other parametrized classes with the aid of 
certain operations on auch classea and recursion mechanism.
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For example, we can start with the primitive parametrized 
classes of st-processes in Fig.21, where next(x,y) stands for 
"x is followed by y".

f created(x)1 f created7x11
c (x )  • {  O  j  ’ ■ {  O  J • *

f next (x,y) ) _ f next(x,y~),|
n (x . y )  -  1 o  J • n (x *y)  "  (  O ' J •

create(x)

Link(x,y) -

created(x)

created(x) 

next(x,y)

next(x,yj

, kill(x) -

, break(x,y)

created(x)

created(x) 

next (x,y

next(x,y)J

. A-ap(x, y )

next(x,y) next(y,x)

 ̂next(x,y) next(y,x)_

reverse(x,y,z) • <

next

next
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By substituting concrete objects for parameters of 
parametrised classes In Fig.21 we obtain one-element sets 
whose members are at-processes or are not at-processes.
If the member is an st-process then the result of substitut
ion is defined as the one-element set containing this st- 
-process. Otherwise, the result of substitution is regarded 
to be the empty set. ?or Instance, swap(1,2) is the one- 
-element set whose only member Is the st-process in Fig.22, 
and awap(i,1) is the empty set (the only member of such a 
set might be the object in Fig.23, but this object is not 
an st-process).

next(1,2) next(2,1) next(1,1) next(l,1)

next(1,2) next(2,1)

Fig. 22 Fig. 23

On primitive parametrised classes of st-processes we 
can perform natural operations, which gives other parametrised 
classes of st-processes. For example, we can define:



a(x,y) = c(x) + c(yl,

where c(x)+c(y) is the clasB of st-processes of the form 
P+Q with Pec(x) and Qec(y),

b(x,y) = (swap(x,y))•(swap(y ,x)),

where (swap (x,y)) • (av»ap(y,x)) is the clasa of st-proceases 
of the form P*Q with Feswap(x,y) and Q €swap(y,x), or:

d(x,y) « LJ (n(x,z)+n(z,y)},
z

where I ) is the usual set theoretic union over z.
z

Vie can also use the recursion mechanism. Por example, 
the parametrized class of chains of objects with a distin
guished first object and a distinguished last object can be 
defined recursively as the least solution of the equation:

chains(x,y) = (c(x)+c(y)+n(x,y))U

<-J (c (x)+c (y )+c (z )+n(x,y)+n(y,z)) 
z
I J (chains(x,z)+chains(t,y)+n(z,t)).
z,t

The parametrized class of semistructures containing chains 
and co-formulas of the form crested(x) or next(x,y) 
can be defined by the equations

semichains(x,y) * chains(x,y) O

(semichains(x,y)+c(z))
z

(semichains(x,y)+H(z,t)).
z,t
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The parametrized claea of et-procoaacs of creating and sd- 
ding to chains new objects can be defined as:

(semichains(x,y)+creo to(z))*(secichaina(x,y)+c(z)+link(y ,z)).

Similarly, the parametrized class of at-proceases of removing 
from chaina their last objects can be defined aa:

—) ((oemichain(x,y )*c (z)+n(z,t} +broo)c(y,z )) •
»*♦

(oemichain(x,y)+n(z,t}+n(y,z } tkilI (z }).

Finally, the parametrized claea of st-proceaaoa of reveraing 
the orderings of chains can be defined by the equation (aee 
Pig. 24)i

R2VERSE(x,y) - (c (x ) +c (y) *-e»ap(x,y )) *->

0(c (x)+c(y J-m: (z )«-reweroe (x,z,y))U  
z
t ) (REVERSE (x,z)«-REVERSE(t,y)+swsp(«,t)).
*,t

R£VERSE(x,y) 

Pig. 24

✓
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11. FINAL REMARKS

We have seen how the process concept and the algebraic 
operations on processes help to describe systems and to explain 
the algebraic nature of systems. We have also seen that, with 
the concepts we have introduced, there exists a possibility to 
modell processes and systems being of considerable interest in 
computer science. So, we may say that the approach we present 
gives at least new possibilities of describing systems. Now we 
are going to comment how this approach might help to analyse 
and design systems. We shall also discuss possibilities to ex
tend the approach onto processes and systems which are not dis
crete.

Analysing systems

One of the aims of computer science is to design various 
processes of transforming data and systems capable of realizing 
such processes. However, in order to meet with a success in 
designing, we have to solve the problem of analysing systems. 
For example, if we want to correctly design a complex computa
tional program, we have to know in which sense the program is 
to be correct, and how to verify it correct.

In the case of sequential processes and systems we have 
a variety of well developed methods of analysing the designed 
objects. For example, in programming we can divide the problem 
of analysis into two simpler problems: first we analyse the 
potential flows of control in a program, and then, knowing the 
flows, we deduce how data are transformed. As we have seen in 
section 9 (example), sometimes such a method applies to dis
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tributed computations, too. However, the trouble with distri
buted computations Is that we hare not any convenient universal 
method of describing control flows, similar to that of describ
ing potential control flows in a sequential computation by 
regular expressions.

Of course, one could simulate the scheme of a distributed 
computation by a sequential system, or exploit the fact that 
each control flow can be obtained by composing elementary con
trol flows, but such an approach leads to problems of exponent
ial complexity. So, some other ideas are necessary.

One idea might be to design only "well structured" distri
buted computations such that it would be possible to describe 
all control flows in a scheme by a few formulas only, as In the 
example of section 9. This would lead to a sort of 'structured 
designing" similar to the well known structured programming. 
Such a structured designing would require some operations on 
systems (we shall come back to this problem in the next part of 
section).

Another idea might be to develop special proof techniques 
for proving properties of systems. We have techniques of in
variants (cf. Maeurkiewict [273, for example). There exists a 
logical calculus - so called calculus of faots - which may 
serve to deduce properties of systems (cf. Oenrlch and Thleler- 
-Mevissen [10] ). One could imagine also other techniques. In 
order to illustrate such a possibility we shall consider the 
reachability in Petri nets (in the sense of Definition 1 of 
section 7).

Let H - (B,E,?) be a finite Petri net. By Introducing 
negative versions of state elements (as In the case of processet
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•
with non-occurrences in section 6), we can construct a system 
S - (BUS,£,F',C) in our sense, where 5 is the set of negative 
versions of state elements from B, t '  is defined as follows 
(see Example 4 in section 7):

t/F'e iff b' -b and bFe or b'-F and b€eP-Pe,
eF'b' iff b'-b and eFb or b' -E and b€?e-eF,

and C is the set of all subsets k ç B U S  such that b € k  and 
E e k  exclude each other. Vie know (cf. Example 4 in section 7) 
that the reachability in N is equivalent to that in S.

Given two configurations k,l€C, we know that 1 can be
reached from k only if (b 6 k or Eek) is equivalent to
(bel or Eel). Suppose that we want to know if 1 is reachable 
from k, i.e., k - >1. According to Proposition 11 of section
7, this problem is equivalent to the problem of existence of

p
a process P of S such that k  *1, i.e., with dom(P)-k and
cod(P)-l.

Due to Proposition 9 of section 5, for every process P 
of S and every ee E we can define the number of occurrences
of e in P. Let occ(e,P) denotes this number. Given a configura
tion k and b£B, let m(b,k) be defined as 1 for b 6 k and as 0 
for b^k. By induction on {he number of occurrences of prime 
processes in P we can prove that the numbers occ(e,P), 
m(b,dom(P)),. m(b,cod(P)) satisfy the following balance 
equations (see Fig.1):

y -  y
(BE1) m(b,dom(P))+ occ(e,P)- occ(e,P)+m(b,çod(P)).
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In particular, a configuration 1 can be reached from a 
configuration k only if (b£k or Fgk) is equivalent to 
(b€l or Eél) and there exist non-negative integers 
satisfying the balance equations:

(BE2) m(b,k)* xe - É7S> x# ♦a(b,l), b i k o r E e k .

Thus we obtain a necessary condition of the reachability of 1 
from k. Such a condition appears to be useful in proving pro
perties of compound processes in a system. We shall Illustrate 
this on the following example, which is due to Mazurklewlcz 
(a personal communication).

Consider the net in Fig.2 and k - , 7 , T , 4 , ? , 6 , 7 , S / .  Sup
pose that we want to prove that the number of occurrences of 
ths prime process a in a process P and the number of occurrences

pof the prime process f in P are equal for all k >k.

Writing the balance equations explicitly, we obtain:

occ (c, P )-occ (a, P ), occ (a, P )-occ (b, P ), 
oco(e,P)-ooc(b,P), occ(e,P)-occ(f,P), 
occ(b,P)-occ(e,P), occ(e,P)«occ(f,P), 
occ(f,P)-occ(g,P), occ(g,P)-occ(e,P).
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Hence occ(a,P)-occ(b,P)-occ(e,P)-occ(f,P), i.e., occ(a,P). 
occ(f,P).

Pig.2

The balance equations reflect the structure of the cor
responding net. The idea to investigate relationships of this 
type is known (cf. Genrich and Lautenbach (l {) , or Crespi- 
-Reghizzi and Mandrioli£5])•

Unfortunately, without special assumptions on nets, the 
balance equations do not help very much in solving the reach
ability problem. The trouble is that the existence of a solu-

Ption does not guarantee the existence of a process k— — >1.
So, in order to characterize the reachability, we need strong
er means.

The idea which seems to be promissing is to follow the 
effects of prime processes on particular state elements. This 
idea i8 mainly due to Mazurkiewicz (a personal communication).
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Let us consider a Petri net N - (B,E,P) and the correspond
ing system S. Given a process P of S, for every b € B we define 
proj(b,P) as the string of prime atoms of P containing b or S, 
where the atoms are arranged in the order in which they occur 
in P (cf. Pig.3).

Thus we obtain a vector (proj(b,P))btB of strings of elements 
of E. Given efeE and a string x of elements of E, by oc(e,x) 
we denote the number of occurrences of e In x. By induction 
on the numoer of occurrences of prime atoms in P we can easily 
prove that e€E occurs in proj(b,P) only if efPbUbP, and 
that oc(e,proJ(b,P)) Is then identical with the number of 
occurrences of e in P. Prom this fact, and from other simple 
observations, we conclude that the vector of strings h^ »• 
proj(b,P) enjoys the following properties:

(hi) if h^'Ue^egV for some e^e^^E  then e,Pb Iff bPe2,

(h2) e^FbUbP implies ocie.h^J-O,

(h3) e 6(PbObP)0(Pb'ub'P) Implies ocie.h^J-ocie.h^ ).

proJfb.P)-«^...«,,

Pig.3
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On the other hand, if P-Q*R then Q and R are also processes 
of S and proj(b,P) is the concatenation proj(b,Q)proj(b,R) 
for all b£B. Thus every decomposition P-Q*R determines a de
composition of the vector of strings h^r-proj(b,P) into the 
vectors of strings ufe:-proj (b,Q) and vb :-proj(b,R) which en
joy the properties (hi) - (h3). Such a decomposition (with u^ 
and v^ satisfying (hi) - (h3) ) will be called an admissible 
decomposition of the vector Since P can always be
represented in a sequential form, it is easy to see that, for 
every b 6 B  and every decomposition h^-uv, there exists an 

admissible decomposition (ubvb)beB with ub"u 5111(1 vb”v ‘
So we have also the following property of vectors of strings 
with hb:«proJ(b,P):

(hi) for every b € B  and every decomposition h^-uv there exists 

an admissible decomposition (ubvb)beB such that
u^»u and v^-v.

Summarizing, we can say that every process P of S deter
mines a vector Y(P) of strings that enjoys the properties (hi) - 
- (h4), namely the vector V(P) whose components are (P) •
pro J (b, P ).

::ow, given an arbitrary vector (\)^£g of strings of ele
ments of E, we can ask whether such a vector corresponds to a 
process P of S, i.e., whether (kb)bgg“V(P) for a process P of S.

We have seen that such a vector (^ )tj6g*^(I>) must posses 
the properties (hi) - (h4). Now we shall show that every vector 
of strings that enjoys (hi ) - (h4), called a consistent vector 
of strings, is of the form V(P) for some process P of S. The 
following -three properties of consistent vectors of strings 
are essential.
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1. Admissible decompositions ot a consistent rector
(bb^bcB constitute a lattice with respect to the natural or
dering:

<"bTb>beB E (tth V  V b m  %  1* an initial segment of
for all b £ B.

Indeed, giran two arbitrary admissible decompositions 

“̂bTb^b<B a“ 1 Tb̂  ̂ >fB* B into two disjoint
parts B1 and B2 such that (see ?lg.4):

V  • V b  «ad Tb - w^Tb' for bCB,,.
and vb'- w ^  for bCB^.

Then we deflae the greatest lower bound ( p ^ ) ^  ot («b»b )beB

K ' V W
Pb * “b a“1 *b * " b V  for b£B1’
Ph - and qb - wfevb for bfBj.

In order to prove that this decomposition Is admissible we 
notice that for all «€* occurring In wb with b e B 1 we have 
not any b€F®W«7 in Bj (otherwise there would be b.,€ B^^el/e?) 
and b2€B^(JeOa?) smch that oc(«,u^ ) <oc(e,ub )*oc(e,wb  ̂)- 
ocie.u^' )^oc(s,u^ >-00(0,11̂ ), which is impossible).
As a consequence, by replacing û ' by P ^ ^  for all b £ B 1 we 
do not violate (hi) — (h3). Renee Oyifc^B 18 adaissible.

*
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Pig.4

2. If not all components of a consistent vector are
empty then there exists e6E such that with u^- A
(the empty string) and v^-h^ for b^PeUeP and with u^-e and 

evb"^b ^or ^ *s a*1 admissible decomposition of O ^ ^ b *

Indeed, if there is no e as required then we have boeB, 
e0€E, and a minimal admissible decomposition cQ- (u0bv0'b)b€B 
with u0^“e0» such that uQb is of length ^ 2 for some b^£ B 
(see Pig*5). Taking the first element e1 of uQb we find a 
minimal admissible decomposition ci” (ui^T1b )bfB with u1b -e.j, 
and there exists b2£B such that the length of u ^  is ̂  2. 
Moreover, c^ccQ and cQ /  c^. Continuing this procedure we 
can construct an infinite descending chain of admissible de
compositions, which is impossible for a finite 3 and (h^)^€B 
with all h^ being finite.



3. If ther« exists • € £  and an admissible decomposition 

(ubTb^b«B of a consistent vector «uch that u^« A  for
b^PeUeP and u^-e for bCPeUeP then ( v ^ ^ g  i> consistent.

Indeed, such a vector enjoys the properties (hi) -
(h3), and its admissible decompositions can be obtained by 

taking the least upper bounds of (uTjvb )bfB 41111 of th* admls- 
slble decompositions of O ^ ^ g .

Talcing into account the above three properties of con
sistent vectors of strings, and the property (hi), we can 
easily prove (by Induction on the maximal length of components) 
that for every such a consistent vector (h^i^g there exists 
a unique process P of S such that V(I>)"(bfc)b*B' Thus we obtain 
a bijective correspondence between the processes of S and the 
consistent vectors of strings. Since the components of such 
vectors belong to simple regular languages and the criteria of 
conalstency are also simple, we obtain a simple characteriza
tion of processes of S that helps to prove properties of such 
processes.
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For example, the components of consistent rectors of 
strings for the net in Pig.2 with the initial configuration 
k-{l,?,7,4,5,6,7,8} are of the following forms:

h1 - (ac)p1 U (ac^l a, h2 - (ab )p2 U  (ab )<12 a,

h3 - (bc)p3 U  (bc)q3 b, h, - (be)p4 U  (be)q4 b,

h5 - (be)p5U (be)q5 b, hg - (fe)p6 U  (fe)^6 f,

- (fg)p7U (fg)q7 f, h8 - (ge)p8U(ge)q8 g.

From the consistency we obtain:

h1-(ac)m, h2-(ab)a, h3-(bc)m, h4-(be)m,

h5-(be)m, h6-(fe)m, h7-(fg)m, h8-(ge)m,

or
h^- (ac )ma, ^“(abj^a, hj«(bc)nl, ^«(be)111,

hj-(be)n, hg-(fe)m, h ^  (fg)ra, h8-(ge)n, etc.

So we can say which vectors of strings are consistent, and 
thus, which processes may happen in the system. In particular, 
we can also answer various questions concerning the reachabili
ty in the considered net.

Opérations on systems

In order to design systems in a systematic manner we need 
some operations on systems. We need operations which allow us 
to combine simple components into larger complexes such that 
the behaviour of the resulting system can easily be derived 
from the behaviours of components.

Some effort in this direction has been made Milner
[23], Kotov [20], and Janickl [17] ). We shall show that the



approach we are developing gives also a possibility to combine 
systems.

Our idea I s  based on two observations.

first, according to Theorem 1 of section 7, the indepen
dence of processes in a system is completely determined by the 
independence of configurations.

Second, usually, to erery configuration k we can assign 
a set h(k) such that the independence of configurations is 
equivalent to the disjointness of the corresponding sets, and 
h(a+b)-h(a)U h(b) whenever a*b is defined'. Such a correspon
dence h or, equivalently, its restriction to atomic configura
tions can be constructed by assigning a set h(k) of certain 
resources to each configuration k, namely the set of resour
ces which are regarded to be necessary In order to have the 
configuration k. Put In another way, an occurrence of a con
figuration k can be thought to be equivalent to activating 
the resources belonging to the corresponding set h(k). The In
dependence of two configurations k and 1, which is equivalent 
to h(k)Oh(l) - 0 , means in this interpretation that the con
figurations need activating disjoint sets of resources.

for instance, to the atomic configurations of the system 
described in Example 3 of section 7 we can assign the follow
ing sets:

b O )  -
’ h(2) - {2,A], h(3) - {3.A.R}, h(4) - {4,a},

h ( 5 )  -  { 5 . B } ,  h ( 6 )  -  { 6 , A , R } ,  h ( 7 )  -  { 7 , b } .

Here, R may be interpreted as a resource, A and B may be in
terpreted as certain objects which share the resource R, and
2.3,4 (resp.: 5,6,7) may be interpreted as certain private
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resources (states) of A (resp.: of B). It is easy to see (cf. 
Fig.6) that this correspondence is as it should be in the sense 
that all the existing disjoint unions of the assigned sets cor
respond exactly to the allowed configurations.

Fig.6

Returning to our problem of operations on systems, and 
taking into account what we have observed, we may think that 
two given systems can be combined into one by allowing the 
components to use common resources.

For instance, the objects A and B in Example 3 of section 
7 may be regarded as the systems shown in Fig.7. By allowing 
these objects to use common resources 
obtain the system in Fig.6.

B and R-Rj^-Rj we



rig.7

From thio example we see that the resulting system has 
been obtained from the components by identifying resources.
It is important that not only single resources are identified, 
but entire sets of resources that correspond to atomic con
figurations in both components. This allows us to derive the 
behaviour algebra of the resulting system from the behaviour 
algebras of the components. Indeed, If only entire sets cor
responding to atonic configurations of two systens S, ard S2 
are Identified then we can identify also the configurations.
So, taking the system SQ which consists of the identified 
configurations, we can determine the behaviour algebra of the 
resulting system S from a pushout diagram in the category of 
safe pm-categories (cf. Fig.8).

Thus we obtain a method of combining systems that may 
serve to define various particular operations on systems (serial 
or parallel compositions of systems and other more complicated 

v operations).
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beh(S) 
7! *✓// N N

beh(S1) beh(S?)

&£h(S0)

Fig. 8

We should mention that not all known operations on systems 
can be described in this manner. Moreover, the restriction« on 
the execution of processes in real systems may be such that vre 
are unable to modell them with our system concept. This can be 
seen from the following example.

Consider the well known problem of sharing a single re
source R by a set of o bje ct B.  Each of the objects needs the 
resource in a phase CS of his activity. Outside of this phase 
the object is busy with his private activity PA.

One of the ways to organize sharing the resource by ob
jects is to introduce a token which circulates among the ob
jects and being at disposal of a particular object gives him 
the exclusive right to using the resource.

Now, in order to prevent each object from being buoy with 
passing the token to other objects (say to the right neigh
bour) during the private activity, such an object is given a 
private servant who will pass the token for the object during 
the private activity. Then the work of each object and his 
servant can be described by the net in Fig.9.
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B: the resource la available
ts the token is given to the object
t': the token is given to the right neighbour
Is the object is waiting for the token
2: the object Is ready to use the resoarce
3: the object is ready to start hit private activity
4: the object wants to release the servant
5: the servant is engaged
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However, here we come to a conflict between the object 
and hia servant. Such a conflict arises in the situation 
{t,4,s} in which the servant is still allowed to pass the 
token and simultaneously the object wants to release the ser
vant. Of course, it night be assumed that the object has a
priority over his servant, which gives him a possibility to

/release the servant. However, such a restriction of the set 
of processes in the system is of logical character and cannot 
easily be described in algebraic terms. In particular, we 
cannot express this restriction in terms of independence of 
configurations.

Non-discrete processes

We have been considering only discrete processes and 
systems. This has been reflected in our concept of a history, 
namely, in the condition (H1) of Definition 1 of section 2. 
This concept has been a discrete analogue of the concept of 
physical epace-time of relativity theory (cf. Carnap[4 3 ).
If we want to consider more general processes and systems 
(of continous character, for example) then we cannot assume 
(H1) anymore.

A careful look at the whole theory shows that many of 
our notions and results remain valid without (H1).

One result we lose is the completeness of the lattice of 
cuts of a bounded history (cf. Proposition 4 of section 2). 
This result is connected with the orderings of histories and 
is an important tool in decomposing processes.
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Another result we lose is that a proper part of a bounded 
process differs from the whole process (cf. Proposition 1 of 
section 2, Proposition 1 of section 3, and the cancellation 
laws for the sequential composition of bounded processes in 
Proposition 8 of section 4). This result is connected alco 
with the labellings and reflects an important intuitive pro
perty of bounded processes. On the other hand, we need it if 
we want to describe the beharlour of a system by a safe po- 
-category, and if we want to have a representation theorem 
similar to Theorem 4 of section 8. Then we have to reconstruct

9

processes from their algebraic structure.

A process P can be reconstructed by reconstructing its 
histories. This can be done only with the aid of cuts. A cut 
of P can be defined as a pair (P1tP2) such that P^ P?-P. The 
cuts can be ordered by assuming:

%
(v1.p2)c(pt#.v2>lff V "  pr Q for 8ome Q*

but only under the condition that P^ • P^« R' implies R'- 
codf P ^ ) and P^-P^»8 implies R-codfP̂  ). So we need cancellation 
laws for the sequential composition of bounded processes.

Concerning the completeness of cut structures of bounded 
processes, we should replace the property (H1) of discrete 
histories by less restrictive conditions which would not ex
clude orderings of continous types but which would ensure the 
desired completeness.

One observation is that if a set of cuts of a history 
with an upper (resp.: a lower) bound has the least upper 
(resp.: the greatest lower) bound then, due to (H2), a similar 
property holds true for subsets of raximal chains. Such a pro
perty can be ensured by assuming that a history H - (1,^,1) 
fulfils the following requireaent:
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(H1.a) for every maximal chain 2s I  and every subset U£Z
which haa an upper (reap,: a lower) bound in Z there 
exists aupgCU) - the least upper bound - the supremum 
of U in Z (reap,: infgiU) • the greatest lower bound - 
the infimum - of 0 in Z),

Of course, this requirement is fulfilled by every discrete
history.

Another observation is that the ordering of a partially 
ordered set (X,^) induces a topology in I, namely, the weak
est topology in which the sets of the form {xeX: a < x  and x/aj 
and {x£X: x ^ a  and x^a} are open. It is not very difficult 
to prove (the proof is similar to that of Proposition 4 in 
section 2) that the required completeness of the cut structure 
of a history H - (X,¿,1) can be ensured if the existing 
suprema and infima of subset» of maximal chains are compatible 
in the following sense nfith the topology induced by the order
ing:

(H1.b) if supz(U) (resp.: infz(U) ) exists for a maximal
chain ZSX and a subset U £ Z  then it belongs to the
closure of U with respect to the induced topology.

Also this requirement is fulfilled if H is a discrete history.

?or the histories satisfying (H1,a), (H1,b), and (H2), 
we obtain the completeness of the corresponding cut structures.

Vhat concerns the property of bounded processes to be 
different from their proper parts, this property is equivalent 
to non-existence of a non-trivial occurrence f:H— >H of a 
bounded history H in H. In the case of discrete H such a pro
perty has been proved by showing that the restrictions of f 
to maximal chains are identity mappings (cf. the proof of Pro



position 1 in section 2). tfe hare been able to show that only 
due to the finiteness of maxInal chains. Mow, in the general 
case, we need an«ther mechanism, and the only way to hare it 
la to exploit the labelling.

Of course, one could admit only one-to-one (Injective) 
labellings, which would Imply f|Z • IdAtlty on Z for every 
history H • (1,^,1), every occurrence f:H— *H, and every 
maximal chain ZCZ (cf. the condition (02) in the definition
of an occurrence in section 2). This however would be too%
restrictive. The examples in the paper show that we have many 
reasons to admit non-injective labellings.

The only idea we can see at the moment is to require a 
local Injectivity of labellings. Wamely, we may require that 
a history H • (1,^,1) fulfils not only (H3), but also the 
following condition:

(H3.a) for every x € X  there exists a neighbourhood U(x) of z 
(in the sense of the topology induced by the ordering) 
such that the labelling 1 is Injective in D(z).

The role of this condition would be that, in the case of some 
regular induced topologies, it might enforce an occurrence 
f:H— ►H to reduce to identity mappings at least on some non- 
-trivlal initial segments of maximal chains (see Pig.10). 
However, it 1« an open question how to ensure the needed re
gularity of the induced topology and what more should be as
sumed about the history in order to prove that the whole f 
reduces to the identity mapping.

Observe that if the Induced topology of a history is 
discrete in the sense that every element has a neighbourhood 
which is an antichain then (H3) implies (H3.a). Such a situ
ation happens often in the case of discrete histories.
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Pig.10

It is interesting that the condition (H3.a) is similar 
to the postulate of general relativity theory on the existence 
of a local space and time coordinate system for every world- 
-point. The role of local coordinates is played by labels.

That our idea of considering non-discrete histories and 
other derived notions makes sense can be seen from the fol
lowing example.

Consider a motion of a finite set I of interacting par
ticles on a straight line. ?or each particle i£l the history 
of this particle is the set of points (Xi(t),t) of two-di
mensional space-time, where (x^ (t) ) _ <>0 < t < + is the trajec
tory of the particle (we assume that such a trajectory is 
continous). The history of the whole motion consists of events 
of the form: "at the moment t the particle i is at the point i", 
-here x»xi(t), and - oo<■ t ̂  + <*>. Every such an event can be 
written as (i,x,t). Let Ej denotes the set of events.

According to the clasical physics, the causal relation 
corresponds to the effect of each particle on the others
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( ^ o , x o ’ ^ 1  ,X 1 ’  ̂ * o ^  *1 o r  ^ o , x o ’ * o ^ “  ^ 1  ,X 1

Assuming that the effect of one particle on another deperfds 
only on the actual states of particles (positions, speeds, etc.). 
we can regard every event (i,x,t) as an occurrence of an ele
mentary situation of the form:

1(1,x,t) (l,x, t(mod£)),

where £ is a fixed positive number and t(mod£.) means that we
« •

identify t1 and t2 whenever tj-tj-nt with an Integer n. Thus 
we obtain a labelled partially ordered set Hc (I):-(Ej, ¿ c,l). 
Maximal chains are of the fora (l(t),Xj )(t), t)_ ̂  <t ̂  ¥

Maximal antichains are of the form {(l,x,t)€Ej: t-tQ/• where 
- o o < \ Q< + o o . One can verify that Hg(X) is a history (satis
fies (HI.a), (Hl.b), (H2), (H3), and (H3.a) ). Observe that 
the labelling is not injective (l(i,x,t1)-l(l,x,t2) whenever 
t,-t2«n£ with an integer n) but it allows us to determine the
state (position, speed, etc.) of a particle at every moment.

•

A similar motion, but being subject to the special re
lativity theory, leads to another causal relation, naaely:

(*o»xo**o) to< t 1 and (Xi-x0)2< 0 2(t,-t0 )2

0r (i0,XO,tO^*^i1,X1,t1
where c is the speed of light. This is due to the fact that 
the speed of a signal from one particle to another is not 
greater than that of light.

As before, we define:

1(1,x,t) (l,x, t(mod £.)),

which gives a labelled partially ordered set HR (I ) ’•“ (£j* ¿r»1 )•



Maximal chains are of the form (iit),!^ j,t)_ <-♦<»•
where (see Pig.11):

(xi(t* At)^* A t > * xi ( t ) ^ ^ 2 2
1 in sup ------------------ 5----------
A t-> o ( A t r

Maximal ant:chains are sets of events (i,x,t) such that t»F(x)
with F satisfying (see Fig.11):

(F(x*Ax) - F(x) ) 2 1
lim sup -----------5------ -V .
Ax-»0 (Ax) <ic

Assuaing that the particles are moving in a bounded closed
interval one can verify that HR (I) is also a history.

-  2 5 6  -
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